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In general, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy can provide 
much more detailed information about atomic-level structures and dynamics compared to solution-
state NMR spectroscopy, since various anisotropic spin interactions present in the solid state offer 
invaluable insights into the structural and dynamic properties of materials. However, these 
orientation-dependent spin interactions also result in the broadening of resonance lines, which 
obfuscates the interpretation of SSNMR spectra. In order to obtain high-resolution spectra, modern 
SSNMR experiments are often performed under magic-angle spinning (MAS). This mechanical 
rotation makes the anisotropic spin interactions time-dependent. Because the appearance of 
SSNMR spectra is determined by these interactions, understanding how these interactions change 
with time under MAS becomes a key step for developing and applying SSNMR techniques. 
Therefore, in Chapter 1, the general methods to treat rotations of spin interaction Hamiltonians 
and the important results are reviewed.  
The spin dynamics can be also manipulated by radio-frequency (RF) pulse sequences. 
Therefore, analyzing the spin dynamics under different pulse sequences becomes another key step 
to understanding SSNMR spectroscopy. There are two general approaches for this task, relying on 
analytical approximation theories and numerical simulations. In Chapter 2, we introduce the 
average Hamiltonian theory (AHT), which is the most useful analytical theory, and SIMPSON, 
which is the most widely used simulation package. Then, the specific pulse sequence for selective 
homonuclear dipolar recoupling is analyzed, using both AHT and SIMPSON simulations as an 
example. 
As shown in Chapter 2, we show how distances between nuclei of the same type can be 
accurately measured by recoupling of homonuclear dipolar interactions. Similarly, the distance 
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information can be obtained for heteronuclear spin pairs by recoupling heteronuclear dipolar 
interactions. Such distance measurements can provide valuable constraints for deriving atomic- or 
molecular-level structures. In Chapter 3, the cross polarization with variable contact (CPVC) 
experiment under fast or ultrafast MAS, which has been recently proposed as another approach for 
heteronuclear distance measurement, is analyzed both theoretically and experimentally. From the 
results, the experiment set-up procedure is recommended and the estimates of measurement 
accuracy limitations are given. Lastly, this technique is further extended to enable determination 
of the distribution of internuclear distances resulting from structural disorder. 
Intrinsically, NMR spectroscopy suffers from low sensitivity, because the magnitudes of 
spin magnetic moments are very small. The sensitivity becomes further diminished when detecting 
nuclei with long spin-lattice relaxation time, low gyromagnetic ratio, low natural abundance and/or 
low concentration. To overcome this problem, several general methods have been developed, 
including paramagnetic doping, isotope enrichment, indirect detection and hyperpolarization, e.g., 
by dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP). With the advent of low-temperature fast MAS technology, 
it becomes possible, for the first time, to perform indirect detection experiment under DNP 
condition. In Chapter 4, the sensitivity gain resulting from the combined use of indirect detection 
and DNP is examined for 13C, 15N and 89Y nuclei in functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(MSNs) and Y2O3 nanoparticles. It is found that for nuclei with very low gyromagnetic ratio, this 
combined method provides sensitivity that exceeds all existing SSNMR approaches, allowing the 
acquisition of high-quality two-dimensional 1H-89Y correlation spectra of the surface of Y2O3 
nanoparticles in less than 2 h. 
In Chapter 5, the application of SSNMR spectroscopy to characterizing a potential 
supporting material for heterogeneous catalysts, ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC), is presented. 
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In this study, 13C cross polarization magic angle spinning (CPMAS) and quantitative direct 
polarization magic angle spinning (DPMAS) experiments were firstly performed on natural 
abundance and isotope enriched OMCs. From the results, the key structure components of OMCs 
calcined at different temperatures were identified. Meanwhile, the evolution trends of these 
components at different calcination stages were also deduced. Then, the dipolar dephasing 
experiments, based on differences in spin-spin relaxation time constants (!"#), were performed to 
determine the sizes and structures of aromatic clusters that comprise the OMC structures at 
different stages of calcination. Based on the spectroscopic data, we were able to determine the 
temperature-induced structural evolution of the OMC framework and provide basis for further 
tailoring of these materials for applications in heterogenous catalysts. 
In Chapter 6, multinuclear and multidimensional SSNMR spectroscopy was applied to 
thoroughly characterize an organometallic heterogenous catalyst, La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN, 
which is synthesized by grafting homoleptic tris(alkyl)lanthanum La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 onto the 
surface of MSN and used for catalyzing the ring-opening hydroboration reactions of aliphatic and 
styrenic epoxides with pinacolborane (HBpin). The SSNMR experiments included 13C CPMAS, 
29Si DPMAS and CPMAS, 1H{29Si} indirectly detected heteronuclear correlation (idHETCOR) 
spectroscopy, 29Si J-resolved spectroscopy, 11B DPMAS, 11B multiple-quantum magic angle 
spinning (MQMAS) and 1H{11B} HETCOR spectroscopy. Based on the results, firstly, we 
determined the podality of the surface bonded organometallic complex and helped to determine 
the optimal synthesis conditions. Then, the basic structures of the surface species and the detailed 
nature of the secondary La ↼ H–Si interaction were established. Lastly, the structure of the active 
catalytic center was identified, which suggested that the catalytic mechanism is the same as the 
one previously proposed for the corresponding homoleptic precursor. Notably, the 
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La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN catalyst exceeded its soluble precursor in terms of per-site catalytic 





The foundation of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) resides on spin physics. The concept 
of spin and the associated magnetic moment was first established for electrons in the early 1920s 
by Stern-Gerlach experiment and other studies. The nuclear spin and its magnetic moment were 
later verified by the refined Stern-Gerlach experiment in 1933.  
Although the earliest attempt to perform NMR experiment can be traced back to Gorter 
who failed to observe 7Li signal in LiCl and 1H signal in KAl(SO4)2∙12H2O in 1936, the generally 
acknowledged beginning of NMR is marked by the successful experiments performed by Block, 
Hansen and Packard on water and by Purcell, Torrey and Pound on paraffin. Since then, 
researchers have devoted tremendous efforts to the development of NMR spectroscopy both in 
theories and instruments. Among all these advents, superconducting magnet, Fourier transform 
(FT) NMR spectroscopy and two-dimensional (2D) NMR experiments are of paramount 
importance. Along with the development of NMR techniques, its indispensable value for 
elucidating chemical structures and dynamics was quickly recognized. However, at early stage, 
the majority of NMR spectroscopy applications focused on solution samples. The main reason for 
this situation is that, in solid state, anisotropic interactions, including chemical shift anisotropy 
(CSA), dipolar interaction and quadrupolar interaction, severely broaden the spectra, which makes 
the spectrum resolution too low to extract useful information. Besides, because anisotropic 
interactions are orientation dependent, the resulted solid-state NMR (SSNMR) spectra are much 
more complicated to interpret than those of solution-state NMR. To overcome these problems, 
over the past several decades, a large number of elegant and sophisticated experimental methods 
were invented specifically for solid samples. These methods, in general, can be classified into three 
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groups, which are multiple-pulse sequences, magic angle spinning (and other mechanical 
manipulation techniques) and experiments combining multiple-pulse sequences and mechanical 
manipulation.  
Multiple-pulse experiments started to emerge after Hahn discovered spin echo. Early 
multiple-pulse experiments were mainly constructed to suppression homonuclear dipolar 
interaction and therefore increase spectral resolution under static condition. 
Magic angle spinning (MAS) was introduced by Andrew et al. and Lowe in 1958 and 1959, 
individually. MAS suppresses anisotropic interactions expressed by second rank tensors, which 
significantly increases the resolution and sensitivity of SSNMR spectra. And, its performance 
improves as the spinning rate increases. Nowadays, the fastest spinning rate has reached 110 kHz. 
Under this ultrafast MAS condition, the resolution of SSNMR spectra approaches to those of 
solution-state NMR. Other mechanical manipulation techniques include dynamic angle spinning 
(DAS) and double rotation (DOR), which are used to average quadrupolar interaction. 
There are two main reasons for developing SSNMR techniques which combine multiple-
pulse sequences and MAS. The first one is to further improve spectral resolution and sensitivity, 
when MAS rate is smaller than the strengths of anisotropic interactions. The second one is to 
recover certain anisotropic interaction averaged out by MAS to deduce structural and dynamic 
information, since the properties of anisotropic interaction are directly determined by atomic- 
and/or molecular-level structures and dynamics. These techniques constitute the major part of 
SSNMR spectroscopy and make SSNMR spectroscopy become one of the most powerful 
analytical tools to investigate complex solid materials. Importantly, SSNMR spectroscopy plays a 
unique role in characterizing heterogeneous catalysts. In this kind of materials, catalytic groups 
are attached to the surfaces of supporting solids which are often nanoparticles or contain porous 
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structures. The structures, dynamics and chemical properties of catalytic groups can be strongly 
influenced by the surface and the surface is amorphous. Therefore, the detailed structures and 
dynamics of catalytic groups cannot be probed by analytical techniques requiring long-range order, 
like X-ray diffraction. In contrast, SSNMR spectroscopy can provide 3D conformations of the 
catalytic groups on the surface by measuring chemical shifts, performing 2D correlation 
experiments and measuring anisotropic interactions. This will help establishing relationships 
between structures and catalytic mechanisms, making rational designs of better heterogeneous 
catalysts feasible.  
However, characterizing heterogeneous catalysts with SSNMR spectroscopy usually faces 
severe sensitivity problem. This is so because SSNMR spectroscopy intrinsically suffers from low 
sensitivity due to small gyromagnetic ratios, low natural abundances, large line widths and long 
spin-lattice relaxation times. And, in the case of heterogeneous catalysts, this problem gets even 
worse, since the surface attached catalytic groups usually have very low loadings. Sensitivity 
enhancement techniques must be involved to overcome the problem, which is another major part 
of SSNMR development. These techniques include isotope enrichment, polarization transfers, 
indirection detection and dynamic nuclear polarization, where the later three techniques are 
generally applicable.  
The goal to understand the properties of heterogeneous catalysts or related complex 
materials inspires the developments of new and advanced SSNMR techniques. And, these 





FUNDAMENTAL SPIN INTERACTIONS AND THEIR HAMILTONIANS 
The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectral line shapes are determined by the spin 
interactions present during the experiments. The basic spin interactions can be categorized into 
five types; namely the Zeeman (denoted as Z), chemical shift (CS), dipolar (D), scalar or J coupling 
(J) and quadrupolar (Q) interactions.[1,2] These interactions are excellent reporters on the atomic-
scale and/or molecular-scale structures and dynamics in the materials under study. The tremendous 
power and wide applicability of NMR spectroscopy as an analytical tool for studying these 
materials stems from the ability to probe and manipulate these interactions so that they can be 
independently measured. Therefore, mastering the knowledge of these interactions is the key to 
understand and use NMR spectroscopy.   
The systems composed of nuclear spins must be treated quantum-mechanically. The 
interactions involved in quantum-mechanical systems are described by the Hamiltonians. For 
nuclear spins, these Hamiltonians can be constructed in the form of second order tensor operators. 
Mathematically, the second order tensor operators can be expressed either in Cartesian coordinate 
system or in spherical coordinate system.[1] 
In the Cartesian coordinate system, the spin interaction Hamiltonian can be generally 
written as[1,3] 








7 , (2.1) 
where 8 denotes the type of interaction, I denotes the spin angular momentum operator, S denotes 
the spin angular momentum operator or the static magnetic field vector, and )% denotes the second 
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order Cartesian tensor for specific interaction 8 determined by spin system structure and dynamics. 
The components of )%  change when different coordinate system is used. The commonly 
considered coordinate systems in NMR spectroscopy are the principal axis coordinate system (P), 
the crystal-fixed coordinate system (C), the rotor-fixed coordinate system (R) and the laboratory-
fixed coordinate system (L).[1,4] The relationship from one coordinate system to another is 
specified by the set of Euler angles connecting the two coordinate systems.[1,4] For example, the 
transformation from the principal axis coordinate system to the crystal-fixed coordinate system is 
described by the Euler angles Ω:; = {=:;, ?:;, @:;}. Among all the different coordinate systems, 
the principal axis coordinate system is of special importance. This is because, in this coordinate 
system,  )% becomes diagonal and can be expressed as[2] 




7 . (2.2) 





 O2EE% − 2FGH% O ≥ O2BB% − 2FGH% O ≥ O2DD% − 2FGH% O. (2.3b) 
In solid-state NMR (SSNMR) spectroscopy, for convenience, another two parameters are usually 
introduced. They are anisotropy of interaction 8 denoted by R% and asymmetry parameter denoted 
by S%, which are defined by[2] 
 R% = 2EE% − 2FGH% , (2.4a) 






Therefore, ):% can be also expressed as[2] 




−12 Z1 + S
%[ 0 0






where T is the identity matrix. The advantage of expressing the second order tensor operators in 
the Cartesian coordinate system is that the physical meanings of these operators are straightforward. 
However, when rotations are considered, the manipulation becomes much simpler if the 
Hamiltonians are represented in the spherical coordinate system, i.e. using the so-called irreducible 
spherical tensor operator format.   
The equivalent expression of Equation 2.1 in the spherical coordinate system is[1] 




where 2a,b`%  is the irreducible spherical tensor component derived from ):%  and Ka,`  is the 
irreducible spherical tensor operator component for the spin part. The relationship between the 
irreducible spherical tensor operator components and the Cartesian tensor operator components 
can be found in many textbooks and literatures and will not be repeated here. The rotations of 
irreducible spherical tensors are described by the Euler angles and the Wigner rotation 
matrices[1,3,5]: 




where e`f,`a (=, ?, @)  denotes the Wigner rotation matrix component as function of the Euler 
angles Ω = {=, ?, @}  specifying the rotation, 2da,`%  denotes the irreducible spherical tensor 
component after rotation and 2a,`f%  denotes the irreducible spherical tensor component before 
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rotation. The expressions of the Wigner rotation matrices can be also found in many textbooks and 
literatures and thus will not be presented here. It is worth mentioning that, when symmetric 
Cartesian tensor )% is expressed as irreducible spherical tensor, the component 2a,`%  is nonzero 
only if g = 0 or 2. Furthermore, when expressed in the principal axis coordinate system, the only 
nonzero components are those with h = 0 or ±2. In this situation, instead of using 2a,`% , ja,`%  is 
used to denote the nonzero component and defined by 2FGH% , R% and S% as[2] 
 jk,k% = −√32FGH% , (2.8a) 








For modern SSNMR spectroscopy, in order to achieve high resolution and improve 
sensitivity, experiments are usually performed under magic angle spinning (MAS) in high 
magnetic field. With these conditions, the interaction Hamiltonians are best represented using 
irreducible spherical tensors. And, in the following, each interaction will be discussed separately 
using this formalism. For simplicity, ℏ will be completely dropped and 8 will be only specified in 
$%. 
2.1 Zeeman interaction 
Zeeman interaction is the coupling between nuclear spin and the external magnetic field. 
For modern SSNMR spectroscopy, this external magnetic field is strong (³ 9.4 T) and along the 
z-axis in the laboratory-fixed coordinate system. This choice of direction leads to  
 $o = −@pk,/ = −qk,/, (2.9) 
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where @  denotes the nuclear spin gyromagnetic ratio (in unit of rad×s-1×T-1), pk  denotes the 
magnitude of external magnetic field (in unit of T) and qk  denotes the strength of Zeeman 
interaction (in unit of rad×s-1). For proton, @ is equal to 2.675221´108 rad×s-1×T-1. When pk = 9.4 T, 
qk = 2.514708´109 rad×s-1 which corresponds to qk/2p = 400.2282 MHz.  
Because of Zeeman interaction, nuclear spin will precess around the z-axis in the 
laboratory-fixed coordinate system with frequency qk. When pk is large,  qk is much larger than 
the magnitudes of the other spin interactions (chemical shift interaction, dipolar interaction, scalar 
interaction and quadrupolar interaction). Due to the fast precession, the Hamiltonians of the other 
spin interactions are truncated and only those terms that commute with ,/ remain. This is called 
secular approximation. This approximation can be also achieved by transforming the full 
Hamiltonian into the interaction frame defined by $o and keeping only the time independent parts. 
Therefore, it is also called the rotating-frame approximation. If the irreducible spherical tensor 
formalism is used, because [Iz, Tl,m] = mTl.m, the secular approximation leads to[1] 
 $Grstauv% = 2k,kKk,k + 2w,kKw,k + 2m,kKm,k, (2.10) 
where $Grstauv%  denotes the truncated Hamiltonian for spin interaction 8. In this equation, 2k,k, 
2w,k  and 2m,k  correspond to the isotropic part, antisymmetric part and symmetric part of the 
interaction, respectively. The isotropic part will not change under rotation. Therefore, if magic 
angle spinning is applied, only 2w,k and 2m,k will become time dependent. And, since 2w,k does not 
influence NMR spectrum in the first order, the time dependent version of Equation 2.10 becomes[1]  
 $Grstauv% (x) = 2k,kKk,k + 2m,k(x)Km,k. (2.11) 
For a powder sample under MAS condition, to calculate 2m,k(x), three coordinate systems and two 
transformations between these coordinate systems need to be considered. The three coordinate 
systems are the principal axis coordinate systems, the rotor-fixed coordinate system and the 
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laboratory-fixed coordinate system. And, the two transformations are the transition from the 
principal axis coordinate system to the rotor-fixed coordinate system and the transition from the 
rotor-fixed coordinate system to the laboratory-fixed coordinate system. The first transition is 
specified by Euler angles Ωyz = {q{x, ?|{, 0}, where ?|{  is the tilting angle of the rotor relative 
to the main magnetic field and q{  is the rotation angular speed of the rotor. The second transition 
is specified by Euler angles Ωz: = {=, ?, @}, which are totally random for a powder sample. By 
using Equation 2.7 twice, 2m,k(x) can be calculated as[1] 







where `f,`m (?) denotes the reduced Wigner rotation matrix component. Now, by combining 
Equations 2.8, 2.11 and 2.12, the Hamiltonian for each spin interaction in the high magnetic field 
and under MAS can be calculated and will be shown below. Again, for simplicity reason, the 
subscript, secular, will be dropped in the equations. 
2.2 Chemical shift interaction 
Chemical shift interaction describes the coupling between nuclear spin and the local 
magnetic field induced by electrons about this nucleus. Conventionally, symbol Ö is used to denote 
the chemical shift interaction tensor (instead of A). Therefore, the Hamiltonian expressed in 
Cartesian tensor format is 








â . (2.13) 
And,  
 jk,k = −√3àFGH, (2.14a) 
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2 SR. (2.14c) 
By applying Equations 2.11 and 2.12, the chemical shift interaction Hamiltonian under MAS can 
be calculated as  
 
$;Ü(x) = 2k,kKk,k + 2m,k(x)Km,k	
= @pkàFGH,/ + n
2
3 @pk2m,k(x),/	




The first term gives the isotropic chemical shift and determines the resonating position of spin in 
NMR spectrum. And, the second term is the chemical shift anisotropy which is evaluated first by 








+ jm,m}bFm~m,`m (?)}bF`(ÄÅÇÉÑ)`,km (?|{)








Then, inserting Equation 2.14, Equation 2.15 becomes 
 







Fm~bm,`m (?)}bF`(ÄÅÇÉÑ)`,km (?|{)é . 
(2.17) 
Eventually, by setting ?|{  equal to the magic angle (54.7˚) and inserting the expressions for the 






3 S cos2=ì sin 2? cos(@ + q{x)
− √23 SR sin 2= sin ? sin(@ + q{x)
+ R ñ12 sin
m? + 14 S cos2= è1 +
1
3 cos2?ìò cos(2@ + 2q{x)
− 13 SR sin 2= cos ? sin(2@ + 2q{x) . 
(2.18) 
Combining Equation 2.18 with Equation 2.15, the final form of the chemical shift interaction 
Hamiltonian under MAS is 
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3 S cos 2=ì sin 2? cos(@ + q{x)
− √23 SR sin 2= sin ? sin(@ + q{x)
+ R ñ12 sin
m? + 14 S cos2= è1 +
1
3 cos2?ìò cos(2@ + 2q{x)
− 13 SR sin 2= cos ? sin(2@ + 2q{x)ö . 
(2.19) 
2.3 Dipolar interaction 
The dipolar interaction describes the through-space magnetic dipole-dipole interaction 
between nuclear spins. In Cartesian coordinate system, this interaction is expressed by a traceless 
symmetric matrix. In the principal axis coordinate system, the dipolar Hamiltonian is[2]  
 
$:õ = úùû ⋅ ( ⋅ ü: ⋅ *	
= −†k@ù@ûℏ4°L¢ ⋅ ( ⋅ ü: ⋅ *	














where $:õ  denotes the dipolar interaction Hamiltonian in the principal axis coordinate system, 
úùû = †k@ù@ûℏ/4°L¢  denotes dipolar coupling constant, ü:  denotes the Cartesian dipolar 
interaction tensor in the principal axis coordinate system, †k denotes the permeability of vacuum 
and equals to 4° ´ 10-7 N×A-2, @ù  denotes the gyromagnetic ratio for spin I (in unit of rad×s-1×T-1), 
@û denotes the gyromagnetic ratio for spin S and ℏ denotes the Planck constant divided by 2° and 
equals to 1.0546×10-34 J×s. Divided by 2°, the dipolar coupling constant is in unit of Hz. Because 
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of the very simple form of ü:, the corresponding irreducible spherical tensor components are also 
very simple, which are 
 jk,k = jm,±m = 0, (2.21a) 




In Equation 2.20, I and S correspond to either the same type of nuclear spins or two different types 
of nuclear spins. When the types of nuclear spins are the same, it is called homonuclear dipolar 
interaction; and, when the types of nuclear spins are different, it is called heteronuclear dipolar 
interaction. With Equations 2.12, 2.15 and 2.21, the homonuclear dipolar interaction Hamiltonian 
under MAS in high field can be calculated in the same way as for chemical shift interaction. And, 
the result is 
 
$õ(x) = úùû ñ−
1
2√2sin 2? }
bF(ÄÅÇÉÑ) − 12√2 sin 2? }
F(ÄÅÇÉÑ)
+ 14 sin
m?}bFm(ÄÅÇÉÑ) + 14 sin
m?}Fm(ÄÅÇÉÑ)ò ⋅ (3,/6/ − ( ⋅ *) 
(2.22) 
And, for heteronuclear spin pairs, Equation 2.22 can be further simplified to  
 
$õ(x) = úùû ñ−
1
2√2sin 2? }
bF(ÄÅÇÉÑ) − 12√2 sin 2? }
F(ÄÅÇÉÑ)
+ 14 sin
m?}bFm(ÄÅÇÉÑ) + 14 sin
m?}Fm(ÄÅÇÉÑ)ò ⋅ 2,/6/ 
(2.23) 
2.4 Scalar interaction 
 The scalar interaction, also named as J coupling or indirect dipolar interaction, is the 
coupling between two nuclear spins resulted from their individual dipole-dipole interactions with 
electrons from chemical bond connecting these two nuclei. In general, the Hamiltonian for this 
interaction is also expressed by a second rank tensor as 
 14 
 $§ = ( ⋅ • ⋅ *, (2.24) 
where J denotes the J coupling tensor. However, in usual case, only the isotropic part of J is 
considered. Therefore, the J coupling Hamiltonian for homonuclear spin pair becomes 
 $§ = ¶( ⋅ *, (2.25) 
where J = Tr{J}/3. And, for heteronuclear spin pair, Equation 2.25 is further simplified as 
 $§ = ¶,/6/. (2.26) 
2.5 Quadrupolar interaction 
For nucleus with spin number larger than one half, its quadrupole moment is non-zero and 
thus interaction presents between this non-zero quadrupole moment and the electrical field 
gradient (EFG) around the nucleus. This interaction is called quadrupolar interaction. In the 
Cartesian coordinate system, the corresponding Hamiltonian is expressed as 
 
$ß = ( ⋅ ® ⋅ (	
= }©2,(2, − 1)ℏ ⋅ ( ⋅ ™ ⋅ ( 
(2.27) 
where Q denotes the quadrupolar interaction tensor, V denotes the EFG tensor, Q denotes the 
quadrupolar moment, e denotes the electron charge and I denotes the nuclear spin number. V is a 
second order traceless symmetrical tensor. In the principal axis coordinate system, V is diagonal 
and expressed as 




â . (2.28) 
The order of the diagonal components is determined by 
 | ÉE| ≥ | D́D| ≥ | B́B|. (2.29) 
Because B́B + D́D + ÉE = 0 (traceless), two independent parameters can be defined to express 
™:, which is similar to Equation 2.4. These two parameters are 
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 }≠ = ÉE, (2.30a) 
 S = B́B − D́D
ÉE
. (2.30b) 
And, the irreducible spherical tensor components in the same coordinate systems are calculated as 




 jm,±w = 0, (2.31b) 
 jm,±m =
1
2 }≠S. (2.31c) 
By making use of Equation 2.6 and the properties of V, the quadrupolar interaction Hamiltonian 
represented in the spherical coordinate system becomes 




Here, V2, m’s are calculated from the corresponding Cartesian EFG tensor components as[6] 
 ḿ,k =
3
√6 /́/, (2.34a) 
 ḿ,w = − 3́/ − Æ .́/ , (2.34b) 
 ḿ,bw = 3́/ − Æ .́/ , (2.34c) 
 ḿ,m =
1
2 Z 3́3 − .́.[ + Æ 3́. , (2.34d) 
 ḿ,bm =
1
2 Z 3́3 − .́.[ − Æ 3́. . (2.34e) 




[3,/m − ,(, + 1)], (2.35a) 
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 Km,w = −
1












2 ,b,b, (2.35e) 
where ,Å = ,3 + Æ,.  and ,b = ,3 − Æ,. . In high magnetic field, the magnitude of quadrupolar 
interaction is often much smaller than that of Zeeman interaction; therefore, the effect of 
quadrupolar interaction on nuclear spin can be accessed by treating this interaction as a 
perturbation of the Zeeman interaction. However, since the magnitude of quadrupolar interaction 
can reach to several megahertz (MHz), this perturbation theory treatment needs to be carried out 
to the second order and the general results for a static sample are[6] 
 $ß[w] = }©4,(2, − 1)ℏ
√6
3 ḿ,k[3,/
m − ,(, + 1)], (2.36) 
 
$ß[m] = − 1qk
ñ }©4,(2, − 1)ℏò
m
M2 ḿ,w ḿ,bw,/[4,(, + 1) − 8,/m − 1]
+ 2 ḿ,m ḿ,bm,/[2,(, + 1) − 2,/m − 1]N, 
(2.37) 
where $ß[w]  and $ß[m]  denote the first order and second order quadrupolar interactions. For a 
nuclear spin with I > 1/2, the Zeeman interaction and quadrupolar interaction shift the 2I + 1  
energy levels denoted by |h⟩ , where h  is the spin angular moment along z-direction. The 





q`bw,` = ≥h − 1O$o + $ß[w] + $ß[m]Oh − 1¥ − ≥hO$o + $ß[w] + $ß[m]Oh¥	
= ⟨h − 1|$o|h − 1⟩ − ⟨h|$o|h⟩ + ≥h − 1O$ß[w]Oh − 1¥
− ≥hO$ß[w]Oh¥ + ≥h − 1O$ß[m]Oh − 1¥ − ≥hO$ß[m]Oh¥	












ñ }©4,(2, − 1)ℏò
m
M2 ḿ,w ḿ,bwh[4,(, + 1) − 8hm − 1]
+ 2 ḿ,m ḿ,bmh[2,(, + 1) − 2hm − 1]N. 
(2.40) 
When MAS is applied, V2, m’s become time dependent and can be calculated using Equations 2.7 





ñ ∂,(2, − 1)ℏò
m
è1 + 13 S
mì [2,(, + 1) − 14h(h − 1) − 5]
+ 3128qk
ñ ∂,(2, − 1)ℏò
m
[6,(, + 1) − 34h(h − 1) − 13]
× π(=, ?, @), 
(2.41) 
where ∂ = }m≠©/ℏ is the quadrupolar coupling constant and 
 
π(=, ?, @) = 12 (1 + 6cos
m? − 7cosª?) + 13 S(1 − 8cos
m? + 7cosª?) cos2=
+ 118 S
m[−7(1 − cosm?)mcosm2= + 8 − 4cosm?]. 
(2.42) 
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SPIN DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 
In Chapter 2, it is stated that the appearances of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra 
are determined by the spin interactions present during experiments. The spin dynamics describes 
how these spin interactions govern the evolution of spin ensemble and result in certain features 
observed in NMR spectra. One key reason why NMR spectroscopy is such a powerful analytical 
tool is that the spin dynamics can be controlled by manipulating the various spin interactions with 
radio-frequency (RF) pulses and/or mechanical motions. Therefore, studying spin dynamics 
becomes fundamental for explaining NMR spectroscopy results and developing new techniques. 
In this chapter, the major approaches for analyzing spin dynamics will be given.  
Mathematically, the spin dynamics is decided by the Liouville-v. Neumann equation as[1] 
 x j(x) = −Æ[$(x), j(x)],	 (3.1) 
where j(x) is the spin density matrix (operator) describing the state of the spin ensemble at time x 
and $(x) is the instantaneous Hamiltonian at time x. The formal solution for Equation 3.1 is[1]  
 j(x) = º(x)j(0)ºΩ(x)	 (3.2) 
where º(x) is the time evolution operator (also called propagator) which is a unitary operator, i.e., 
ºΩ(x) = ºbw(x) and ºΩ(x)º(x) = º(x)ºΩ(x) = 1. To calculate º(x), in general, three different 
scenarios can be considered. 
In the first scenario, the Hamiltonian is either time-independent completely or step-wise 
time-independent but varied in each strep. When the Hamiltonian is time-independent completely, 
the time evolution operator can be simply calculated as[2] 
 º(x) = exp[−Æ$x].	 (3.3) 
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When the Hamiltonian is step-wise time-independent,  
                         $(x) = $¡	for	x¡bw ≤ x ≤ x¡	with	» =	1,	2,	3	…,	 (3.4) 
the time evolution operator can be calculated as[2] 
 º(x) = exp[−Æ$¡(x − x¡bw)]⋯exp[−Æ$m(xm − xw)]exp[−Æ$w(xw − xk)].	 (3.5) 
In the second scenario, the Hamiltonian changes continuously with time but the 
Hamiltonians at different times always mutually commute. Then, the time evolution operator can 
be calculated as[2] 
 º(x) = exp À−ÆÃ x′$(xd)
Ñ
k
Œ .	 (3.6) 
In the third scenario, the Hamiltonian changes continuously with time but the Hamiltonians 
at different times are not mutually commutable. In this scenario, only formally exact solution for 
º(x) exist, which is given by[2] 
 º(x) = Kexp À−Æ Ã x′$(xd)
Ñ
k
Œ ,	 (3.7) 
where K is the Dyson time ordering operator and  
 K[$(x)$d(xd)] = œ$(x)$
d(xd)	if	x > xd	
$d(xd)$(x)	if	xd < x .	 (3.8) 
For analyzing modern solid-state NMR (SSNMR) experiments, the third scenario is, in 
most of the times, encountered. And, the time-dependences of the Hamiltonians can be very 
complicated. These complicated time-dependences may be caused by applying various RF pulse 
sequences, mechanical sample rotations like magic angle spinning (MAS)[3], dynamic angle 
spinning (DAS)[4] and double rotation (DOR)[5] or the combination of these two types of 
modulations[6]. Investigating the spin dynamics directly from these Hamiltonians is very difficult. 
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To simplify the analysis process, one extremely useful trick is often applied, which is the 
interaction frame transformation.[7] This transformation goes in the following steps.   
Assuming there is a time-independent Hermitian spin operator, “, which determines the 
interaction frame, the transformation operator can be defined by[7] 
 º(x) = exp[Æ“x],	 (3.9a) 
 ºΩ(x) = ºbw(x) = exp[−Æ“x]. (3.9b) 
Then, transforming a spin system controlled by Hamiltonian, $ , and represented by density 
operator, j(x), into the interaction frame proceeds as[7] 
 j”(x) = º(x)j(x)ºΩ(x),	 (3.10a) 
 $‘(x) = º(x)$(x)ºΩ(x), (3.10b) 
where j”(x)  and $‘(x)  denote the spin density operator and Hamiltonian expressed in the 








= ñ x º(x)ò j(x)º
Ω(x) + º(x) ñ x j(x)òº
Ω(x) + º(x)j(x) ñ x º
Ω(x)ò	
= Æ“º(x)j(x)ºΩ(x) − Æº(x)[$(x), j(x)]ºΩ(x) − Æº(x)j(x)ºΩ(x)“	
= Æ“j”(x) − Æä$‘(x), j”(x)ã − Æj”(x)“	
= −Æä$‘(x) − “, j”(x)ã.	
(3.11) 
Therefore, it is clear that, in the interaction frame defined by “, the effective Hamiltonian becomes 
$‘(x) − “. In practice, the dominate term in $ is usually chosen as “; and, after the interaction 
frame transformation, this dominate term will be cancelled in the effective Hamiltonian. For 
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certain situations, this cancellation can greatly simplify the form of $‘(x) − “ and making the spin 
dynamics analysis possible. 
  However, for more general situations, there is no way to simplifying $(x) and carrying 
out exact calculation for Equation 3.7 is not possible. In these situations, two approaches can be 
used to analyze the effects of pulse sequences or predict the experimental results. The first 
approach is to analytically derive effective time-independent Hamiltonians from the time-
dependent Hamiltonians. In this respect, two general theories have been well established and 
widely applied. They are average Hamiltonian theory (AHT)[8] and Floquet theory. Compared to 
AHT, Floquet theory can treat Hamiltonians with non-periodic time-dependences. However, 
Floquet theory is much more complicated both in concept and practical usage. Therefore, AHT is 
more popular. The other approach is the brutal force numerical simulation. To date, several 
simulation packages have been developed. And, the most commonly used one is SIMPSON.[1]  
In the following, AHT and SIMPSON will be introduced. And, the application of these two 
approaches to analyze selective homonuclear dipolar recoupling experiment will be taken as an 
example. 
3.1 Analytical analysis - AHT 
Consider a spin system controlled by the full Hamiltonian 
 $(x) = $u(x) + $’,	 (3.12) 
where $u(x) has explicit time-dependence which is usually resulted from RF pulses and $’  often 
denotes the internal interactions which either have no time-dependence or have time-dependences 
only in the spatial parts of the corresponding Hamiltonian terms. Based on $u(x), it is assumed 
that an interaction frame transformation operator can be defined as[8] 
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 ºuΩ(x) = ºubw(x).	 (3.14) 
In this interaction frame,[8]  
 j”(x) = ºubw(x)j(x)ºu(x),	 (3.15a) 
 $‘’(x) = ºubw(x)$’ºu(x), (3.15b) 
and the spin system time evolution is determined by 
 x j”(x) = −Æä$‘’(x), j”(x)ã.	 (3.16) 
Then, 
 j”(x) = º’(x)j”(0)º’bw(x)	 (3.17) 
with 
 º’(x) = Kexp À−ÆÃ x′$‘’(xd)
Ñ
k
Œ .	 (3.18) 





When $u(x) is periodic, i.e., 
 $u(x + xs) = $u(x),	 (3.20) 
where xs is the repetition period, the corresponding interaction (manipulation) is said to be cyclic. 
In this case, ºu(x) is also periodic, i.e., 
 ºu(x + xs) = ºu(x).	 (3.21) 
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And, because ºu(0) = 1, 
 ºu(÷xs) = 1,	 (3.22) 
where ÷ is integer. Under this condition, $‘’(x) also becomes periodic[8], i.e. 
 $‘’(x + ÷xs) = $‘’(x),	 (3.23) 
leading to an important result that[8] 
 º’(÷xs) = Kexp À−ÆÃ x′$‘’(xd)
◊Ñÿ
k





= [º’(xs)]◊.	 (3.24) 
By plugging Equations 3.22 and 3.24 into Equation 3.19, it turns out that, when $u(x) is cyclic, 
the spin system evolves with time as[8] 
 j(÷xs) = [º’(xs)]◊j(0)[º’bw(xs)]◊.	 (3.25) 
The meaning of Equation 3.25 is that, when $u(x) is cyclic and the spin system is observed at the 
integer multiple times of the cycle period xs , the spin dynamics is simply determined by the 
propagator for one cycle.  
To obtain º’(xs), Magnus expansion can be applied to derive effective time-independent 
Hamiltonians from the time-dependent Hamiltonian $‘’(x) as[8] 
 




= expä−ÆZ$Ÿ(k) + $Ÿ(w) + ⋯[xsã	
(3.26) 
with 





 $Ÿ(w) = −Æ2xs







where $Ÿ(k) and $Ÿ(w) are the zeroth order and first order effective time-independent Hamiltonians, 
respectively.  
The average Hamiltonian theory have been proved to be extremely valuable, since it has 
been applied to explain a variety of spin dynamic phenomenon and rationalize the design of 
different types of complicated pulse sequences.   
3.2 Numerical analysis  
Although analytical analysis can provide straightforward physical insights into spin 
dynamic phenomenon and indicate routes for constructing new sophisticated pulse sequences, the 
derivation of analytical solution can become very difficult if not impossible, when the time-
dependent modulation is not periodic, complicated spin systems or multiple spin interactions are 
involved, high order terms need to be considered, multiple time-dependent modulations present or 
several here mentioned situations occur simultaneously. For example, in modern SSNMR, 
multiple pulse sequences are often applied under MAS condition; in this scenario, if no specific 
synchronization is achieved between MAS and multiple pulse sequence periods, then deriving an 
analytical solution using AHT is not accessible. Therefore, to predict and understand the 
experimental results in these difficult situations, numerical ab initio simulation approach is 
required.  
The fundamental way to implement the ab initio simulation is to numerically integrate 
Equation 3.7 by taking very small time evolution step and assuming the Hamiltonian is time-







where n is the number of small time steps, $(‹Δx) is the time-independent Hamiltonian at time 
‹Δx and Δx is the length of the small time step. And, for each small time step, the exponential 

















where $fl‡·‚  is the diagonalized matrix of $, 8w to 8¡ are the diagonal elements of $fl‡·‚  (i.e., the 
eigenvalues of $) and „bw = „Ω is the unitary diagonalizing matrix. The time-dependent density 
matrix can be calculated according to Equation 3.2. And, the NMR signal for a specific 
microcrystal orientation, È(x, Ω;z), can be calculated as 
 È(x, Ω;z) = ⟨,3|j(x)⟩,	 (3.31) 
where Ω;z = {=;z, ?;z, @;z} are the Euler angles relating the crystallite-fixed coordinate system 
to the rotor-fixed coordinate system and ,3 is the detection operator. Since SSNMR experiments 
are usually performed on powder samples, the signal needs to be averaged over all possible values 
of Ω;z according to[10]  










where È̅(x)  is the averaged NMR signal corresponding to the experimentally obtained free 
induction decay, FID.  
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Several general NMR numerical simulation software have been sophisticatedly developed 
in recent decades based on the above-mentioned principals. These software are GAMMA[11], 
SIMPSON[1,12,13] and SPINEVOLUTION[14]. Among these three, the most popular one is 
SIMPSON, since it is easy to learn and use, open-source and well maintained. Besides simulating 
almost all types of SSNMR experiments, SIMPSON has some other advanced features. It 
implements various propagator calculation strategies, which makes the fast simulations on large 
spin systems (up to 10 spins) possible[13]; it can be used to fit experimental data[1]; effects of 
radio-frequency (RF) inhomogeneity and spin interaction distributions can be taken into account 
in simulations[13]; and, optimal control is implemented, which is useful for designing new 
methods and finding optimized shaped pulses for specific tasks[12]. However, one important effect 
that SIMPSON simulations currently still cannot involve is spin-lattice and/or spin-spin relaxation. 
Nevertheless, this software has been used to assist the design and analysis of numerous new 
SSNMR experiments and the involved spin dynamics.  
In the next section, as an example, the performance of the selective homonuclear dipolar 
recoupling experiment proposed by Kobayashi, Wang and Pruski[15] will be analyzed both 
analytically using AHT and numerically using SIMPSON. 
3.3 Analysis of a double-frequency-selective ZQ-SEASHORE experiment  
The through-space magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between spins is averaged out by 
MAS.[16] However, this interaction can provide direct and quantitative information about the 
internuclear distance, since the magnitude of this interaction is inversely proportional to the cube 
of the distance. And, the distance information is very useful for determining atomic-level and/or 
molecular-level structure especially in situations where X-ray crystallography cannot be applied, 
such as surface species, amorphous materials and materials contains multiple phases. Therefore, 
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the dipolar recoupling experiments under MAS become a key component of SSNMR spectroscopy. 
The dipolar recoupling experiments can be divided into heteronuclear dipolar recoupling 
experiments and homonuclear dipolar recoupling experiments.[17] The heteronuclear dipolar 
recoupling experiment is often much easier to perform than the homonuclear dipolar recoupling 
experiment, because the Hamiltonian for heteronuclear dipolar interaction is inhomogeneous 
making manipulation of the Hamiltonian simpler than that of homonuclear dipolar interaction 
which is homogenous.[18] However, methods to recouple homonuclear dipolar interaction is 
important not only for measuring distance between spins of the same type but also for acquiring 
double-quantum single-quantum (DQSQ) correlation spectra. Therefore, a lot of efforts have been 
devoted into the development of homonuclear dipolar recoupling experiment.   
Another difficulty often encountered in homonuclear dipolar recoupling experiment is low 
sensitivity caused by low natural abundance. The solution to this problem is isotope enrichment; 
however, in the universally labeled samples the interactions of interest are often obscured by multi-
spin effects. Generally, dipole-dipole coupling is quantified by analyzing the build-up or dephasing 
behaviors of the correlated signals by assuming an isolated two-spin system. However, the two-
spin approximation describes only the short-term behavior of the recoupled spins, because for 
longer recoupling times the buildup curves are damped by interference with couplings to other 
spins, generation of higher-order coherences and experimental imperfections. Another challenge 
is the so-called dipolar truncation.[19] When two homonuclear spin pairs share a common spin, 
their dipolar Hamiltonians do not commute with each other and dipolar truncation is observed, 
where the stronger coupling to a closer spin significantly attenuates dipolar coupling with the 
weakly coupled third spin, thereby prohibiting the measurement of structurally important long-
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range couplings. Selective isotope enrichment can be applied to constrain the multi-spin effects, 
but this approach is often more time consuming and expensive than uniform labeling. 
One way to overcome the above-mentioned paradox is the use of frequency selective 
techniques, where the dipole-dipole coupling is reintroduced only within the specific spin pairs of 
interest. Therefore, based on the sequence[20] developed by Hu and Tycko which is named zero-
quantum shift-evolution-assisted selective homonuclear recoupling (ZQ-SEASHORE) and 
consisting of alternating periods of ZQ homonuclear recoupling (using finite-pulse radio-
frequency-driven recoupling, fpRFDR[21]) and chemical shift precession to produce secular ZQ 
couplings which could be subsequently manipulated with p pulses to achieve the desired selectivity, 
Kobayashi, Wang and Pruski introduced double-frequency-selective °  pulse[22] and achieved 
selective homonuclear dipolar recoupling and thus distance measurement between arbitrary spin 
pair in multiple spin system. 
This pulse sequence is tested for 13C-13C and 15N-15N distance measurements in 25% 
uniformly 13C and 15N labeled L-histidine·HCl·H2O (the molecule scheme is shown in Figure 3.1) 
and proved to provide accurate results for weakly coupled 13C-13C and 15N-15N pairs without 
interference from neighboring spins. The details of the pulse sequence are shown in Figure 3.2. In 
short, the 13C/15N magnetizations, created by cross polarization from 1H spins, are driven by 
combinations of rotor-synchronized blocks of p pulses shown in Figure 3.2b. The ZQ-SEASHORE 
dephasing sequence, shaded in grey in Figure 3.2a, comprises 6k segments, each consisting of a 
period of ZQ homonuclear recoupling, achieved by the above-mentioned fpRFDR sequence[21] 
with XY-8 phases[23] (block B), which is followed by a chemical shift evolution period (ntR) to 
produce a truncated ZQ dipole-dipole Hamiltonian containing only secular terms. The length of 
each p pulse is equal to τR/3 (where τR denotes the rotor period) to maximize the scaling factor.[24] 
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The key new feature is the double-frequency-selective inversion, achieved by inserting the cosine-
modulated Gaussian p pulse[22] (Figure 3.2c) in the middle of the sequence, which selects spin 
pairs instead of a single spin and isolates them from other spins. The additional ABC blocks of p 
pulses, which are separated by chemical shift precession periods 3nτR, serve to minimize the effects 
of T2 relaxation and incomplete proton decoupling, by preserving the constant-time length of the 
entire sequence, while using the same number of pulses and keeping n constant. This specific 
version of the constant-time approach, called PITHIRDS-CT, was described and demonstrated 
experimentally by Tycko, who showed that the supersequence of blocks A, B and C with cyclic 
displacements of p pulses as illustrated in Figure 3.2b does not produce any net dipolar recoupling 
under fast MAS.[25] Note that the total length of the ZQ-SEASHORE blocks is given by 2[(l-
k)(8τR+8τR+8τR+3nτR)+3k(8τR+nτR)] = 2l(24τR+3n)τR, and thus the total duration of the sequence 
is kept constant, once l and n are chosen as described in the paragraph below. Finally, SPINAL-
64 1H decoupling was applied throughout the entire sequence.[26] To obtain distance information, 
the selected signal (typically the stronger one in a chosen pair) is measured as a function of 
recoupling time generating a REDOR-type curve. And then, the distance is deduced by comparing 
the experimental curve to numerical simulations performed on spin pairs with different 
internuclear distances.  
 
Figure 3.1. The schematic structure of L-histidine·HCl·H2O. The 13C and 15N position labels 




Figure 3.2.  Pulse sequence for distance measurements used in this study (a) with the ZQ-
SEASHORE sequence highlighted in grey. The fpRFDR blocks A, B and C shown in (b). (c) 
An example of amplitude the profile of the cosine-modulated Gaussian pulse for simultaneous 
two-spin inversion (here, the C′‒Cg pair in L-histidine·HCl·H2O, with the difference of isotropic 
chemical shifts Δω = 6.633 kHz) with a 1 % of cut-off level (top) and its Fourier transform 
(bottom). In the actual applications, a negative amplitude was implemented by inverting the 
phase. 
 
The dipolar dephasing behavior is discussed in the following. For a pair of spins with 
angular momenta Is and Ir spun under MAS in a high magnetic field, the homonuclear dipolar 
Hamiltonian in the rotating frame can be written as 
 	 (3.33) 
where   (in rad/s), rsr is the interspin distance, Isz and Irz are the z-components of Is 
and Ir, wR = 2pnR, and b and g  are the Euler angles relating the principal axis frame of the dipolar 
Hsr
D (t) =ω sr
D (t)(3Isz Irz − Is ⋅ Ir ) = bsr e
im(ω Rt+γ )Cm(β )
m=−2
2







interaction to the rotor-fixed frame. The coefficients Cm(b) are expressed as 
 and .[27] 
In the ZQ-SEASHORE technique developed by Hu and Tycko[20], the flip-flop (non-
secular) terms of the recoupled dipolar interaction Hamiltonian are attenuated during the rotor-
synchronized chemical shift evolution periods, leaving an effective Hamiltonian containing only 
secular terms,  
 	 (3.34) 
where pτR and nτR are the lengths of the dipolar recoupling (i.e. B block) and chemical shift 
evolution periods, N represents the total number of cycles in the ZQ-SEASHORE block (note that 
in our experiments, p = 8 and N = 6k, see Figures 3.1a and 3.1b), wi is the resonance frequency of 
spin i relative to the RF carrier frequency, and aij is the scaled dipole-dipole coupling (in rad/s) 
between spins i and j. If the double-selective inversion pulse is applied to spins s and r in the 
middle of the ZQ-SEASHORE sequence, the evolution operator becomes 
 	 (3.35) 
which indicates that the spins s and r are isolated from the rest of the spin system, remain coupled 
to each other and do not evolve under the chemical shift. In another words, the effective 
Hamiltonian for spins s and r is given by 
 	 (3.36) 
In our experiment based on the PITHIRDS-CT technique, the fpRFDR sequence was used with ° 
pulse length equal totR/3, which results in[25,28] 
C1(β ) = C−1(β ) = −
1
2 2




Utrunc(N ) ≈ exp(−iNpτ R 2aij
i< j
∑ Iiz I jz )exp(−iNnτ R ω i Iiz ),
i
∑











sr = 2asr Isz Irz
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 	 (3.37) 
To calculate the powder averaged dephasing curve, Equation 3.37 is summed over all sample 
orientations, which leads to the normalized dephased signal intensity S(τ) as a function of the 
recoupling time τ, 
 	 (3.38) 
In Figure 3.3, we compare the dephasing curves obtained using Equation 3.38 with those simulated 
using SIMPSON for several values of bsr and Dw.  In most examples shown, Equation 3.38 
accurately described the dephasing. Discrepancies were only observed when Dw was very large 
(25 kHz, which corresponds to 167 ppm for 13C at 14.1 T) or bsr/2p was very small (25 Hz, which 
corresponds to 13C-13C distance of almost 7 Å). The former is attributable to the effect of offset on 
the fpRFDR pulse sequence, which is unaccounted for in Equations 3.37 and 3.38. In the case of 
large Dw, the deviation occurs at longer recoupling time, when S(τ) < ~0.8; nevertheless, an 
accurate fit to Equation 3.38 can be obtained using the data corresponding to S(τ) > ~0.8. For bsr/2p 
= 25 Hz, however, small discrepancies can be also seen for short τ, in which case our strategy 
would underestimate the dipole-dipole coupling. In this case, fitting the entire dataset may provide 
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Figure 3.3. Dipolar dephasing curves simulated using SIMPSON for spin pairs with dipole-
dipole couplings bsr/2p = 250 Hz (a), 100 Hz (b), 50 Hz (c) and 25 Hz (d), and chemical shift 
separations Dw  = 5 kHz (○), 15 kHz (◇), and 25 kHz (□), compared to those obtained from 
analytical expressions given by Equation 3.38 (thin line) and Equation 3.39 (bold line). 
 
To further simplify the analysis, we can introduce a small angle approximation, cos(Ô) ≈
1 − Ôm/2, and use Equations 3.37 and 3.38 to derive a simple analytical expression for the ZQ 
dephasing curve in the limit of short t : 
 	 (3.39) 
Indeed, at short dephasing times, corresponding to S(τ) > ~0.8, the fits obtained from Equation 
3.39 (thick gray lines in Figure 3.3) match very well with those derived from full analytical 
expression. Accordingly, fitting the experimental data to Equation 3.38 accurately estimates the 
Cα‒Cγ (2.54 Å) and C´‒Cγ (3.02 Å) distances to be 2.65 ± 0.1Å and 3.06 ± 0.1 Å, respectively. On 
the other hand, fitting using Equation 3.39 yields a less accurate value for the 15Nα‒15Nd1 distance, 











3.39 Å instead of 3.80 Å, most likely due to the influence of non-secular contributions to the 
dipolar Hamiltonian, which are unaccounted for in the analytical analysis. We finally note that 
Equation 3.39 can be useful in a special case of multi-spin systems containing equivalent spins, 
such as s, r1 and r2, where r1 and r2 have the same chemical shifts and rsr1 = rsr2 = rsr. In such a case, 
the short-term dephasing is given by .[29] Clearly, Equation 3.39 can only provide a 
rough distance estimate, and simulations using Equation 3.38 or, better yet, SIMPSON, are 
required to obtain more accurate results. 
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CROSS POLARIZATION WITH VARIABLE CONTACT UNDER FAST 
OR ULTRAFAST MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING: A METHOD FOR 
EXTRACTING DISTANCE INFORMATION OF 1H-13C SPIN PAIR IN 
ORDERED OR DISORDERED SOLIDS 
Zhuoran Wang and Marek Pruski 
Manuscript is in preparation. 
In this contribution, the performance of cross polarization with variable contact experiment 
(CPVC) under fast or ultrafast magic angle spinning (MAS), which is used for short heteronuclear 
distance measurement, was studied both theoretically and experimentally in the context of spin 
systems with multiple resonances and/or structure disorder. Firstly, extensive numerical 
simulations were performed to study the accuracy of CPVC experiment under three different 
effects, including multiple-resonance effect, dipolar truncation effect and structure-disorder effect. 
The multiple-resonance effect was studied on a `13C-1H two-spin model involving different 13C 
offsets, 13C chemical shift anisotropies (CSAs) and radio-frequency fields. The dipolar truncation 
effect was studied on a 13C-1H-1H three-spin system, in which the internuclear distances and dipolar 
vector orientations were changed individually and systematically, and a realistic multiple-spin 
system composed of one 13C and up to seven 1H spins. And, the disorder effect was studied on a 
13C-1H two-spin model assuming the internuclear distance follows a Gaussian distribution. From 
the simulation results, it was shown that high overall accuracy can be achieved in spin systems 
with multiple resonances when the proposed experiment set-up procedure was followed properly, 
dipolar truncation effect can distort the dipolar line shape and lead to lowered distance 
measurement accuracy if CPVC experiment was performed on spin system with unfavorable 
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geometry even under ultrafast MAS, and structure disorder had profound effect on the dipolar line 
shape in which case a linear fitting must be used to extract the average distance and length 
distribution. Then, CPVC experiments were performed on microcrystalline uniformly 13C/15N 
labeled L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate and natural abundance amorphous 
polyacrylonitrile. The experimental results agree well with simulations and thus proved the validity 
of the conclusions derived from the simulations. In addition, it is shown that the bond length 
distributions, extracted from the linear fittings of dipolar line shapes for polyacrylonitrile, reflected 
the polymer sequence tacticity.    
4.1 Introduction 
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy has been well recognized 
as one of the most powerful and sophisticated methods for investigating structures and dynamics 
of solid materials. One important reason for its success is the ability to measure internuclear 
distance of heteronuclear spin pair by probing the through-space dipolar interaction. However, to 
increase the experiment sensitivity and spectrum resolution, magic angle spinning (MAS) is 
routinely carried out in SSNMR experiments which strongly attenuates (or completely removes) 
heteronuclear dipolar interaction. Therefore, heteronuclear dipolar recoupling techniques must be 
applied to recover the distance information under MAS. To date, a variety of such techniques have 
been developed, which includes rotary resonance recoupling (R3)[1,2], rotational echo double 
resonance (REDOR)[3,4] type experiments, cross polarization with variable contact (CPVC)[5,6], 
Lee-Goldburg cross polarization (LGCP)[7], phase inverted cross polarization (CPPI)[8,9], 
transverse Mansfield-Rhim-Elleman-Vaughan (T-MREV) sequence[10,11] and one-[12–16] or 
two-channel symmetry-based sequences[17]. 
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In terms of pulse sequence complexity, among all these above-mentioned techniques, 
CPVC is certainly the simplest one and has been applied to investigate the structures of materials 
since very early times. Fyfe et al. used this technique to accurately determine the distance of 19F-
29Si spin pair in clathrasil octadecasil and compared its performance to those of REDOR and 
TEDOR.[18] Later, Hirschinger and his co-workers applied this technique to measure distances of 
19F-29Si spin pair in fluoride-doped octadecasil[19], 1H-31P spin pair in aluminophosphates[20] and 
13C-15N spin pair in glycine[21]. And, Giraudet et al. measured distance of 19F-13C spin pair in 
graphite monofluoride[22] and fluorinated carbon material using this technique[23]. These works 
clearly demonstrated the pleasant features of CPVC, for example, simple set-up procedure, large 
scaling factor, @ encoding, no need for rotor synchronization and easy data analysis. However, 
there is one major drawback for this technique. That is the homonuclear dipolar interactions among 
abundant spins is not removed by the applied constant amplitude spin lock radio frequency (RF) 
field. This problem becomes detrimental when internuclear distance to be measured is between 1H 
and low-@  nucleus like 13C, 15N, 29Si and so on, where the strength of homonuclear dipolar 
interaction can largely exceed its heteronuclear counterpart. To overcome this problem, van 
Rossum et al. developed LGCP in which 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction is largely 
suppressed by manipulating the spin part of the Hamiltonian under LG condition.[7] Unfortunately, 
this method cannot completely remove homonuclear dipolar interaction.[24] For this reason, 
researchers resort to more sophisticated symmetry-based pulse sequences.[12–16,25,26] 
In recent years, the hardware design of probe head has gone through tremendous 
improvement, which makes the currently most advanced probe capable of spinning at 110 
kHz.[27–29] Since 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction will be strongly suppressed under fast 
or ultrafast MAS, CPVC experiment under this condition attracts new interests of researchers. 
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Paluch and co-workers have carried out extensive theoretical and experimental studies on this 
method under MAS of 60 kHz.[30–32] They investigated the effects of various factors on the 
distance measurement accuracy and dipolar line shape including spinning speed, RF offset, 
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) of low-@ nuclei, Hartmann-Hahn mismatch, RF-inhomogeneity, 
dipolar truncation, molecular motions and some combinations of them. It is demonstrated that, 
when experimental parameters are carefully optimized, CPVC under ultrafast MAS is, to a large 
degree, immune to all the influencing factors except molecular motions. In fact, it is very 
sensitivity towards molecular motions. Therefore, it is claimed as a simple, robust and accurate 
technique to measure heteronuclear distance especially for spin pair involving proton and has the 
ability to probe molecular motions. The utility of this technique has been demonstrated by applying 
it to study phosphonium tetrafluoroborate salts[32] and backbone dynamics of crystalline 
proteins.[33] Zhang et al. also performed a similar investigation of this technique at the same 
period of time.[34] 
However, to widen the range of application, the CPVC experiment under fast or ultrafast 
MAS needs to be further studied in several aspects. For complex materials, multiple resonance 
lines are in general expected. Considering efficiency, it is desirable to measure distances for all 
sites simultaneously. However, it is impossible to avoid errors due to offset effect in the measured 
distances for sample containing multiple sites, since the carrier can be set at only one position. 
Paluch et al. have suggested to use high RF field to reduce the error caused by large offset or 
CSA.[30] But, high RF field is not always a preferable condition, because large and long RF pulse 
used in CPVC experiment will significantly increase the sample temperature[35,36] and may 
damage temperature sensitive sample. Therefore, as the first aspect, a detailed setup procedure for 
CPVC experiment needs to be established which can minimize or control the measurement error 
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to an acceptable range. Paluch et al. have also investigated the dipolar truncation effect based on 
a linear three spin model consisting of a directly bonded 1H-31P spin pair with bond length of 1.40 
Å and a remote 1H with varying distance.[32] It is shown that the effect of the remote spin is 
negligible as long as the distance between this 1H and 31P is larger than 2.30 Å. However, 
Ladizhansky et al.[37,38] and Brus et al.[39] have demonstrated that dipolar truncation effect not 
only depends on the relative distances but also on the relative orientations of the related spin pairs 
in a similar three-spin model. Thus, as the second aspect, the dipolar truncation effect should be 
studied based on a more flexible spin model which takes both the relative orientations and 
distances into consideration. To date, the CPVC experiment has not been applied to study 
disordered or amorphous sample. Since getting structural information of disordered or amorphous 
samples is important for understanding their properties, as the third aspect, the possibility of 
applying CPVC experiment to withdraw structural information from disordered or amorphous 
samples should be investigated. CPVC experiment under fast or ultrafast MAS overcomes the 
problem caused by large homonuclear dipolar interaction and has various advantages as mentioned 
above; however, it suffers from low sensitivity which is the price payed for using small rotor to 
achieve fast or ultrafast MAS and being robust towards RF-inhomogeneity[32,40]. The situation 
will become even worse for samples containing low natural abundance spin species or have low 
loadings. Thus, it is necessary to search solutions for enhancing the sensitivity of CPVC 
experiment. One way to solve this issue is to combine CPVC experiment with indirect detection. 
Park et al.[41], Zhang et al.[34] and Nishiyama et al.[42] have carried out studies on this possibility. 
Another way to deal with this problem is to combine CPVC experiment with dynamic nuclear 
polarization (DNP) under fast or ultrafast MAS[43,44]. Because the currently highest available 
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MAS rate under DNP condition is 40 kHz[43,44], as the forth aspect, the performance of CPVC 
experiment at this MAS rate needs to be examined. 
In this study, we first performed three series of numerical simulations with the purposes of 
solving the problems discussed in the last paragraph and checking the possibility of eventually 
combining CPVC experiment with DNP. In the first series, we examined the effects of different 
RF fields and offsets on the errors of measured distances extracted from CPVC experiments. Based 
on the results, we proposed a detailed setup procedure which should minimize the overall error for 
CPVC experiment performed on sample containing multiple sites at selected RF field. In the 
second series, the dipolar truncation effect was examined for a three-spin model where both the 
distances and orientations were taken into consideration. From these simulations, the relationship 
between the measurement accuracy and the spin system geometry was established. In the third 
series, the dipolar line shape change observed in CPVC experiment due to bond length distribution 
which models the situation encountered in disordered or amorphous sample was examined and a 
procedure for extracting bond length distribution information from the dipolar line shape was 
proposed. After then, experimental data were acquired to verify the findings from the numerical 
simulations. 
4.2 Experimental  
Numerical simulations were performed using SIMPSON[45,46] package (version 4.2.1) 
on a Dell workstation with a quadcore I5-4930 CPU at 3.30 GHz and 8 GB memory. The spin 
models used for each series of simulations will be described in the corresponding discussion 
subsections. In order to increase the efficiency of calculation, direct method with rotor 
synchronization was used for all the simulations. zcw28656 crystal file[47] with gamma angle 
equal to 5 was used for most of the simulations to get smooth dipolar line shape. Smaller crystal 
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file, zcw986 or zcw4180, was used to speed up the calculation for very time-consuming 
simulations, i.e. simulations involving bond length distribution and RF inhomogeneity. The 
specific usage of the smaller crystal file and other simulation parameters will be indicated in the 
corresponding figure captions. And, the notation for those parameters are as following: pk (in unit 
of T) denotes the static magnetic field, Òz (in unit of kHz) denotes the MAS rate, Ú;: (in unit of 
ms) denotes the contact time, Òw¢;  (in unit of kHz) denotes the RF field applied to 13C channel, 
ÒwÛ (in unit of kHz) denotes the RF field applied to 1H channel, Ω (in unit of kHz) denotes the RF 
offset,  L;Û (in unit of Å) denotes the internuclear distance for a CH group, e (in unit of Hz) 
denotes the dipolar coupling constant, Δ (in unit of kHz) denotes the splitting between the two 
horns in the dipolar spectrum extracted from CPVC experiment, R;ÜÙ (in unit of kHz) denotes the 
size of CSA, S;ÜÙ  (0.0-1.0) denotes the asymmetry parameter of CSA, Èı1  (in unit of kHz) 
denotes the indirect dimension spectrum width, »ˆ1 denotes the number of points in the indirect 
dimension, lb1 (in unit of Hz) denotes the strength of exponential line broadening in the indirect 
dimension and rd (in unit of s) denotes recycle delay of experiments.  
Experiments were performed on a Varian NMR System 600 MHz (14.1 T) spectrometer 
equipped with a Varian 1.6 mm probe capable of spinning at 40 kHz. With the purpose of 
examining the possibility of combing CPVC experiment with DNP, all experiments were actually 
performed at MAS rate of 36 kHz which is the highest stable MAS rate in our DNP system. RF-
inhomogeneity has only small effect on the distance measurement accuracy from CPVC 
experiment under fast or ultrafast MAS.[31,32] But, it does have influence on the dipolar line 
shape.[32,40] To reduce this effect, 13C and 15N uniformly labeled L-histidine hydrochloride 
monohydrate and natural abundance amorphous polyacrylonitrile were packed in the center 
position of the rotor which coincides with the center position of the RF coil. The packed volume 
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for 13C and 15N uniformly labeled L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate was wª of the full rotor 
space. To increase sensitivity, this volume for natural abundance polyacrylonitrile was increased 
to wm of the full rotor space. Sulfur was used to adjust the sample position. The experimental 
parameters are indicated in the corresponding figure captions using the same notations specified 
in last paragraph. 
4.3 Results and discussion 
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, we discuss the results obtained from 
numerical simulations. Numerical simulations were performed concerning three aspects of CPVC 
experiment. The first one is how different combinations of Hartman-Hahn match conditions, 
offsets, RF strengths and CSAs influence the distance measurement accuracy of CPVC experiment. 
Based on the findings of this subsection, a detailed and explicit setup procedure for CPVC 
experiment is proposed. Then, as the second aspect, the dipolar truncation effect occurring in 
CPVC experiment was thoroughly investigated. And, the last aspect concerns the influence of 
disorder effect on the dipolar line shape obtained from CPVC experiment. The other part of this 
section is the discussion of experiments which were carried out to verify the findings in the 
simulation part. 
Simulations. Experimental condition effects on the accuracy of CPVC experiment. It is 
well known and has been demonstrated by Paluch et al. that the dipolar line shape and splitting of 
CPVC experiment are very sensitive to the Hartmann-Hahn mismatch.[31,32] Therefore, the first 
priority of setting up CPVC experiments is to optimize Hartman-Hahn matching condition with a 
suitable RF field. This step is straightforward for experiments on a single resonance line. However, 
when multiple sites are present in a sample, errors due to offset effect cannot be avoided in CPVC 
experiment, since the carrier frequency can be set at only one position. This effect can be largely 
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reduced by using large RF field. Although large RF field can be easily achieved for ultrafast MAS 
probe, unfortunately, heat generation caused by large RF field and ultrafast MAS may become 
very problematic for temperature sensitive samples. Therefore, the selection of carrier frequency 
and RF field needs to compromise on sample property, experimental efficiency and measurement 
accuracy. To provide a guidance about how to choose these two experimental parameters, we first 
performed numerical simulations on a single 13C-1H spin pair with different Hartmann-Hahn match 
conditions, offset and RF fields. The results are present in Figure 4.1 and the details of the spin 
model and simulation parameters can be found in the figure caption. 
 
Figure 4.1. The errors of measured distances obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on a 
13C-1H spin pair model with L;Û = 1.11 Å. The offset was varied from -15 kHz to +15 KHz. The 
RF fields and Hartmann-Hahn conditions used in the simulations are indicated in the figures. 
The other simulation parameters are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, 13C R;ÜÙ = 0 ppm, Èı1 = 20 kHz, 
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»ˆ1 = 4096 and lb1 = 10 Hz (large np1 and small lb1 values guarantee that the horns of the 
dipolar spectrum are shapely defined). 
 
It is clear from Figure 4.1 that, when RF field is increased, the errors of measured distances 
due to offset effect are decreased for both Hartmann-Hahn match conditions. And, when the RF 
field is strong enough, i.e. ˜w¢; ≥ 90 kHz, the errors are restricted in small ranges, 0%~0.5%. And, 
by comparing Figure 4.1A with Figure 4.1B, it is noted that Hartmann-Hahn match condition of 
˜w¢; − ˜wÛ = ˜z always performs better than that of ˜w¢; − ˜wÛ = −˜z. This is evidenced by that 
the absolute values of the errors are always smaller for the first condition than for the second 
condition. This finding agrees with the previous study.[30] 
In previous studies, the effects of offset and CSA have been investigated separately using 
a fixed RF field.[31,32] However, for a sample containing multiple sites, considerations must be 
taken for the combined effect of offset and CSA on the distance measurement accuracy of CPVC 
experiment. To gain knowledge of this combined effect, numerical simulations were performed on 
the same spin model described in Figure 4.1 caption with 13C CSA introduced. The results are 
shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.2. The errors of measured distances obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on a 
13C-1H spin pair model with L;Û = 1.11 Å, 13C R;ÜÙ = -135 ppm and S;ÜÙ = 0.79[48]. The offset 
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was varied from -15 kHz to +15 KHz. The RF fields and Hartmann-Hahn condition used in the 
simulations are indicated in the figures. The other simulation parameters are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 
40 kHz, Èı1 = 40 kHz, »ˆ1 = 512 and lb = 10 Hz (large np1 and small lb1 values guarantee 
that the horns of the dipolar spectrum are shapely defined). 
 
 
Figure 4.3. The errors of measured distances obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on 
a 13C-1H spin pair model with L;Û = 1.11 Å, 13C R;ÜÙ varying from 50 ppm to 250 ppm and 
S;ÜÙ = 0.79. The offset was varied from -15 kHz to +15 KHz. The other simulation parameters 
are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, ˜w¢; = 110 kHz, ˜wÛ = 70 kHz, S;ÜÙ = 0.79, Èı1 = 40 kHz, »ˆ1 
= 512 and lb1 = 10 Hz (large np1 and small lb1 values guarantee that the horns of the dipolar 
spectrum are shapely defined). 
 
When large 13C CSA (R;ÜÙ = -135 ppm, the largest value found in L-histidine[48]) was involved 
in the simulation, the error of measured distance at each offset is increased and the pattern of error 
across offset range becomes asymmetric between positive and negative offset values (comparing 
Figure 4.2 with Figure 4.1A). The increments in errors are small when ˜w¢; ≥ 110 kHz. When ˜w¢; 
= 90 kHz, the errors become larger but still not significant, since they are below 3% (see Figure 
4.2). But, further reducing the RF field will lead to large distortions of the dipolar line shapes and 
unacceptable errors. Therefore, the results for these further lowered RF fields are not shown and 
they no longer can be used for experiments. With a fixed RF field, as expected, the errors increase 
as the size of CSA increases (see Figure 4.3). Therefore, if the CSA parameters are available for 
samples containing multiple sites, carrier frequency can be set onto or close to the site with largest 
CSA to decrease the overall error when the chemical shift range is not extremely large. It is worth 


















mentioning that, as long as large enough RF is used, the error will be small even for very large 
CSA (c.a. 1.1% for -250 ppm CSA) meaning that the accuracy of measured internuclear distance 
can be guaranteed. At the end of this subsection, it should be pointed out that, both in Figure 4.1 
and Figure 4.2, the error at zero offset is not 0%. Currently, the origin for this deviation is not 
clear.  
Setup procedure of CPVC experiment. Based on the results of last subsection, the following 
general setup procedure of CPVC experiment is proposed: (1) taking one dimensional (1D) 
spectrum of the low @ nuclei (13C, 15N, 29Si …) and determining the chemical shift range which 
will be covered in the CPVC experiment; (2) determining the offset position and RF strength for 
the low @ nuclei based on the sample property (like temperature sensitivity), probe limitations, the 
chemical shift range, CSA sizes if available and the desired accuracy; (3) putting carrier frequency 
on a site which is close to the chosen offset position, then calibrating RF strength and optimizing 
Hartmann-Hahn match condition on this site; (4) at last, setting the carrier frequency back to the 
chosen offset position and performing the CPVC experiment using the experimental parameters 
optimized in last step. 
Dipolar truncation effect in CPVC experiment. Under fast or ultrafast MAS, 1H-1H 
homonuclear dipolar interactions are largely suppressed. And, because of the dipolar truncation 
effect, the dynamic of CPVC experiment is dominated by the strongest heteronuclear dipolar 
interaction.[20,38,49] However, the details of the dipolar truncation effect occurring in CPVC 
experiment for different spin systems are not yet investigated thoroughly. In order to get better 
understanding of this effect, we performed numerical simulations on the simplest multiple spin 




Figure 4.4. The three-spin model consisting of one 13C spin and two 1H spins. In this model,  
L;wÛw is fixed at 1.11 Å and L;wÛw and Ô are varied independently. 
 
In this three-spin model, the 13C spin is labeled as C1, its bonded proton is labeled as H1 and the 
neighboring proton is labeled as H2. Previous studies demonstrated that both the relative 
internuclear distances of the two 1H-13C spin pairs and the angle between them will influence the 
CP dynamics[37–39], therefore, in our study, we kept the distance between C1 and H1 (L;wÛw) 
fixed at 1.11 Å and varied the distance between C1 and H2 (L;wÛm) and the angle (Ô) between these 
two spin pairs independently. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.5. And, the comparison 
is also made between simulations with proton homonuclear dipolar interaction and those without 








Figure 4.5. The dipolar line shapes (half) obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on the three-
spin model described in Figure 4.4. The simulations were performed with and without 1H-1H 
homonuclear dipolar interaction. The other simulation parameters are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, 
˜w¢; = 130 kHz, ˜wÛ = 90 kHz, Ω = 0 kHz (on resonance), Èı1 = 40 kHz, »ˆ1 = 512 and lb1 = 
100 Hz. In the Figures 4.5A and 4.5C, the simulated dipolar spectra with 1H-1H homonuclear 
dipolar interaction larger than 50 kHz are discarded, because proton homonuclear dipolar 
















































































It is clear from Figure 4.5 that dipolar line shapes have complicated dependence on the 
relative distances of L;wÛm and L;wÛw, the angle Ô and whether or not 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar 
interaction is switched on. But, the important observations can be summarized as follows. First, 
when 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction is included, L;wÛm  must be 3.5 times longer than 
L;wÛw to make the dipolar line shape the same as an isolated spin pair for arbitrary angle (see Figure 
4.5I); however, if 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction is excluded, L;wÛm only needs to be 2.0 
time longer than L;wÛw to make the dipolar line shape approaching an isolated spin pair for arbitrary 
angle (see Figure 4.5D). Second, when L;wÛm is not sufficiently longer than L;wÛw (v˚Á¸⁄	v˚Á¸Á	 < 2.0), 
even without 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction, the dipolar line shapes will not approach an 
isolated spin pair for arbitrary angle (see Figure 4.5B). Third, when 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar 
interaction is included and v˚Á¸⁄	v˚Á¸Á	 is between 2.0 and 3.0, the dipolar line shape strongly depends 
on the angle. Since the angle not only changes the relative orientation of the two heteronuclear 
dipolar interactions but also changes the 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction strength, this 
dependence is caused by the combined effect of these two types interactions. But, by comparing 
Figure 4.5C to 4.5D, 4.5E to 4.5F or 4.5G to 4.5H, it is obvious that 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar 
interaction makes a much more crucial impact on the dipolar line shape. Therefore, in real 
measurement, for situations like these, the possible highest MAS rate should be used. Fourth, when 
the 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar interaction is included and v˚Á¸⁄	v˚Á¸Á	 is less than 1.5 (simulation results 
are not shown), the line shape is always similar to a CH2 group, which implies that when a CH 
group has a very close neighboring proton it will be difficult to distinguish it from a true CH2 group. 
To verify these findings in a more complicated and realistic multiple spin system, 
simulations were performed on a model which is extracted from the crystal structure of L-histidine 
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hydrochloride monohydrate.[51] It consists of one 13C spin (labeled as C1) corresponding to the 
one resonating at 119 ppm and its seven closest neighboring protons denoted as H1 to H7. The 
distance ratios for different C1Hx (x = 2-7) spin pairs and their orientations relative to C1H1 are 
summarized in Table 4.1. In order to study the influence of neighboring proton(s) on the dipolar 
line shape of C1-H1 spin pair, simulations were carried out by adding proton one by one from the 
directly bonded H1 to the most distant H7. The results are shown in Figure 4.6. 
Table 4.1. The distance ratios of neighboring protons compared to the directly bonded proton and 
the angles between them. 
spin pair C1Hx 
L;wÛ˝	
L;wÛw	
 angle between Hx, C1 and H1 
C1H2 2.01 99.5˚ 
C1H3 2.74 92.9˚ 
C1H4 2.96 149.7˚ 
C1H5 3.02 163.9˚ 
C1H6 3.20 119.6˚ 
C1H7 3.32 106.5˚ 
 
 
Figure 4.6. The dipolar line shapes obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on the multiple 
spin system extracted from the crystal structure of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate. A - 
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G correspond to spin models including one proton to seven protons, respectively. H - N 
correspond to the same spin models as in A - G except the angle among H1, C1 and H2 was 
changed from 99.5˚ to 50˚. The simulation parameters used are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, ˜w¢; 
= 130 kHz, ˜wÛ = 90 kHz, Ω = 0 kHz (on resonance), Èı1 = 40 kHz, »ˆ1 = 512 and lb1 = 100 
Hz. 
 
As we can see from Figures 4.6A-G, the neighboring protons only have negligible 
influence on the accuracy of measuring the C1-H1 internuclear distance, although none of the 
neighboring proton is very far away from the C1, i.e. the distance between the neighboring proton 
and carbon is not 3.5 times longer than L;wÛw (see Table 4.1). This result can be well understood 
by comparing the distance ratios and angles in Table 4.1 with the results in Figure 4.5. And, we 
can see that, for each distance ratio, the associated angle actually always falls into the range in 
which the dipolar line shape approaches an isolated spin pair. Therefore, none of the neighboring 
protons can largely distort the spin pair like dipolar line shape. However, if we change the angle 
between H2, C1 and H1 from 99.5˚ to 50˚ but keep L;wÛm constant, the resulted dipolar line shape 
is obviously deviated from an isolated spin pair (see Figures 4.6H-N). The accuracy of measuring 
the C1-H1 internuclear distance is, therefore, reduced. In addition, because the distorted dipolar 
line shape displayed in Figure 4.6I is very similar to the dipolar line shape resulted from motional 
averaged dipolar interaction[52], ambiguity will present if we use CPVC experiment to investigate 
molecular dynamics. It is disappointing to note that even increasing MAS rate to 100 kHz (see 
Figure 4.7) only reduces the error and narrows the line width. To completely remove these 
influences, infinitely fast MAS is required (see Figure 4.7), which is not possible. It must be 
mentioned that the strength of proton homonuclear dipolar interaction between H1 and H2 is only 
27.9 kHz, which is not an unrealistic value in real spin system. Therefore, when the geometry of 
the spin system is not favorable, we should expect certain inaccuracy of distance measured using 
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CPVC experiment even at ultrafast MAS. However, if the spin system has suitable geometry, 
ultrafast MAS becomes not necessary to insure high accuracy for CPVC experiment. 
 
Figure 4.7. The dipolar line shapes under various MAS rates obtained from CPVC experiments 
simulated on the multiple spin system consisting one carbon spin (C1) and five proton spins 
(H1-H5), which corresponds to the model of Figure 4.6L. The MAS rates are denoted in the 
figure. The infinite MAS rate is reached by turning off proton homonuclear dipolar interactions. 
The common simulation parameters used are pk  = 9.6 T, ˜wÛ  = ˜w¢; − ˜z , Ω = 0 kHz (on 
resonance) and lb1 = 100 Hz. ˜w¢; is 130 kHz for A, B and E, 160 kHz for C and 180 kHz for 
D. Èı1 is 40 kHz for A, B and E, 60 kHz for C and 50 kHz for D. »ˆ1 is 512 for A, B and E, 
1024 for C and D.  
 
Disorder effect in the CPVC experiment. In order to explore the possibility of using dipolar 
spectrum, obtained from CPVC experiment, to characterize the bond length distribution in 
disordered materials, we performed numerical simulations on a single 13C-1H spin pair with 
distribution in internuclear distance. In the simulations, we assumed that the disorder in bond 
length follows a normal distribution[53–56] as described by Equation 4.1: 




m"⁄  (4.1) 
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where L as defined in experimental section denotes bond length (in unit of Å), ˛(L) denotes the 
probability density for L, †v  denotes the average bond length (in unit of Å) and à denotes the 
standard deviation (in unit of Å). The simulation results are displayed in Figure 4.8: 
 
Figure 4.8. The dipolar line shape obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on a 13C-1H spin 
pair model  with various distributions in bond length. In these simulations, the distributions in 
bond length were assumed to follow normal distributions, †v was fixed at 1.11 Å and the standard 
deviation, à, is varied which are indicated in the figure. The other simulation parameters are pk = 
9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, ˜w¢; = 130 kHz, ˜wÛ = 90 kHz, Ω = 0 kHz (on resonance), Èı1 = 40 kHz, 
»ˆ1 = 1024 and crystal file for powder average is zcw986. 
 
From Figure 4.8, it is clear that the distribution in bond length has a strong influence on the dipolar 
line shape. As à increases, the horns are continuously broadened. And, interestingly, the maximum 
of the broadened horn continuously shifts to the smaller frequency which corresponds to longer 
bond length as à increases. 









With the aim to find the cause of this counterintuitive change, we performed the numerical 
simulations for a single spin pair with different bond lengths, i.e. different dipolar coupling 
constants, but no distribution. The results are shown in Figure 4.9 below: 
 
 
Figure 4.9. The dipolar line shapes obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on a 13C-1H spin 
pair model with different internuclear distance but no distribution. The corresponding dipolar 
coupling constant for each spectrum is indicated in the figure. The other simulation parameters are 
pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, ˜w¢; = 130 kHz, ˜wÛ = 90 kHz, Ω = 0 kHz (on resonance), Èı1 = 40 
kHz, »ˆ1 = 1024 and lb1 = 100 Hz. The intensity is in arbitrary unit.  
 
Figure 4.9 demonstrates that when the dipolar coupling constant decreases the maximum of the 
horn in the dipolar spectrum increases and the rate of this increment also increases. This behavior 
provides explanation for the unexpected change observed in Figure 4.8. Since for a normal 
distribution, when à increases, the distribution becomes broader, in other words, flatter; therefore, 
when this effect is combined with the behavior observed in Figure 4.9, the overall effect is two-
fold. First, the spin pair with lower coupling constant can contribute more to the intensity at its 
frequency than the spin pair with higher coupling constant, especially for large à. Second, when 
à is large, it is easier for lower frequency range to accumulate intensity contributions from spin 
pairs with different coupling constants.  
D (Hz)
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To get a more detailed understanding of the behavior observed in Figure 4.9, we can 
examine the processing procedure before Fourier transformation applied to the CP build-up curve, 
which is described by Figure 4.10: 
 
Figure 4.10. The processing procedure before Fourier transformation applied to the CP build-up 
curve. 
 
In this processing procedure, the inversion step is to make sure that, after offset correction, the 
signal has correct phase, i.e. the first point at zero contact time has the maximum positive value. 
And, the effect of offset correction is to remove dip at zero frequency in the dipolar spectrum (this 
step is not always necessary). As we know, for a single spin pair, the equilibrium value in the CP 
build-up curve is independent on the dipolar coupling strength meaning that the offset value will 




















build-up curve always starts from zero. Therefore, after the processing procedure described in 
Figure 4.10, the first points at zero contact time will always have the same value for a single spin 
pair with any dipolar coupling strength. Since the first points have the same value, then the 
integrals of the dipolar spectra will have the same value. Because dipolar spectrum for single spin 
pair has sharp edges, in order to maintaining the same integral, dipolar spectrum with smaller 
dipolar coupling constant must have higher maximum intensity. This explains what we observed 
in Figure 4.9. 
To find a way for extracting distribution information, †v and à, from Figure 4.8, we can 
put all data of Figure 4.9 into a matrix, 6. In this matrix, the rows are labeled by frequency, Δ, and 
the columns are labeled by dipolar coupling constant, e. Now fitting the experimental dipolar 
spectrum is converted to solve a linear equation: 
 6 ∙ # = $ (4.2) 
 
Here, $ is column vector of experimental dipolar spectrum whose rows are labeled in the same 
frequency scale as 6 and its components are just the corresponding intensities. And, # is also a 
column vector but with its components labeled as the columns of e and its values following a 
Gaussian distribution: 
 πF = %}b
(v(&)bˇ!)⁄
m"⁄  (4.3) 
 
and 




where πF denotes the component of # and a is the intensity scaling factor. Therefore, †v and à can 
be extracted by solving this linear equation.  
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RF inhomogeneity effect on the dipolar line shape of CPVC experiment for disordered 
sample. Gupta et al. have shown that the accuracy of CPVC experiment will not be strongly 
influenced by RF inhomogeneities for microcrystalline samples.[40] The situation is different for 
disordered samples. This is because the dipolar interaction information of disordered sample, i.e. 
the average and the distribution of internuclear distance are embedded in the full dipolar line shape 
as has been demonstrated in last subsection. To understand how RF inhomogeneities influence the 
dipolar line shape of disordered sample, numerical simulations similar to those present in Figure 
4.8 were performed with RF inhomogeneities involved. The results are shown in Figure 4.11 below: 
 
Figure 4.11. The dipolar line shapes obtained from CPVC experiments simulated on a 13C-1H spin 
pair model with various distributions in bond length and inhomogeneous RF Field. In these 
simulations, the distributions in bond length were assumed to follow normal distributions, †v was 
fixed at 1.11 Å and the standard deviation, à, is varied as indicated in the figure. In the spectra, 
the red lines represent the simulated dipolar spectra involving both bond length distributions and 








inhomogeneous RF field, whereas, the black lines represent the simulated dipolar spectra involving 
only bond length distributions. The other simulation parameters are pk = 9.6 T,  Òz = 40 kHz, ˜w¢; 
= 130 kHz, ˜wÛ = 90 kHz, Ω = 0 kHz (on resonance), Èı1 = 40 kHz, »ˆ1 = 1024, lb1 = 100 Hz 
and crystal file for powder average is zcw986. The RF inhomogeneity profiles were calculated 
according to Ref. [40]. 
 
Figure 4.11 clearly shows that RF inhomogeneities have profound influence on the dipolar 
line shape. Firstly, when RF inhomogeneities are involved in the simulation, the maximum of the 
dipolar line shape is shifted to slightly larger frequency. And, this shift gradually increases when 
the standard deviation of the bond length distribution increases. Secondly, the line shape between 
the two maximums is distorted; however, the part beyond the two maximums seems to be 
conserved. Unfortunately, since the dipolar interaction information will be obtained by fitting the 
full dipolar spectrum, these two effects of RF inhomogeneities will definitely lead to errors for 
estimating these information.  
Experiments. Offset and RF strength effects on the accuracy and dipolar line shape of 
CPVC experiment. Numerical simulations demonstrate that, even using 'z = 40 kHz and moderate 
RF fields, CPVC experiment can measure distance accurately for a large offset range as long as 
the spin system has suitable geometry. To verify these results, experiments were performed at '{  
= 36 kHz to measure the bond length of CH group resonating at 118 ppm in L-histidine 
hydrochloride monohydrate using 'w¢;  = 90 kHz, 100 kHz, 108 kHz and 120 kHz and Hartmann-
Hahn condition of 'w¢; − 'wÛ = 'z. As mentioned in the experimental section, 'z = 36 kHz was 
used instead of 40 kHz, because this rate is the highest stable MAS rate in our DNP system and 
we would like to examine the possibility of combing CPVC with DNP to overcome the low 
sensitivity issue. The 13C chemical shift range of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate is from 
27 ppm to 172 ppm which corresponds to 22 kHz at 14.1 T and covers almost all common 13C 
chemical shift range. Therefore, the offset was varied from -10 kHz to +10 kHz in the experiments. 
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The errors of measured bond lengths and the dipolar line shapes at Ω = -10 kHz, -5 kHz, 0 kHz, 
+5 kHz and +10 kHz were displayed in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.12. The errors of measured bond lengths obtained from CPVC experiments performed 
on the 13C peak of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate resonating at 118 ppm. The offset 
was varied from -10 kHz to +10 KHz. The RF fields used in the experiments are indicated in the 
figure. And, the other experimental parameters are pk = 14.1 T,  Òz = 36 kHz, Èı1 = 36 kHz 
and »ˆ1 = 512, lb1 = 100 Hz and rd = 2 s.  
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Figure 4.13. The dipolar line shapes obtained from CPVC experiments performed on the 13C 
peak of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate resonating at 118 ppm. The offsets and RF fields 
used in the experiments are indicated in the figure. And, the other experimental parameters are 
pk = 14.1 T,  Òz = 36 kHz, Èı1 = 36 kHz, »ˆ1 = 512, lb1 = 100 Hz and rd = 2 s. 
 
From Figure 4.12, the followings are clearly observed. First, CPVC experiment can 
measure distance accurately for the whole offset range, since the error of the measured distance is 
always below 4%. Second, this accuracy gets improved as 'w¢;  is increased. Third, the accuracy 
remains constant at high RF field ('w¢; = 120 kHz) but becomes slightly dependent on offset as 
the RF field gets lower, which is caused by large 13C CSA. These results agree with those of 
numerical simulations. However, unexpected, experiments using 'w¢;  = 3 ∙ 'z = 108 kHz, which 
is the condition that will results in rotary resonance recoupling and therefore should be avoided, 
show the highest apparent accuracy. The unreliability of this condition is reflected by the 
corresponding dipolar line shapes in Figure 4.13. For 'w¢;  = 90 kHz, 100 kHz and 120 kHz, the 
dipolar lineshapes match perfectly to the theoretical dipolar line shape. And, by comparing Figure 
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4.13 to Figures 4.6 and 4.7, it is clear that, different from simulations, even at this relative slow 
MAS (only 36 kHz), the dipolar line shapes do not contain any strong peaks near zero splitting 
frequency, implying that these experiments are totally free from the influences of nearby protons. 
This confirms that, as long as the spin system has suitable geometry and the CPVC experiment is 
set up properly, the accuracy of the measurement can be guaranteed at relatively slow MAS. This 
largely reduce the demand on instrument for performing this experiment. For 'w¢;  = 108 kHz, 
especially when Ω = -10 kHz or +10 kHz, the dipolar lineshape were obviously distorted. This 
distortion is caused by the recoupling of 1H CSA, since 'wÛ = 'w¢;  - 'z = 3 ∙ 'z - 'z = 2 ∙ 'z = 64 
kHz is the rotary resonance recoupling condition for this interaction.[57,58] The performances of 
the CPVC experiments using different RF fields is also accessed from the build-up curves, which 
is shown in Figure 4.14. 
 
 
Figure 4.14. The build-up curves obtained from CPVC experiments performed on the 13C peak 
of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate resonating at 118 ppm. In the experiments, 



















































Hartmann-Hahn match condition of ˜w¢( − ˜w) = ˜{ is used and ˜w¢(  is 90 kHz for A, 100 kHz 
for B, 108 kHz for C and 120 kHz for D. The other experimental parameters are pk = 14.1 T,  
Òz = 36 kHz, Èı1 = 36 kHz, »ˆ1 = 512, lb1 = 100 Hz and rd = 2 s. 
  
When the RF field is sufficiently high, i.e. 'w¢;  = 100 kHz and 120 kHz (see Figures 4.14B 
and 4.14D), the coherence evolution is dominated by dipolar oscillation and the further increase at 
long Ú;: is due to spin diffusion[59]. This spin diffusion effect is suppressed by higher RF field, 
since the polarization at Ú;: = 4 ms is 0.83 for 'w¢;  = 120 kHz which is lower than 0.86 for 'w¢;  
= 100 kHz. When 'w¢; is reduced to 90 kHz (see Figure 4.14A), the coherence evolution is largely 
decayed by the 1H spin lattice relaxation in the rotating-frame[60] due to low 'wÛ[61]. This effect 
will be diminished when 'z  is increased.[61] When 'w¢;  = 108 kHz, the dipolar oscillation is 
modulated at short Ú;:  and the decay at long Ú;:  is linear which is very different from the 
situations in Figures 4.14A, 4.14B and 4.14D. This change is caused by the recoupling of 1H CSA 
as discussed above. In order to know how much the RF field should be different from the rotary 
resonance recoupling condition to guarantee reliable distance measurement, CPVC experiments 




Figure 4.15. The errors of measured distances obtained from CPVC experiments using various 
˜w¢; performed on the 13C peak of L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate resonating at 118 ppm. 
The offset was fixed at -4 kHz and the Hartmann-Hahn match condition of ˜w¢; − ˜wÛ = ˜z is 
used. The other experimental parameters are pk = 14.1 T,  Òz = 36 kHz, Èı1 = 36 kHz, »ˆ1 = 
512, lb1 = 100 Hz and rd = 2 s. 
 
As shown, the general relation between distance measurement accuracy and RF field 
strength is largely altered when 'w¢;  is between 102 kHz and 114 kHz.  Therefore, RF field within 
this range should be avoided when setting up CPVC experiment.  
The above results demonstrate that, when well-chosen RF field is used, CPVC experiment 
can measure distance accurately at 'z = 36 kHz, which verifies the possibility of combing CPVC 
with DNP. 
The effect of amorphous structure on the dipolar line shape of CPVC experiment. To 
demonstrate the effect of disordered structure on the dipolar line shape, CPVC experiment was 
performed on the amorphous polymer, polyacrylonitrile, which structure is rigid at room 
temperature.[62] Figure 4.16 shows the 13C spectrum for polyacrylonitrile which is the chemical 
shift dimension projection from the CPVC spectrum and the assignments are indicated in the figure. 
CH, CH2 and CN peaks resonate around 29 ppm, 34 ppm and 121 ppm, respectively.[63] All three 















peaks are broad due to chemical shift dispersion and the peaks for CH2 and CH are largely 
overlapped. 
 
Figure 4.16. The 13C spectrum of polyacrylonitrile. This spectrum is obtained by projecting the 
two-dimensional CPVC spectrum onto the chemical shift dimension. The CPVC experiment 
was performed by using pk = 14.1 T, Òz = 36 kHz, ˜w¢(  = 120 kHz, ˜w) = 84 kHz, Èı1 = 25 
kHz, »ˆ1 = 256, lb1 = 150 Hz and rd = 6.2 s. 
 
To analyze CH bond length distribution due to disorder effect, dipolar spectrum at each 
chemical shift value is extracted individually for the region from 26 ppm to 31 ppm. The dipolar 
spectrum is too weak to fit at chemical shift value smaller than 26 ppm and strongly distorted by 
CH2 peak at chemical shift value larger than 31 ppm. Then each dipolar spectrum is fitted using 
the method described above (see section 3. 1. 4). Due to the limited spectrum quality and the 
contribution of CH2, full spectrum fitting always leads to meaningless result. However, restricting 
the fitting regions to the well-defined horns can give reasonable result. Figure 4.17 shows the 
fitting result for the dipolar spectrum at 27.2 ppm. From this fitting, bond length distribution 
parameters, †v and à, can be extracted. And, they are 1.110 ppm and 0.0125 ppm, respectively. 
The bond length distribution parameters are extracted from the fitting for every dipolar spectrum. 








Figure 4.17. The dipolar spectrum and its fitting at the chemical shift value of 27.2 ppm.  
 
 
Figure 4.18.  The mean bond length (A) and standard deviation (B) of the bond length 
distribution plotted against chemical shift, where these parameters are extracted from the fittings 
of dipolar spectra for the CH peak of polyacrylonitrile.   
 
Figure 4.18A shows the mean bind lengths, †v, at different chemical shifts. Clearly, the 
variation of †v is small and the values all fall into the range between 1.10 Å and 1.11 Å. This 
means that, on average, the bond length of CH group in polyacrylonitrile has no correlation with 
chemical shift. However, as Figure 4.18B shows, the standard deviation, à, of the bond length 
distribution obviously depends on the chemical shift and has the feature similar to a step function. 
Three regions, denoted as I, II and III, can be identified in Figure 4.18B, which are 26.1 – 27.6 
ppm, 28.0 – 29.8 ppm and 30.2 – 30.9 ppm, respectively. Very interestingly, Kamide et al. 
observed three types of CH groups in polyacrylonitrile from 13C solution state NMR spectrum and 
related them to different triad tacticities. These three types of CH groups resonate, respectively, at 
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27.90 ppm, 28.53 ppm and 29.09 ppm.[63] These values, in general, match very well with the 
three regions identified in Figure 4.18B, meaning that, in solid, the triad tacticity can be reflected 
by à. According to Kamide et al., I has meso-meso (mm) trial sequence, II has meso-racemo (mr) 
or racemo-meso (rm) trial sequence, and III has racemo-racemo (rr) trial sequence.[63] These 
assignments rationalize the observed changes of à. In mm and rr trial sequences, the conformations 
of monomer units are well defined, which results in small variation in the bond lengths of CH 
groups. Furthermore, in mm trial sequence, CN group interacts with adjacent CN group to form a 
six-membered ring, which makes the conformation of the monomer units more stubborn. However, 
when r and m sequences connect, the conformations of the monomer units in the connection will 
be distorted. Therefore, I with mm trial sequence and III with rr trial sequence have smaller à 
compared to II with rm or mr trial sequence. And, the à of I is the smallest. 
It is worth pointing out that the broadened dipolar spectra for CH groups in this amorphous 
polymer could potentially result from the presence of nearby protons (see Figure 4.6). However, 
since we do not observe strong peaks near zero splitting frequency, it is much more likely that 
disorder effect dominates this broadening. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this study, we first performed extensive numerical simulations on a C-H two-spin system 
to investigate the CPVC experiment accuracy using various Hartman-Hahn matching conditions, 
RF fields, offsets and CSAs. Based on the theoretical results, a detailed setup procedure for CPVC 
experiment was proposed. Following this procedure, experiments using varied RF fields and 
offsets were carried out on 13C labeled L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate. The experimental 
results demonstrated that, as long as the CPVC experiments are set up properly, very promising 
accuracy can be achieved even at relatively slow MAS, i.e. 36 kHz, and moderate RF fields. This 
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finds suggests that it is possible to combine CPVC experiment with DNP to enhance the 
experiment sensitivity.  
Next, we investigated the dipolar truncation effect on the accuracy and dipolar line shape 
of CPVC experiment by performing simulations on a three-spin system which consists one carbon 
spin and two proton spins. In these simulations, the relative internuclear distances and orientations 
were changed systematically. And, it is found that, only when the distance between non-bonded 
proton and carbon is 3.5 times larger than the directly bonded proton, the accuracy and dipolar line 
shape strop depending on the relative orientations of these two spin pairs. Then, experimentally 
obtained dipolar line shapes for 13C labeled L-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate were examined 
and compared to simulation results. And, it is again verified that, for suitable spin systems under 
proper conditions, CPVC experiment can be very accurate even at relative slow MAS (36 kHz). 
As the last part, the dipolar line shape change due to bond length distribution, i.e. structure 
disorder effect, was investigated. It is found that, if the bond length distribution follows Gaussian 
distribution, when the mean bond length is fixed and the standard deviation is increased, the width 
of the horns in the dipolar spectrum will increase as expected. However, the maximums will shift 
to smaller frequency, which is counter-intuitive. This is caused by the fact that, for two-spin system, 
the intensity of the horns will increase when the dipolar constant decreases. This result 
demonstrates that directly measuring the splitting between the maximums in the dipolar spectrum 
for sample with disordered structure will lead to error. To extract bond length distribution 
parameters, a fitting method is proposed. And, this method is used to analyze the dipolar spectra 
for the CH group in amorphous polyacrylonitrile. It is noted that, across the chemical shift 
dispersion range of the CH peak, the mean bond length maintains constant, but the standard 
deviation has the feature like a step function. Three regions can be identified and correspond very 
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well to the three types of CH group differentiated by triad tacticity. This implies that, in solid state, 
the triad tacticity may be reflected by the standard deviation of the bond length distribution. 
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COMBING FAST MAGIC ANGLE SPINNING DYNAMIC NUCLEAR 
POLARIZATION WITH INDIRECT DETECTION TO FURTHER 
ENHANCE THE SENSITIVITY OF SOLID-STATE NUCLEAR 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY 
Zhuoran Wang, Michael P. Hanrahan, Frederic Perras, Takeshi Kobayashi, Aaron J. Rossini and 
Marek Pruski 
Manuscript is in preparation. 
Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) and indirect detection are the two general approaches 
for enhancing sensitivity of solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. However, until 
now, they have been only developed individually without any crossing. With the advent of low-
temperature fast magic angle spinning (up to 40 kHz) probe with small rotor (1.3 mm in diameter), 
it becomes possible to combine these two techniques. In this study, we performed DNP enhanced 
indirectly-detected heteronuclear correlation (idHETCOR) experiments on 13C, 15N and 89Y nuclei 
of sensitivity challenging materials, functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles and Y2O3 
nanoparticles. Its sensitivity was compared with those of DNP enhanced directly-detected cross 
polarization (CP) and HETCOR experiments performed with larger rotor (3.2 mm in diameter). 
Due to lowered polarization transfer efficiency and large proton linewidth, the sensitivity gain 
achieved by indirect detection was much lower than expected. But, with decreasing gyromagnetic 
ratio, idHETCOR experiment of 15N started to show better sensitivity than HETCOR experiment 
performed with 3.2 mm rotor. And, for 89Y, superior sensitivity was obtained, which is 8.2 times 




Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) spectroscopy is a well-recognized 
powerful analytical technique. Its powerfulness comes from its ability of studying the structures 
and dynamics for a wide range of materials, including organic, inorganic, biological and hybrid 
materials. However, SSNMR greatly suffers from intrinsic low sensitivity which is caused by small 
gyromagnetic ratios, low natural abundances, strong anisotropic interactions and long relaxation 
times, despite the nowadays common usage of cross polarization (CP), magic angle spinning 
(MAS) and high external magnetic field. And, this problem is further exacerbated for samples 
under study having low loadings, for example, heterogenous catalysts like functionalized 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) and functionalized metal-organic frameworks (MOF). 
Researchers have devoted a tremendous effort to overcome this issue. Over the past two decades, 
two techniques are witnessed to undergo rigorous and successful developments. One of them is 
the indirect detection (commonly through protons) performed under fast MAS[1–7]; and, the other 
one is the dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) under MAS condition in high field[8–12]. 
The indirect detection experiments in SSNMR were inspired by the corresponding 
experiments performed in solution-state NMR and can be classified into two categories. One is the 
heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) experiments[3,13–15]; and, the other one is the 
heteronuclear multiple quantum correlation (HMQC) experiments[16,17]. In HSQC type 
experiment, polarization transfer can be achieved either through-space[3,13,14,18] or through-
bond[4,15], where the former one is easier to perform. In 2000, Ishii and Tycko firstly 
demonstrated that this experiment provides sensitivity enhancement over direct detection 
experiment under fast MAS condition.[13] In 2003, Paulson et al. illustrated a modified version of 
this experiment in which the constant time concept was introduced into the evolution period to 
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achieve efficient water peak suppression in proteins.[18] In 2007, Wiench et al. further modified 
this experiment by combining HORROR with the z-filter, which largely reduces t1-noise.[3] In 
2009, Mao and Pruski replaced the second CP with refocused INEPT, which resulted in though-
bond correlation spectra.[15] In 2014, with the advent of ultrafast MAS probehead, Nishiyama et 
al. extended the dimensionality of indirect detection experiment to three.[19] And, in 2018, 
Venkatesh et al. demonstrated that indirect detection experiments can be applied to nuclei with 
very low gyromagnetic ratio, like 89Y, 103Rh, 109Ag and 183W.[7] 
DNP enhances sensitivity by transferring large polarization from unpaired electron spins 
to nearby nuclei spins under microwave irradiation.[20] For currently commonly performed DNP 
SSNMR experiments, the source of unpaired electron spins is nitroxide biradicals which are 
introduced by mixing the sample with glass-forming solvent containing the radicals.[21,22] DNP 
process can occur through different mechanisms including cross effect (CE), solid effect (SE), 
Overhauser effect (OE) and thermal mixing (TM). For samples mixed with nitroxide biradicals, in 
the high magnetic field and under MAS, CE effect usually dominates.[20] To improve the 
sensitivity enhancement ability of DNP, researchers have devoted great efforts to design and 
synthesize new radicals, optimize the sample preparation procedures and build cryogenic hardware. 
And, SSNMR pulse sequence for enhancing spectrum sensitivity has been also combined with 
DNP. Rossini et al. 29Si CP-CPMG spectra of functionalized MSN under DNP condition and made 
the enhancement factor reach to 1000.[23] However, to the best of our knowledge, the combination 
of indirect detection experiment with DNP have only been rarely reported. This is because, by 
today, DNP SSNMR experiment are still mainly performed under low MAS rate using 3.2 mm 
probe. Recently, DNP SSNMR experiments under 40 kHz MAS using 1.3 mm probe have been 
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demonstrated by Chaudhari et al.[24–26] This advent of the instrument certainly opens the 
opportunity for combining indirect detection with DNP.  
Because of the low temperature, different from conventional room-temperature SSNMR 
experiments, fast MAS is achieved by using 1.3 mm rotor instead of using 1.6 mm rotor in DNP 
SSNMR experiments. The smaller diameter will reduce the amount of sample which can be packed 
into the rotor. The efficiency of CE, the spin diffusion rate and the contribution factor due to 
depolarization have been theoretically predicted to decrease as MAS increases.[27,28] Although 
Chaudhari et al. have shown that the enhancement factor maintains roughly constant in the MAS 
rate range of 10 to 40 kHz, the contribution factor does decrease as MAS increases.[11] And, they 
also shown that the DNP build-up time will increase along MAS.[11] Furthermore, due to frequent 
cooling cabinet operation, MAS with small rotor often cannot be maintained very stable at high 
spinning frequency. All these above mentioned issues can potentially reduce the sensitivity and 
quality of indirect detection experiments. On the other hand, Ishii and Tycho have demonstrated 
that the sensitivity enhancement factor increases as the gyromagnetic ratio of the indirectly 
detected nuclei decreases.[13] Therefore, to examine the performance of indirect detection 
combined with DNP, a series of indirect detection experiments were performed for nuclei with 
different gyromagnetic ratios on various kinds of materials. The chosen nuclei include 13C, 15N and 
89Y; and, the materials involved are functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) and 
Y2O3 nanoparticle. The sensitivity of these indirectly detected experiments were compared to their 
directly detected counterpart acquired using 3.2 mm probe under DNP condition. As expected, the 
performance of indirect detection experiment improves as the gyromagnetic ratio of the indirectly 
detected nuclei decreases. However, under DNP condition, the indirect detection experiment 
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performed using 1.3 mm probe becomes preferable than the direct detection experiment performed 
using 3.2 mm probe, only when the interested nuclei has very low gyromagnetic ratio.  
5.2 Theory 
The sensitivity of NMR experiment is characterized by the signal to noise ratio (SNR, 
measured in frequency domain) per square root of experiment time (ET), denoted as +. To be more 
specific, the sensitivities of direct detection and indirect detection experiments performed using 
3.2 mm probe are denoted as +¢.mb,õõ  and +¢.mb,-õ  (X denotes certain nuclei), respectively. Similarly, 
the sensitivities of direct detection and indirect detection experiments performed using 1.3 mm 
probe are denoted as +w.¢b,õõ  and +w.¢b,-õ , respectively. The sensitivity gain for X nuclei, which 
compares the sensitivity of indirect detection experiment carried out using 1.3 mm probe to that 











According to Ishii[13], by performing indirect detection through protons and assuming that 
















where ˛  is the polarization transfer efficiency, @Û  is the gyromagnetic ratio for proton, @,  is 
gyromagnetic ratio for X nuclei, /Û is the full width at half maximum of Lorentzian proton peak, 
/, is the full width at half maximum of Lorentzian X nuclei peak, ©Û is the quality factor of the 
sample coil for proton detection and ©, is the quality factor of the sample coil for detect X nuclei 










where qw  is the nutation frequency at transmitter power 0 for specified channel and qk  is the 
Larmor frequency of specified nuclei. In general, comparing the sensitivities of direct detection 
experiments on two different probes is not a simple task, since it requires the knowledge of some 
influencing factors which are not easy to measure.[29] However, according to Nishiyama[30], by 
assuming the fixed ratios of the rotor length to rotor outer diameter, the rotor inner diameter to 
rotor outer diameter and sample length to rotor length and the same filling factor for different rotor 
sizes, the sensitivity ratio of direct detection experiments performed on 1.3 mm and 3.2 mm probes 








With DNP, the sensitivity is enhanced by transferring polarization from electrons to nuclei. 























where Σw.¢/¢.mb,Ω [31] is the overall sensitivity enhancement of X nuclei for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 
mm probe), Kw.¢/¢.m is the experimental temperature for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 mm probe), 3w.¢/¢.mb, 
is the DNP enhancement factor of X nuclei for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 mm probe) defined by 
comparing the peak intensity with and with microwave irradiation, Ôw.¢/¢.mb, is the contribution 
factor of X nuclei for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 mm probe), Kw,w.¢/¢.m is the spin lattice relaxation time 
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constant of protons at room temperature for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 mm probe) and K&◊4,w.¢/¢.m is 
the DNP build up time constant of protons for 1.3 mm probe (or 3.2 mm probe). Inserting 























































Mao et al. have shown that indirect detection experiment using 1.6 mm probe with 40 kHz 
MAS has much higher sensitivity compared to direct detection experiment using 3.2 mm probe. 
However, according to Equation 5.7, comparing to the indirect detection experiment performed 
under conventional NMR condition, the sensitivity gain for indirect detection experiment 
performed under DNP condition may actually be reduced for several reasons. First, under 
cryogenic temperature (for DNP), to achieve the same MAS rate (40 kHz), 1.3 mm rotor is used 
instead of 1.6 mm rotor, which reduces the sample volume. Second, 3 and Ô has been theoretically 
predicted to decrease, when MAS rate is increased. Although Chaudhari et al. demonstrated that 3 
is roughly constant for MAS rate ranging from 10 kHz to 40 kHz, Ô does decrease as MAS rate 
increases.[11] Third, Chaudhari et al. also showed that K&◊4 increases along MAS rate.[11] Last, 
dipolar interactions between protons will increase because of reduced motion at low temperature, 
which broadens the linewidths of proton peaks. For example, using Equation 5.7, if choosing X = 
13C, assuming MAS = 40 kHz for indirect detection experiment performed using 1.3 mm probe 
and MAS = 10 kHz for direct detection experiment performed using 3.2 mm probe, taking ˛ = 0.5, 
/; = 300 Hz, /Û = 1000 Hz, ©Û/©, = 2 according to Ishii et al.[2] and taking 3w.¢b; = 3¢.mb;, 
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Ôw.¢b;/Ô¢.mb; = 0.46/0.81 = 0.57 and K&◊4,¢.m/K&◊4,w.¢ = 5.2/6.6 = 0.79 according to Chaudhari 
et al.[11], then .; = 0.16. Fortunately, according to Equations 5.3 and 5.7, when the parameters 
related to DNP do not vary significantly, ., will increase quickly as the gyromagnetic ratio of the 
indirect detected nuclei decreases. Therefore, we should expect that, when nuclei with very low 
gyromagnetic ratio are involved, indirect detection DNP experiment under fast MAS will become 
more preferred than direction detection DNP experiment under slow MAS. 
5.3 Experimental 
The DNP-enhanced SSNMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III wide-
bore spectrometer operating at 9.4 T (400 MHz for 1H) equipped with a Bruker 264 GHz gyrotron 
for generating microwave (MW) irradiation. The DNP enhanced two-dimensional (2D) indirectly 
detected (via protons) through-space heteronuclear correlation experiments, denoted as 1H{X} (X 
= 13C, 15N and 89Y) idHETCOR, were performed using the triple resonance 1.3 mm low-
temperature MAS probe spinning at 36 kHz which is the highest stable MAS rate. The DNP 
enhanced conventional 2D directly detected (via low gamma nuclei) heteronuclear correlation 
(HETCOR) experiments, denoted as X{1H} (X = 13C, 15N and 89Y) HETCOR, were performed 
using the triple resonance 3.2 mm low-temperature MAS probe spinning at 10 kHz. The frequency 
switched Lee-Goldberg homonuclear decoupling sequence was applied during 1H chemical shift 
evolution in HETCOR experiment. The DNP enhanced one-dimensional (1D) X{1H} (X = 13C and 
15N) cross polarization magic angle spinning (CPMAS) and 89Y{1H} CPMAS Hahn echo 
experiments were performed using both 1.3 mm and 3.2 mm probes. The DNP build-up time 
constant was carefully determined by fitting the polarization build-up curve obtained from 
CPMAS-based saturation recovery experiment. The DNP enhancement factor of protons 
(3w.¢/¢.mbX) was determined by comparing the signal intensities with or without MW.  
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In the experiments, powder sample was first impregnated with certain radical solution and 
then packed into rotor. Care was always taken to make sure the ratio between the powder sample 
mass and the volume of radical solution is constant for 1.3 mm and 3.2 mm rotors. For 13C and 15N 
experiments, PUP-MSN was impregnated with 10 mM AMUPol dissolved in DMSO-d6, where 
PUP-MSN were synthesized according to the previously reported co-condensation method. For 
89Y experiments, Y2O3 nanopowder was mixed with 16 mM TEKPol dissolved in TCE-d2, where 
the Y2O3 nanopowder (50 nm) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  
5.4 Results and discussion 
Table 5.1 summarizes the sensitivities of CPMAS and idHETCOR experiments performed 
using 1.3 mm probe and those of CPMAS and HETCOR experiments performed using 3.2 mm 
probe for the three different types of nuclei, i.e. 13C, 15N and 89Y. By comparing these sensitivities 
following the descending order of gyromagnetic ratio, it is clear that, as expected, the performance 
of idHETCOR experiment under fast MAS DNP condition improves. And, when indirect detection 
experiment of 89Y was performed, its sensitivity largely exceeded those of CPMAS and HETCOR 
experiment acquired using 3.2 mm probe. In the following, the experimental results for each type 
of nuclei will discussed separately in the descending order of the gyromagnetic ratio.  
Table 5.1. The summary of sensitivities of CPMAS and idHETCOR experiments performed using 
1.3 mm probe and those of CPMAS and HETCOR experiments performed using 3.2 mm probe. 
., 
1.3 mm 3.2 mm 
3a CPMAS idHETCOR 3a CPMAS HETCOR 
13Cb 31 64.6 32.8 15 582.5 124.4 
15Nc 31 1.4 5.9 15 23.9 3.7 
89Yd 97 4.5 83.9 50 10.2 2.0 
aDue to measurement difficulty for low-gamma nuclei, DNP enhancement factor is only presented 
for protons. bSensitivity was measured for peak resonating at 130 ppm. cSensitivity was measured 
for peak resonating at -275 ppm. dSensitivity was measured for peak resonating at 130 ppm. 
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Experimental results for 13C. The DNP enhanced 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN 
acquired using 1.3 mm and 3.2 mm probes are shown in Figure 5.1. The peak assignments can be 
found in previous study by Kobayashi et al.[8] The dominate peak in both spectra originates from 
the methyl groups of solvent DMSO-d6, which is ignored when SNR is calculated. From Table 5.1 
or comparing Figure 5.1A with 5.1B, it is clear and as expected that the sensitivity is much higher 
for directly detected 13C spectrum acquired with larger rotor (3.2 mm) than that acquired with 
smaller rotor (1.3 mm). Here, the sensitivity ratio, +w.¢b;õõ /+¢.mb;õõ , is calculated as 64.6/597.1 = 0.11 
according to Table 5.1. Different from conventional SSNMR, the superior sensitivity achieved 
with larger rotor under DNP condition is contributed not only by larger sample volume but also 
by higher DNP enhancement factor, larger contribution factor and shorter DNP build-up time as 
these three factors have been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated to increase when 
MAS rate is lowered. Based on Equation 5.5, the sensitivity ratio can be predicted by inserting  
K&◊4,w.¢  = 5.5 s and K&◊4,¢.m  = 4.8 and assuming 3w.¢b;  = 31, 3¢.mb;  = 15, Kw.¢ = K¢.m , Kw,w.¢ =
Kw,¢.m and Ôw.¢b; = Ô¢.mb;. And, the predicted value for +w.¢b;õõ /+¢.mb;õõ  is 0.50 which is 4.5 times 
larger than the experimental value 0.11 but still on the same order of magnitude. The discrepancy 
is very likely caused by not using the correct DNP enhancement factors (3w.¢  and 3¢.m ) and 
contribution factors (Ôw.¢b; and Ô¢.mb;). In this study, the DNP enhancement factor is measured 
for protons instead of low-gamma nuclei due to the difficulty associated with acquiring spectra 
without microwave irradiation for the low-gamma nuclei (especially for 15N and 89Y using 1.3 mm 
probe) and used assuming DNP enhancement factors have the similar values for protons and the 
low-gamma nuclei, whereas this assumption may not be right. The contribution factor is also 
difficult to determine for low-gamma nuclei. To deal with this unknown factor, since it has been 
shown to decrease slowly when MAS rate is >5 kHz,[27] they are thus assumed to be equal for 
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sample prepared in 1.3 mm rotor and 3.2 mm rotors. However, Chaudhari et al. have demonstrated 
this factor can significant decrease when MAS rate is increased.[11] This may lead to 
Ôw.¢b;/Ô¢.mb; < 1 and makes +w.¢b;õõ /+¢.mb;õõ  become smaller. 
 
Figure 5.1. The DNP enhanced 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN obtained using 1.3 mm 
probe (A) and 3.2 mm probe (B). 
 
 
Figure 5.2. The DNP enhanced 1H{13C} idHETCOR spectrum of PUP-MSN obtained using 1.3 
mm probe (A) and the 13C{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same material obtained using 3.2 mm 
probe (B). 
 
The DNP enhanced 1H{13C} idHETCOR spectrum of PUP-MSN obtained with 1.3 mm 
probe and the 13C{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same sample obtained with 3.2 mm probe are 
shown in Figure 5.2. The 13C dimension sensitivities of the 2D spectra are listed in Table 5.1. And, 
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it is noticed that, different from conventional room-temperature SSNMR experiment, the 1H{13C} 
idHETCOR experiment performed with 1.3 mm probe under DNP condition does not provide any 
sensitivity improvement over the 13C{1H} CPMAS experiment performed with the same probe, 
although fast MAS (36 kHz) is applied. The sensitivity ratio, +w.¢b;-õ /+w.¢b;õõ , is only 32.8/64.6 = 
0.51. This degraded performance of idHETCOR experiment may be caused by the unfavorable 
large linewidths of proton peaks which overwhelms the sensitivity improvement contributions due 
to the gyromagnetic ratio (@Û/@,) and quality factor (©Û/©,). At DNP experiment temperature 
(~105 K), the structure dynamics are largely suppressed, which increases the strengths of proton 
homonuclear dipolar interactions and results in large linewidths. In addition, the glassy 
environment formed the solvent containing radical increases the proton inhomogeneous linewidth. 
For example, the 13C peak resonating at 130 ppm has full-width-at-half-maximum (FWFM) equal 
to 501 Hz and its correlated proton peak has FWFM equal to 1391 Hz. However, inserting these 
values into Equation 5.2, estimating ©Û/©; to be 9.23 based on Equation 5.3 and assuming ˛ = 
0.5 give +w.¢b;-õ /+w.¢b;õõ  = 2.89 which is 5.7 times larger than the experimental value. This suggests 
that the polarization transfer efficiency (˛) is much lower than 0.5. This implication is reasonable, 
since significant proton polarizations are transferred to deuterated solvent carbons (see Figure 
5.1A). It worth pointing out that, although the 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra acquired with the two 
probes appear similar, the intensity of solvent 13C peak is reduced by a factor c.a. 3 in idHETCOR 
spectrum than in the HETCOR spectrum. Because the sensitivity of indirect detection experiment 
increases quickly when the gyromagnetic ratio of X nuclei further decreases, better performance 
of DNP idHETCOR should be expected for nuclei with gyromagnetic ratio lower than 13C. 
Experimental results for 15N. The DNP enhanced 15N{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN 
acquired with 1.3 mm and 3.2 mm probes are shown in Figure 5.3. Although 3w.¢/¢.mb8 is very 
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likely different from 3w.¢/¢.mb;, it is reasonable to assume that they change by the same ratio, i.e., 
3w.¢b8/3¢.mb8 = 3w.¢b;/3¢.mb;. Then, the sensitivity ratio of 15N{1H} CPMAS experiments should 
be the same as that of 13C{1H} CPMAS experiment, i.e., +w.¢b8õõ /+¢.mb8õõ = +w.¢b;õõ /+¢.mb;õõ . However, 
the experimental value for +w.¢b8õõ /+¢.mb8õõ  is only 1.4/23.9 » 0.06 which is about half of 
+w.¢b;õõ /+¢.mb;õõ  (0.11). The result suggests that the 1H ® 15N polarization transfer efficiency is 
further reduced compared to the case for 13C. This becomes clear with another comparison. Since 
the 13C{1H} and 15N{1H} CPMAS experiments were performed on the same packed sample rotor 
for each probe, if we assume that the polarization transfer efficiencies are the same between 1H ® 










where nN and nC are number of 15N or 13C spins in the sample. For PUP-MSN, in each functional 
group, there are two carbon nuclei corresponding to the 13C peak used for sensitivity calculation, 
whereas there is only one nitrogen nucleus corresponding to the 15N peak for sensitivity calculation. 
Given that natural abundance sample was used in experiments, the sensitivity ratio resulted from 
Equation 5.8 is 0.04. From Table 5.1, the experimental values of this ratio are 0.04 and 0.02 for 
3.2 mm probe and 1.3 mm probe, respectively. Since the value obtained for 3.2 mm probe matches 
with the theoretical value, the polarization transfer efficiency between 1H and 15N should be the 
same as that between 1H and 13C at slow MAS (10 kHz). However, at fast MAS (36 kHz), compared 
to 13C, the polarization transfer efficiency between 1H and 15N decreased by a factor of 2, which 
made +w.¢b8õõ /+¢.mb8õõ  for 15N only half of that for 13C. This reduced polarization transfer efficiency 
will also degrade the performance of 1H{15N} idHETCOR experiment. 
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Figure 5.3. The DNP enhanced 15N{1H} CPMAS spectra of PUP-MSN obtained using 1.3 mm 
probe (A) and 3.2 mm probe (B). 
 
Figure 5.4. The DNP enhanced 1H{15N} idHETCOR spectrum of PUP-MSN obtained using 1.3 
mm probe (A) and the 15N{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same material obtained using 3.2 mm 
probe (B). 
 
Figure 5.4 shows the 1H{15N} idHETCOR spectrum of PUP-MSN obtained using 1.3 mm 
probe and the 15N{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same material obtained using 3.2 mm probe. As 
expected, because @8 is only 40% of @;, the sensitivity of 1H{15N} idHETCOR experiment greatly 
improved compared to the case of 1H{13C} idHETCOR experiment, where +w.¢b8-õ /+w.¢b8õõ = 5.9/1.4 
= 4.2 (+w.¢b;-õ /+w.¢b;õõ = 0.51, see Table 5.1). This result means that, for 15N experiments with 1.3 
mm probe, idHETCOR experiment will provide higher sensitivity and information content, which 
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is especially important for amount-limited sample. However, the sensitivity gain obtained from 
indirect detection is lower than theoretical value. In the 1H{15N} idHETCOR experiment, the 
linewidths are 409 Hz for 15N peak resonating at -275 ppm and 2104 Hz for the correlated 1H peak. 
And, based on Equation 5.3 and the corresponding RF power levels and achieved B1 fields, ©Û/©8 
can be estimated to be 151.4. Plugging these values into Equation 5.2 and again assuming f is 0.5, 
+w.¢b8-õ /+w.¢b8õõ  is predicted to be 33.5, which is 8.0 times larger than the experimental value. As 
discussed above, the predicted value of +w.¢b;-õ /+w.¢b;õõ  is 5.7 times larger than the experimental 
value. Here, 5.7/8.0 = 0.7, which is close to what we estimated that the polarization transfer 
efficiency for 1H ® 15N CP is lower by a factor of 2 than that for 1H ® 13C CP. For this reason, 
the sensitivity of 1H{15N} idHETCOR did not exceed that of 1H{15N} CPMAS experiment 
performed with 3.2 mm rotor. It is important to point out that, although the performance of 1H{15N} 
idHETCOR experiment is worse than expected, it still provides better sensitivity than 15N{1H} 
HETCOR experiment performed with 3.2 mm probe, meaning that, for 2D correlation experiment, 
smaller rotor with fast MAS is preferable.  
Experimental results for 89Y. In Figure 5.5, comparison is made between 89Y{1H} 
CPMAS Hahn echo spectrum of Y2O3 nanoparticles acquired with 1.3 mm probe (Figure 5.5A) 
and 3.2 mm probe (Figure 5.5B). In both spectra, two broad 89Y peaks, labeled as Y1 and Y2, are 
observed, which resonate around 130 ppm and 217 ppm, respectively. These two peaks correspond 
to yttrium sites on the surface of Y2O3 nanoparticles. Y1 is surface yttrium sites with two hydroxyl 
groups; and, Y2 is surface yttrium sites with one hydroxyl group.[32] From Table 5.1, the 
sensitivity ratio between the 89Y{1H} CPMAS Hahn echo spectrum acquired with 1.3 mm probe 
and the corresponding spectrum acquired with 3.2 mm probe is 4.5/10.2 = 0.44 which is lower 
than the value (0.95) predicted by Equation 5.4. Similar to the calculation for 13C, by assuming 
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3w.¢b9 = 97, 3¢.mb9 = 50, Kw.¢ = K¢.m, Kw,w.¢ = Kw,¢.m and Ôw.¢b9 = Ô¢.mb9 and inserting K&◊4,w.¢ = 1.0 
s and K&◊4,¢.m = 3.6 s, +w.¢b9õõ /+¢.mb9õõ  is predicted to be 0.95. Although the experimental value is 
lower than the predicted value, the sensitivity of the experiment performed with 1.3 mm probe 
improved compared with the situation of 13C. This improvement is due to the fact that K&◊4,w.¢ is 
shorter than K&◊4,¢.m. This unusual behavior may be caused by the uncontrollable variations in 
sample preparation. Like discussed in above, the deviation between the predicated value and the 
actual value is due to the uncertainties in the DNP enhancement factors and the contribution factors.  
 
Figure 5.5. The DNP enhanced 89Y{1H} CPMAS Hahn echo spectra of Y2O3 nanoparticles 




Figure 5.6. The DNP enhanced 89Y{1H} idHETCOR spectrum of Y2O3 nanoparticles obtained 
using 1.3 mm probe (A) and the 89Y{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same material obtained 
using 3.2 mm probe (B). 
 
The DNP enhanced 89Y{1H} idHETCOR spectrum of Y2O3 nanoparticles acquired with 1.3 
mm probe and the DNP enhanced 89Y{1H} HETCOR spectrum of the same sample acquired with 
3.2 mm probe are shown in Figure 5.6. Obviously, superior sensitivity gain is achieved by 
performing 89Y{1H} idHETCOR experiment. To be more specific, the 13C dimension sensitivity of 
the idHETCOR experiment is 42.0 times larger than that of the 13C dimension of HETCOR 
experiment performed with 3.2 mm probe, 18.6 times larger than that of 89Y{1H} CPMAS Hahn 
echo experiment performed on 1.3 mm probe and 8.2 times larger than that of 89Y{1H} CPMAS 
Hahn echo experiment performed on 3.2 mm probe (see Table 5.1). Based on Equation 5.1, this 
unprecedented sensitivity gain is mainly contributed by the indirect detection, since +w.¢b9õõ /+¢.mb9õõ  
is only equal to 0.44 though DNP performance is better with 1.3 mm probe. And, from Equation 
5.2, the sensitivity gain achieved by indirect detection in this case has two major sources. One 
source is the extremely low gyromagnetic ratio of 89Y, which results in @Û/@9 = 20.3. And, the 
other source is the much higher quality factor of proton channel relative to yttrium channel. Using 
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Equation 5.3, the ratio between these two quality factors is estimated to be ©Û/©9 ≈ 1637.2. In 
contrast, the linewidth ratio of 89Y resonance to 1H resonance has negative influence. The FWFM 
of Y1 is 1337 Hz and its correlated 1H peak has FWFM equal to 2961 Hz, which makes /9//Û 
= 0.45 (smaller than 1). However, inserting these values into Equation 5.2 and assuming ˛ = 0.5, 
+w.¢b9-õ /+w.¢b9õõ  is evaluated to be 495.2 which is 26.6 times larger than the experimental value (18.6). 
This result implies that the transfer efficiency should be much smaller than 0.5. 89Y has extremely 
low gyromagnetic ratio and, for 89Y sites on the surface of Y2O3 nanoparticles, the nearest protons 
are from hydroxyl groups which are two-bond away from yttrium, therefore, the dipolar interaction 
strengths of 89Y-1H spin pairs are small leading to insufficient polarization transfer. Due to the low 
quality factor of 89Y channel, the achievable pw field strength is limited which cannot spin lock 
well during CP. And, because the dipolar interactions are weak, contact time needs to be long (~10 
ms), where proton spin-lattice relaxation (Kw:) effect becomes significant. For these three reasons, 
the much lower transfer efficiency is imaginable.  
Nevertheless, the high sensitivity of idHETCOR experiment makes the optimization of 
experimental parameters easy and allows the 2D spectra using different contact times to be quickly 
acquired (within 2 h). These 2D spectra are shown in Figure 5.7. When long contact times (10.0 
ms and 9.5 ms) were used for both CPs, in addition to Y1 and Y2, a new broad low-intensity peak, 
labeled as Y3, was observed (see Figure 5.7A), which did not show up when short contact time 
(2.0 ms) is used for both CPs (see Figure 5.7B). Since this peak resonates around 310 ppm, it can 
be assigned to 89Y sites in the sub-surface area of Y2O3 nanoparticles (see Scheme 4.1).[32] By 
comparing Figure 5.7B to 5.7C, it is noticed that, when the contact time of the second CP is short, 
the intensity of Y1 is higher than Y2. This observation confirms the assignments of Y1 and Y2. 
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Figure 5.7. The DNP enhanced 1H{89Y} idHETCOR spectrum of Y2O3 nanoparticles obtained 
using 1.3 mm probe with different contact times. 
 
 
Scheme 4.1. The assignment of Y1, Y2 and Y3 resonances. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this study, the sensitivity gain for combining indirect detection with DNP was firstly 
analyzed theoretically. From theory, it is clear that the sensitivity of DNP enhanced idHETCOR 
experiment is influenced not only by the factors which determine the performance of idHETCOR 
in conventional SSNMR experiment, including polarization transfer efficiency, gyromagnetic ratio, 
linewidth ratio and quality factor ratio, but also by the factors which determines the performance 
of DNP, including DNP enhancement factor, contribution factor and DNP build-up time constant. 
Because fast MAS DNP experiment is performed with small rotor (1.3 mm in diameter) which 
largely reduces the sample amount and both the DNP enhancement factor and contribution factor 



























































detection experiment performed with larger rotor (3.2 mm), the overall sensitivity improvement of 
DNP enhanced idHETCOR experiment is expected to be less than what have been obtained in 
conventional SSNMR spectroscopy. The DNP enhanced 1H{13C} idHETCOR experiments of 
PUP-MSN indeed proved this prediction. Fortunately, with decreased gyromagnetic ratio of 
indirectly detected nuclei, the sensitivity of idHETCOR experiment will be quickly improved. The 
sensitivity of 1H{15N} idHETCOR experiment started to show better sensitivity than that of 15N{1H} 
HETCOR experiment acquired with 3.2 mm probe. And, the sensitivity of 1H{89Y} idHETCOR 
experiment is 8 times higher than that of 89Y{1H} CPMAS experiment performed with 3.2 mm 
probe and over 40 times higher than that of 89Y{1H} HETCOR experiment performed with 3.2 mm 
probe. 
However, when compared with the corresponding theoretical ratios estimated using actual 
influencing factor values, the experimentally achieved sensitivity ratios of +w.¢b,õõ /+¢.mb,õõ  and 
+w.¢b,-õ /+w.¢b,õõ  were always smaller. For +w.¢b,õõ /+¢.mb,õõ , the lowered experimental value may be 
caused by uncertainty in 3w.¢/¢.mb, and Ôw.¢/¢.mb,, since it is assumed that 3w.¢/¢.mb, = 3w.¢/¢.mbÛ 
and Ôw.¢b, = Ô¢.mb, due to measurement difficulty. To further analyzing the performance of DNP 
enhanced idHETCOR experiment, 3w.¢/¢.mb, and Ôw.¢/¢.mb, should be carefully measured. And, for 
+w.¢b,-õ /+w.¢b,õõ , the lowered experimental value suggested that the polarization transfer efficiency is 
much lower than theoretical value. Therefore, to improve the sensitivity of DNP enhanced 
idHETCOR experiment, one direction is to increase the polarization transfer efficiency, for 
example, using multiple-contact CP for the 1H ® X polarization transfer step. 
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QUANTITATIVE ATOMIC-SCALE STRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION 
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Solid-state (SS)NMR techniques were applied to characterize the atomic-scale structures 
of ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) materials prepared using Pluronic F127 as template with 
resorcinol and formaldehyde as polymerizing precursors. A rigorous quantitative analysis was 
developed using a combination of 13C SSNMR spectra acquired with direct polarization and cross 
polarization on natural abundant and selectively 13C-enriched series of samples pyrolyzed at 
various temperatures. These experiments identified and counted the key functional groups present 
in the OMCs at various stages of preparation and thermal treatment. The chemical evolution of 
molecular networks, the average sizes of aromatic clusters and the extended molecular structures 
of OMCs were then inferred by coupling this information with the elemental analysis results. 
6.1 Introduction 
Since their discovery almost two decades ago[1, 2], ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) 
materials have drawn great interest due to the robustness, chemical inertness, low density and high 
accessibility of their frameworks[2-6]. Potential applications of OMCs in drug delivery[7, 8], 
energy storage[9], sensors[10], separations[11], and catalysis[12] have motivated studies of their 
structures and properties, as well as efforts toward the development of increasingly efficient 
manufacturing methods. 
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Commonly employed characterization techniques for OMCs include X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and nitrogen physisorption[6, 
13-16]. The resulting information relates to important structural properties of OMCs on the 
mesoscopic and microscopic levels, such as spatial arrangement of mesopores, unit cell parameters, 
specific surface area, and pore width distribution.  
The chemical properties and performance of these materials, however, are governed by 
their atomic-scale structure, which has been much less studied. Notable efforts included works by 
Zhao et al. and Dai et al., who monitored the structural evolution of the OMC materials, derived 
from phenol-formaldehyde resins and triblock copolymer templates, during the synthesis and 
pyrolysis using elemental analysis, TGA, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and 13C 
solid-state NMR (SSNMR)[15, 17, 18]. These studies identified the key functional groups present 
in OMCs at various stages of preparation and thermal treatment; however, they did not include 
precise identification of the molecular structures or the underlying reaction mechanisms. Kim et 
al.[19] and Jiang et al.[20] on the other hand, studied the structural evolution of non-templated 
phenol-formaldehyde resins upon pyrolysis. The pyrolysis mechanisms and the resulting 
polycyclic aromatic structures were deduced based on combinations of FTIR[19, 20], TGA[19], 
elemental analysis[19], and gas chromatography mass spectroscopy (GC-MS)[20].  
Here, we set out to refine the understanding of the structural evolution of OMC materials 
through rigorous quantitative SSNMR analysis of their atomic-scale structures following pyrolysis 
at temperatures between 300˚C and 900˚C. The materials were prepared using Pluronic F127 as a 
template and resorcinol and formaldehyde as precursors, and their mesoscale structural properties 
were determined by XRD, TEM and nitrogen sorption methods. The 13C chemical shift information 
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was obtained from the SSNMR spectra measured on samples prepared with natural abundance and 
13C-enriched formaldehyde.  To determine the distribution of carbon functionalities in OMCs we 
used a modified SSNMR approach inspired by the previous studies on coals[21, 22]. The evolution 
of the extended molecular structures of OMCs pyrolyzed at various temperatures was then inferred 
by coupling this information with the elemental analysis results. 
6.2 Experimental 
Reagents. Deionized water (18 MΩ ∙cm resistivity) was generated in-house using a 
Barnstead e-pure purification system. Formaldehyde, 13C-labeled formaldehyde (99% 13C), 
Pluronic F127, resorcinol (>99% pure), cyclohexane (>99% pure), and hydrochloric acid 
(concentrated) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ethanol (absolute, 200 proof) was purchased 
from Decon Laboratories. All reagents were used as received without further purification. 
Synthesis of OMCs. The samples were synthesized following the previously published 
method[18]. Pluronic F127 was used as template with resorcinol and formaldehyde as 
polymerizing precursors in acidified ethanol. Typically, absolute ethanol (4.5 mL) and HCl (3.0 
M, 4.5 mL) were mixed, followed by sequential addition of Pluronic F127 (1.1 g), resorcinol (1.1 
g, 10 mmol), and formaldehyde (1.3 g, 16 mmol). The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 
ca. 40 min and then transferred to a 15 mL centrifuge tube to separate the aqueous layer from a 
thick gel at 10000 rpm for 15 min. The gel was cast onto a petri-dish and dried at room temperature 
overnight. The resultant product was subsequently cured at 80 ˚C and subsequently at 120 ˚C for 
24 h each. 
The same procedure was used to prepare the 13C-enriched samples, except for using 13C-
labeled formaldehyde. The amounts of all components were adjusted to maintain the overall 
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resorcinol/F127/formaldehyde/ethanol/HCl/water weight ratio as in the original synthesis 
(1.1/1.1/0.48/3.55/1.66/4.2). 
All cured samples were pyrolyzed under N2 flow for 6 h at either 300 °C, 400°C, 500 °C, 
or 900 °C, with ramp rate of 1 °C∙min-1. The natural abundance and 13C-enriched samples are 
denoted as OMCx and OMCx13C, respectively, where x is the pyrolysis temperature.  
XRD. Low angle X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained using a Bruker AXS D8 
Discover powder diffractometer at 40 kV, 40 mA for CuKα (λ = 1.5406 Å) in a continuous PSD 
fast mode using a Linxeye Xe (full open) detector. Data were acquired with 1°/s steps. No spinning 
was applied to the samples and the diffracted divergence slit was left open. Data were analyzed 
using the DIFFRAC.EVA program from the Bruker Powder Analysis Software package. 
Nitrogen Sorption Isotherms. Nitrogen sorption isotherms were measured on a 
Micrometrics Tristar 3000 surface area and porosity analyzer at liquid nitrogen temperature (-196 
˚C). Before analysis, the samples were degassed at 100 ˚C for 6 hours under the flow of N2 (100 
sccm). The specific surface areas were calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
method[23] and the pore size distribution plots were derived based on the Barret-Joyner-Halenda 
(BJH) model[24]. 
Elemental Analysis. Elemental analyses were performed on a Perkin Elmer 2100 Series 
II CNH/S (carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and sulfur) analyzer, with acetanilide as an internal standard. 
Combustion and reduction temperatures were set at 925 ˚C and 640 ˚C, respectively. Prior to 
analysis samples were dried at 100 °C under vacuum for 12 h and then kept under vacuum at room 
temperature. Because the synthesis did not involve any sources of sulfur and nitrogen, the 
instrument was not configured to quantify sulfur. The nitrogen content was measured by default 
in the standard configuration, however, all samples yielded negligibly small values of ≤ 0.12 wt%. 
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The weight percentages of oxygen were calculated from the difference between the total mass and 
the mass of carbon and hydrogen. All samples were analyzed in triplicate, and the reported results 
are the average values. The instrument accuracy specification is ±0.3% based upon a triplicate 
analysis. 
Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy images were taken using a FEI 
Tecnai G2 F20 field emission microscope operating at 200 kV (point-to-point resolution <0.25 nm 
and a line-to-line resolution of <0.10 nm). Samples were prepared by placing 2−3 drops of dilute 
ethanol suspensions onto lacey carbon-coated copper grids. 
Solid-State NMR. The 13C NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian NMR System 600 
MHz (14.1 T) spectrometer equipped with a Varian 1.6-mm probe capable of magic angle spinning 
(MAS) at 40 kHz and an Agilent DD2 400 MHz (9.4 T) spectrometer equipped with a 5-mm 
Chemagnetics probe operated under MAS at 10 kHz. The experiments included direct-polarization 
MAS and 1H®13C cross-polarization MAS, herein denoted as 13C DPMAS and 13C CPMAS, 
respectively. To eliminate the considerable carbon background present in the DPMAS-based 
experiments, all of the Teflon components of the 5-mm MAS rotors were replaced with parts 
custom-made for the present study of boron nitride. The background signals originating from the 
probes’ static components were dephased by the spin-echo sequence used in our measurements 
(see below). 
The experimental parameters are given in the figure captions using the following notation: 
nR denotes the MAS rate, tR is the rotor period (tR = nR-1), tCP is the contact time during CP, nRF(1H) 
and nRF(13C) are the magnitudes of RF magnetic fields at 1H and 13C frequencies, tRD is the recycle 
delay, NS is the number of scans, and AT is the total acquisition time. The 13C NMR chemical 
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shifts are externally referenced to TMS at d13C = 0 ppm, using 4,4-dimentyl-4-silapentane-1-
sulfonic acid as a secondary reference. 
6.3 Results and discussion 
The paper is organized as follows. In the section below we report the nano- and mesoscale 
structural properties of prepared OMCs derived from TEM, XRD and nitrogen sorption analysis. 
A discussion of 13C SSNMR spectra is then presented, and followed with the description of our 
approach for estimating the relative concentrations of carbon functionalities. In the last two 
sections, we discuss the evolution of extended molecular networks in OMC300, OMC400 and 
OMC500 materials and propose their average molecular structures. 
Textural Characterization. The mesoporous character of OMCs is evidenced by the type 
IV N2 sorption isotherms with sharp condensation steps at P/P0 of 0.5 to 0.6 (Figure A13a in 
Appendix). The ordered structure of these mesopores is demonstrated in the corresponding TEM 
images (Figure 6.1) and XRD patterns (Figure A13c in Appendix). The specific surface areas 
(SBET), total pore volumes (VBJH), pore widths (wBJH), spacings between the pores (d(100)) derived 
from the XRD patterns, wall thicknesses, and elemental analyses data for all OMC materials are 
summarized in Table 6.1. Whereas increasing the carbonization temperature has led to larger 
surface areas and pore volumes, it also shifted the mesopore width distributions to lower values 
(Table 6.1 and Figure A13b in Appendix). Estimation of the unit cell parameters from the sharp 
reflections at 2θ < 1° indicates shrinking of the mesoporous framework with pyrolysis 
temperature[25], and is consistent with the pore width contraction. In addition to the intense 
reflection corresponding to the (100) plane of the 2D hexagonal pore array, OMC300 and OMC400 
display two higher order reflections assigned to the (110) and (200) planes confirming the p6mm 
symmetry of the mesopores[15, 25]. These reflections are hardly observed in OMC500 and absent 
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in OMC900, suggesting that increasing carbonization temperatures are detrimental to the 
mesostructure of the materials. The observed reorganization of the mesoscale order, framework 
shrinking, and increased formation of micropores is caused by changes in the molecular structure 
of the materials induced by pyrolysis, and  evolution of gaseous byproducts including H2, H2O, 
and CO2[18] as discussed below. 
 
Figure 6.1. TEM images of (a) OMC300, (b) OMC400, (c) OMC500 and (d) OMC900. Scale 
bar is 100 nm for all images. Images represent regions of samples that were exposed to no or 




























































a Wall thickness obtained by subtracting wBJH from ao where ao = 2×d(100)/√3[26]. 
SSNMR: 13C DPMAS and CPMAS Spectra. The 13C DPMAS and 13C CPMAS spectra 
of natural abundance and 13C-enriched OMCs, acquired at 14.1 T using a 1.6-mm MAS probe, are 
shown in Figures 6.2 (DPMAS) and A.14 in Appendix (CPMAS). It is well known that the 
CPMAS method, while fast and efficient, has a drawback, in that the polarization efficiency is 
strongly dependent on the 1H-13C internuclear distances and molecular motions, thereby inhibiting 
quantitative detection of all 13C nuclei [27]. In the case of OMCs, uniform excitation of carbons 
by CP can be particularly difficult to achieve because of the low hydrogen content and the 
influence of paramagnetic interaction, which accelerates the so-called Kw: relaxation[27].  The 
DPMAS experiment, on the other hand, can result in uniform excitation of all 13C nuclei and thus 
yield a quantitative spectrum, but requires a long recycle delay to allow for full recovery of thermal 
equilibrium of 13C spins. These features are on display in Figures 6.2 and A14 (in Appendix). 
Indeed, the CPMAS measurements were 10-30 times faster and yielded better signal-to-noise ratio 
than DPMAS, which required long recycle delays of 30-45 s to assure quantitative accuracy of the 
spectra. However, in spite of using a long CP contact time (tCP = 1.5 ms), the CPMAS method 
discriminated against non-protonated carbons in the larger clusters of aromatic rings. Thus, we 
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will use both sets of spectra for peak assignment, structural analysis and relaxation measurements, 
but rely on DPMAS for accurate relative peak intensities (vide infra). 
 
Figure 6.2. The 13C DPMAS spectra of OMC (a) and OMC13C (b) materials. The spectra were 
normalized to highest peak. The spectra were acquired at 14.1 T using nR = 40 kHz, nRF(13C) = 
100 kHz, nRF(1H) = 10 kHz during TPPM decoupling, tRD = 30 s (a), tRD = 45 s (b), NS = 2000 
(a) and NS = 1800 (b). 
 
The DPMAS spectra of non-carbonized materials prepared from naturally-abundant 
formaldehyde (OMC80 and OMC120 in Figure 6.2a) feature resonances at d13C = 70 and 16 ppm, 
marked with dotted lines, representing the methylene and methyl groups in the residual molecules 
of the template (Pluronic F127) remaining inside the pores[28, 29]. These resonances are partly 
suppressed in the corresponding CPMAS spectra (Figure A14a in Appendix) due to motions of 
template molecules in the kHz range. Also present in these spectra are resonances assignable to 
low-temperature products of resorcinol-formaldehyde polymerization, including a peak at d13C » 
150 ppm due to phenolic carbon (dashed line), several peaks in the 110-140 ppm region 
representing aromatic carbons C2, C4, C5 and C6 shown in Figure 6.3, and resonances at d13C » 
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24 and 28 ppm discussed in the paragraph below[30]. Chemical shift information for resorcinol 
and formaldehyde are included in the supplemental information (S7). 
The DPMAS and CPMAS measurements on the equivalent 13C-enriched samples 
(OMC8013C and OMC12013C) selectively highlighted carbon linkages between the aromatic rings, 
as the isotope enrichment was applied exclusively to formaldehyde. The resulting spectra are 
dominated by partly resolved peaks centered at d13C » 24 and 28 ppm (solid lines), assigned to Ar–
CH2–Ar links between the resorcinol aromatic rings. The more intense resonance at 28 ppm 
corresponds to linkages connecting carbons C4-C4, C4-C6, and C6-C6, whereas the position of 
the weaker peak matches well with the chemical shift of 24 ppm expected for C2-C4(6) pairs (note 
that C4 and C6 are equivalent)[30]. We did not observe a peak near 18 ppm expected for C2–CH2–
C2 links[30], or the resonances expected for single C5–CH2–C4(6) and C5–CH2–C5 links, 
expected at d13C » 36 ppm and 40 ppm[31], respectively. We did not find literature data for the 
chemical shift corresponding to C5–CH2–C2, although such link is less likely to form due to the 
low reactivity of C5. However, our spectra do support the presence of two –CH2– links between 
adjacent resorcinol aromatic rings. Based on the 13C chemical shifts predicted by ChemDraw, a 
methylene resonance in the C5–CH2–C4 link adjacent to a corresponding C4–CH2–C5 link, such 
as one depicted in Figure 6.7 below, is expected precisely at d13C » 28 ppm. Importantly, the spectra 
of OMC8013C and OMC12013C demonstrate that few, if any, links involve the O atoms in resorcinol 
and that most of the O atoms in formaldehyde are eliminated prior to pyrolysis. In particular, this 
synthesis did not yield structures like CAr‒O‒CH2‒CAr (expected at d13C » 70 ppm[32]), CAr‒O‒
CH2‒O‒CAr (d13C » 90 ppm[32]), or CAr‒CH2‒O‒… (d13C » 55-75 ppm[30]), contrary to what has 




Figure 6.3.   The carbon positions in resorcinol. 
 
The structures of OMCs changed considerably as the result of pyrolysis. First, the DPMAS 
and CPMAS spectra of OMC300, OMC400 and OMC500 no longer show resonances attributable 
to Pluronic F127 (Figure 6.2 and Figure A14 in Appendix). Second, the spectra of naturally 13C-
abundant samples (Figure 6.2a and Figure A14a in Appendix) present a broad resonance band at 
110-140 ppm due to protonated and non-protonated aromatic carbons. The center of gravity of this 
band shifts downfield as the temperature of pyrolysis is increased, suggesting the advancement of 
polycyclization. The partly resolved peak at 150 ppm, which features prominently in the spectra 
of OMC80, OMC120 and OMC300, becomes comparatively weaker in OMC400 and OMC500, 
indicating loss of oxygen-bound aromatic carbons. The spectra of OMC30013C, OMC40013C and 
OMC50013C (Figure 6.2b and Figure A14b in Appendix) show an increase in the aromatic peak 
intensity at the expense of the aliphatic carbons (see Table 6.2), which is also consistent with the 
progressing polycyclization[19, 20], and a peak centered at ~15 ppm, indicating the appearance of 
methyl groups. These observations suggest methylene disproportionation into aromatic and methyl 
carbons as the framework rearranges at the molecular level: 2 (‒CH2‒)  →  =CH‒ +  ‒CH3 (vide 
infra). 
We finally note that the sample pyrolyzed at 900 ˚C (OMC900) was not amenable to 
SSNMR investigation. To spin this sample under MAS, we had to dilute it with powdered sulfur 
in a 1:10 ratio, which implied that the sample is highly conductive[33]. Even then, however, we 
were unable to spin it at above 6 kHz (in a 5-mm rotor) and could not elicit any measurable 13C 
signal neither in DPMAS nor CPMAS experiments performed at 9.4 T. This failure can be 
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attributed to a combination of several factors. First, the ~10-fold decrease in the number of 
observable nuclei due to dilution would necessitate the use of ~100 times longer data acquisitions 
to match the spectral quality of other samples. Second, the use of MAS at 6 kHz must have 
produced strong spinning sidebands, spaced by 60 ppm, which partly overlapped with the 
centerbands, as well as each other, further degrading sensitivity and resolution. Third, these 
sidebands could be additionally broadened by the magnetic susceptibility effects, often observed 
in carbon graphite-like materials heated at high temperatures[34]. Finally, the CPMAS intensity 
was additionally reduced due to low 1H content (10.8 at%) in OMC900. 
SSNMR: Quantitative Measurement of Carbon Functionalities. The chemical shift 
information alone is not sufficient to determine the extended atomic-scale structures of OMC 
materials. However, the average molecular structures of OMCs can be elucidated by combining 
spectral editing of quantitative SSNMR spectra with elemental analysis. To this end, we used 
SSNMR to quantitatively estimate the overall ratios of aliphatic (Fal) and aromatic (Far) carbons in 
the OMCs, as well as fractions of aromatic carbons that are protonated ( ) and nonprotonated 
( )[22]. Note that our designation of  does not include the oxygen-bound aromatic carbons 
in the OMCs, which are observed at around 150 ppm and can be quantified separately by 
deconvoluting the aromatic band in the spectra to determine the corresponding values of , such 
that .  
Determination of Fal and Far. The ratios of aliphatic (Fal) and aromatic (Far) carbons in the 
OMCs were estimated from the intensities of DPMAS spectra in Figure 6.2.  For non-pyrolyzed 
samples, these ratios were obtained directly by integrating the top 2 spectra in Figure 6.2a 
(excluding Pluronic F127), yielding Fal = 0.17 (Far = 0.83) for OMC80, and Fal = 0.15 (Far = 0.85) 














integration of the DPMAS spectra of natural-abundance and 13C-enrichd samples. In the case of 
OMC30013C, we divided the intensity of the aliphatic peak by 90, to account for the 99% 13C 
enrichment (note that natural 13C abundance is 1.1%). Both spectra yielded the same result (Fal = 
0.09 and Far = 0.91), as expected given that 13C enrichment did not significantly affect the aromatic 
intensity at this temperature. However, polycyclization did occur at temperatures above 300 ˚C, 
rendering the aliphatic intensity of OMC400 and OMC500 too low to be reliably estimated. Instead, 
we used the spectra of OMC40013C and OMC50013C to determine the fraction of 13C nuclei that 
became aromatic due to ring condensation. By doing so, we were able to estimate the Fal vales for 
OMC400 and OMC500 at 0.04 and 0.03, respectively. These results are summarized in Table 6.2 
below. 
Determination of ,  and . In the case of disordered carbonaceous materials such 
as OMCs, an accurate measurement of  and  poses a considerable challenge. First, the 
highly sensitive CPMAS method does not provide quantitative 13C intensities in these materials, 
as noted above. To further complicate matters, the protonated and nonprotonated aromatic carbon 
functionalities are unresolved in the OMC materials, being superimposed in the featureless broad 
band centered at around 130 ppm. Accordingly, a rigorous measurement of  and  values in 
OMCs requires the use of time-consuming, DPMAS-based spectral editing techniques. We tailored 
a customized approach to this measurement, which we now describe. 
The most common technique for spectral editing of 13C CPMAS spectra is referred to as 
dipolar C-H dephasing[35], and has been used extensively to differentiate non-protonated carbon 
functionalities at low magnetic fields (<9.4 T) under slow MAS. However, modern spectrometers 
operate at magnetic fields of at least 9.4 T, and thus require faster MAS to reduce the number and 















rates exceeding 5 kHz due to accelerated rotational recoupling of C-H dipolar interactions, which 
interferes with the dephasing process[36]. To circumvent this drawback, we proposed to take 
advantage of different responses of these carbons to MAS-synchronized spin-echo refocusing (
relaxation)[36]. In this earlier study, the experiment was carried out under fast MAS (40 kHz), and 
exploited a simple spin-echo pulse sequence (Figure 6.4) to measure the intensities of various 
carbon resonances as a function of rotor-synchronized interpulse delay t = 2ntR. Similarly to 
dipolar dephasing, the time evolutions of carbon intensities during t were governed by 
heteronuclear 1H-13C dipolar interactions, which were not completely averaged by MAS in the 
presence of strong homonuclear 1H-1H couplings, and were thus very different between protonated 
and nonprotonated carbons. With the overall time scale of these evolutions being extended from 
tens of µs (in the case of dipolar dephasing) to ms range, the spin-echo approach proved to be a 
reliable tool for spectral editing under fast MAS, allowing for quantitative estimates of  and 
 values, even in spectra which lacked resolution[36]. 
 
Figure 6.4. Pulse sequence used for acquiring spin-echo dephasing spectra. Experimental 
parameters: nRF(13C) = 40 kHz, nRF(1H TPPM) = 40 kHz, nR = 10 kHz, and tRD = 45 s. The 
experiment was repeated using 21 rotor-synchronized delays for 1 £ n £ 43, each with NS = 160 
(AT = ~ 43 h). 
 
The shortcoming of this approach is, however, that a series of DPMAS spectra with 
different values of t must be collected for each sample to reliably fit the spin-echo decay. In 
consideration of the fact that in OMCs such spectra must be acquired with a delay of 45 s, making 
each experiment very time-consuming with a fast MAS 1.6-mm rotor, we proposed to further 







rotor capacity. This can offer a substantial sensitivity advantage, provided that MAS at 10 kHz is 
sufficient to differentiate  relaxation of protonated and non-protonated carbon sites (  and 
, respectively). To test this assumption, we carried out the measurements on a known 
compound, trimethoxy benzene (TMOB), which indeed confirmed the validity of the method (see 
Figure 6.15 and Table A3 in Appendix). 
 
Figure 6.5. (a) 13C DPMAS spectra of OMC300 obtained at 9.4 T with the spin-echo sequence 
for 0.2 ms £ t £ 8.6 ms. (b) Integrated intensity of protonated and non-protonated aromatic 
carbons fitted to Equation 6.3. (c) Integrated intensity of phenolic aromatic carbons fitted to a 
single exponential function (Equation 6.4). 
 
Accordingly, the measurements of OMCs were carried out as follows. For each sample, we 
acquired a series of spin-echo DPMAS and CPMAS spectra as a function of t, such as those shown 
for OMC300 in Figure 6.5a and Figure A16a in Appendix, respectively. The more sensitive 
CPMAS spectra were acquired with the sole purpose of obtaining accurate values  and  
for protonated and non-protonated carbons resonating at 110 ppm £ d13C £140 ppm, as well as the 
relaxation time  of phenolic carbons at d13C @ 150 ppm. The  and  values were found 
by fitting the CPMAS data to the following equation: 
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where  is the intensity of the aromatic band after subtracting the deconvoluted peak 
representing the phenolic carbons, while  and  represent the transverse CPMAS 
magnetizations at t = 2ntR = 0. Similarly,  could be obtained by fitting the phenolic intensity 
 to a single exponential function, 
 . (6.2) 
 
We then used these ,  and  values to fit the less intense, but quantitative, 
DMPAS spectra to a pair of similar equations, 
  (6.3) 
 
and 
 , (6.4) 
 
and thereby derive the accurate aromatic intensities ,  and  (Figures 6.5b,c). 
Finally, the quantitative values of ,  and  fractions are given by 
 , (6.5) 
 
where X = H, N, and O. The results are summarized in Table 6.2, where the relative carbon 
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Table 6.2. The distribution of carbon functionalities in OMC materials obtained from SSNMR 
analysis. 
Sample Far (a) Fal (a)  (b)  (b)  (b) 
OMC80     0.83 (2)(c) 0.17 (2) - - - 
OMC120 0.85 (2) 0.15 (2) - - - 
OMC300 0.91 (2) 0.09 (2) 0.48 0.24 0.19 
OMC400 0.96 (1) 0.04 (1) 0.53 0.33 0.11 
OMC500 0.97 (1) 0.03 (1) 0.53 0.38 0.06 
(a) Relative fractions of aromatic and aliphatic carbons; (b) relative fractions of protonated, non-
protonated and phenolic aromatic carbons in pyrolyzed samples, normalized such that 
(for each value, relative estimated error is ±5%); (c) the absolute error is given 
in parenthesis. 
 
As a cross-check, for samples OMC300 and OMC500 the relative atomic concentrations 
of carbon and oxygen from Table 6.2 agree well with the results of elemental analysis given in 
Table 6.1. Given the inherent experimental uncertainties in both SSNMR and elemental analysis 
data, a good overall agreement between the two sets of results gives us confidence about the 
viability of the proposed average structures. In one case, namely OMC400, the oxygen 
concentration obtained from elemental analysis (8.6 at.%) is considerably higher, in relative terms, 
than the NMR-derived result, as the  value of 0.11 would translate to ~6.5 at.% of oxygen. 
Note, however, that the elemental analysis of oxygen relied on the difference between the total 
mass and the mass of carbon and hydrogen, which may have contributed to the larger error. 
Structural Evolution of OMCs. Based on 13C chemical shift information, quantitative 
recognition of carbon functionalities (Table 6.2) and the results of elemental analysis (Table 6.1), 
the chemical reactions that lead to their formation of OMCs as well as their average molecular 














Chemical Evolution of Molecular Networks. Table 6.2 shows that pyrolysis results in the 
concomitant increase of  and , as well as decrease of . These results are consistent with 
the growth of polycyclic aromatic clusters with higher average number of fused rings. To illustrate 
this point we note that in a linear molecule containing n fused aromatic rings,  for n = 
2, 0.29 for n = 3 and 0.33 for n = 4 (note that in such case Fal = 0 and thus ). Furthermore, 
the  values strongly depend on the number of intermolecular links and additional substitutions. 
For example, if just one of the protonated carbons forms a link to another molecule, the  values 
are elevated to 0.30 for n = 2, 0.36 for n = 3 and 0.39 for n = 4. A replacement of one of the 
hydrogen atoms with an OH group will not affect the  values, but instead reduce  by 
, etc. (see section S5 in SI). 
Clearly, the data contained in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 should not be matched to a single 
molecular unit. Indeed, previous studies have amply demonstrated that pyrolysis of carbonaceous 
materials inevitably leads to a distribution of structural topologies, composed of various 
interconnected clusters of aromatic rings[37-39]. For example, Wornat et al. identified over 60 
different species in their extensive analysis of volatile products of the pyrolysis of catechol[37], 
the majority of which were also observed in the coal products[40]. The molecular evolution of 
OMCs is also complex, but some of the key chemical reactions leading to their formation can be 
deduced from our quantitative analyses. 
OMC80 and OMC120. The 13C spectra of OMC8013C and OMC12013C (Figure 6.2b) 
revealed that virtually all of the formaldehyde carbons were converted to methylene groups at 
temperature below 80 °C, forming either one or two –CH2– links between adjacent six-membered 





















O = (4n+ 2)−1
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links is proposed because (i) the observed Fal values are higher than expected for linear structures 
(Figure 6.6), (ii) the initial reaction involved 1 : 1.6 molar mixture of resorcinol and formaldehyde 
(we should note, however, that some undetermined amount of formaldehyde was likely lost during 
the reaction due to evaporation), and (iii) their presence is consistent with the chemical shifts 
observed in the spectra of OMC8013C and OMC12013C (vide supra). 
 
Figure 6.6. Polymerization reaction below 80 ˚C. 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Formation of two methylene bonds at 80 ˚C and 120 ˚C[20]. 
 
OMC300. The 13C spectra of OMC300 and OMC30013C showed that the structural changes 
upon pyrolysis at 300 ˚C include increased carbon aromaticity (see Table 6.2), the onset of 
incorporation of 13C-labeled atoms into the aromatic structures, and the appearance of methyl 
groups. In view of these findings, we conclude that the aromatic ring condensation reactions 
initiate below 300 °C, most likely leading to the formation of three-membered aromatic clusters 






Figure 6.8. Formation of three membered aromatic cluster. 
 
The formation of methyl groups most likely involves radical species, as proposed in Figure 6.9: 
 
Figure 6.9. Formation of methyl groups at 300 ˚C[20]. 
 
Note that the presence of free radicals in OMC300, OMC400 and OMC500 was confirmed by the 
EPR spectroscopy (Figure A18 in Appendix). The high  value in OMC300 is mainly due to 
carbons associated with the hydroxyl groups, although initiation of the reactions presented in 
Figure 6.10 below, such as the formation of phenol ether links, Ph–O–Ph, cannot be excluded. 
OMC400 and OMC500. The elemental analysis data show a reduction in relative O and H 
contents in OMC400 and OMC500 with respect to OMC300. The concurrent changes in carbon 
speciation between 300 °C and 500 °C are as follows:  diminishes from 0.19 to 0.06,  
increases from 0.24 to 0.38, whereas increases slightly from 0.48 to 0.53 (in fact the value of 
 is almost unchanged). To account for these changes, we postulate a series of reactions shown 



















Figure 6.10. Formation of phenyl ether links, 5-membered rings and biphenyl species in OMC 
formed at pyrolysis temperatures above 300 ˚C[20]. 
 
Note that these reactions are consistent with the observed chemical shifts, and that the last 
two involve radical intermediates. Finally, in the spectra of OMC400 and OMC500 the relative 
aliphatic intensity become further reduced, to 4% and 3%, respectively, which is accompanied by 
increased incorporation of 13C-carbons into aromatic rings in OMC40013C and OMC50013C. All 
these changes are consistent with the advancing polycyclization and the resulting increase of the 
average size of aromatic clusters. In addition to reactions proposed in Figures 6.8 and 6.10, 
polycyclization may proceed via the reactions similar to those shown in Figure 6.11: 
 
Figure 6.11. Polycyclization of OMCs during pyrolysis at 400 ˚C and 500 ˚C. 
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Average Molecular Structures of OMCs. The structural frameworks of OMC300, OMC400 
and OMC500 materials resulting from pyrolysis of the resorcinol-formaldehyde polymer are 
expected to be composed of a variety of interlinked species described above. Based on the 
distribution of carbon functionalities in Table 6.2, the average sizes of aromatic clusters in 
OMC300, OMC400 and OMC500 are close to 2, 3 and 4 respectively, however, each sample 
undoubtedly contains a wide distribution of molecular units. For example, based on Figures 6.6 
through 6.9, it appears unlikely that OMC300 contains any 2-ring structures, and instead is 
primarily composed of interconnected single-ring and triple-ring structures. Figure 6.12 shows the 
representation of an average structure proposed for OMC500, constructed such that it is consistent 
with the spectroscopic results, elemental analysis data and the chemical transformations described 
above in this study. 
 
Figure 6.12. Representation of average extended molecular network of OMC500 consistent 
with the 13C chemical shift information, elemental analysis (Table 6.1) and quantitative 
measurements of carbon functionalities by SSNMR (Table 6.2). 
 
We finally note that pyrolysis at temperatures above 500 °C results in further 
polycyclization. Although we could not elicit NMR signals from the OMC900 material, the results 
of elemental analysis indicate that it must be composed of large aromatic clusters containing on 
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average >200 aromatic rings. The polycyclization results in the contraction of the OMCs’ 
molecular structure, which is reflected by the reductions of the unit cell size, pore width and wall 
thickness, and the corresponding increases of surface areas and total pore volumes (Table 6.1). 
6.4 Conclusion 
SSNMR techniques were combined with elemental analysis and textural characterization 
to ascertain the atomic-scale structures of OMC materials prepared using Pluronic F127 as 
template with resorcinol and formaldehyde as polymerizing precursors. Analysis of 13C DPMAS 
and CPMAS spectra of natural abundance and isotope enriched samples provided quantitative 
distribution of carbon functionalities at various stages of pyrolysis and offered valuable insights 
into the pyrolysis mechanisms. Some of the important findings are as follows: (1) the 
formaldehyde carbons were fully converted to –CH2– links between adjacent six-membered rings 
at temperature below 80 °C, (2) the structural changes upon pyrolysis include the formation of 
methyl groups (below 300 °C), gradual incorporation of aliphatic carbons into aromatic structures 
(advanced at temperatures above 300 °C), and the formation of polycyclic aromatic substructures 
via a series of deoxygenation and radical reactions, and (3) the average sizes of aromatic clusters 
in OMC300, OMC400, and OMC500 are close to 2, 3 and 4 respectively, whereas OMC900 
comprises a highly carbonized aromatic network composed of much larger clusters. As we have 
noted throughout this study, each of the studied materials contains a distribution of molecular units. 
Likewise, the pyrolysis routes proposed here, while consistent with the experimental data and 
differing from some of the earlier studies, are undoubtedly simplified. To further refine the 
understanding of the underlying reaction mechanisms, the proposed methodology can be combined 
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Single-site organolanthanum complexes supported on mesoporous silica nanoparticles, 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSNs, catalyze the ring-opening hydroboration reaction of aliphatic and 
styrenic epoxides with pinacolborane (HBpin). The surface-bound complexes, synthesized by 
reaction of the homoleptic tris(alkyl)lanthanum La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 and SBA-type MSNs treated at 
700 °C (MSN700), are mostly monopodal ≡SiO–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 and contain an average of one 
bridging La↼H–Si per alkyl ligand. This structure was established through a combination of solid-
state NMR (SSNMR) experiments, including J-resolved SiH coupling and quantitative 29Si 
measurements, diffuse reflectance IR, and elemental analysis. These rigorous analyses also 
established that grafting reactions in pentane provide a preponderance of ≡SiO–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 
sites and are superior to those in benzene and THF, and that grafting onto MSN treated at 550 °C 
(MSN550) results in a mixture of surface species. The single-site supported catalysts are more 
selective and equivalently active as the homogeneous analogue, allow easy purification of products 
from the catalyst, are strongly resistant to leaching into solution phase, and may be recycled for 
reuse at least five times. After reaction of La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN and HBpin, species including 
≡SiO–La{C(SiHMe2)3}(H2Bpin) and ≡SiO–La{C(SiHMe2)3}{κ2-pinB–O(CMe2)2OBH3} are 
identified by detailed 1D and 2D 11B SSNMR experiments, and these species are shown to be 
reactive toward ketones. 
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7.1 Introduction 
The bond-activating properties of organolanthanides, which are well known to readily 
break and form C-H and C-C bonds,[1-3] hold promise for new catalytic transformations that 
complement mechanisms and selectivity of transition metal-catalyzed reactions.[4-8]  Lanthanide 
oxophilicity can also enable C–O bond cleavage in ethers or in transesterification reactions; 
however, reductive catalytic C–O bond cleavage processes are typically inhibited by the 
stabilization of intermediates containing Ln–O bonds (Ln = lanthanides and group 3). A few 
examples of hydroboration of ketone and aldehydes, using the homoleptic lanthanum catalysts 
La{N(SiMe3)2}3 and Cp3La,[9-11] or hydroboration and C–O bond cleavage of esters catalyzed by 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 or La{N(SiMe3)2}3,[12,13] suggest strategies for overcoming the Ln–O bond 
strength to make use of highly electrophilic lanthanide centers. In fact, La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 
represents the most active and versatile catalyst for the ring-opening hydroboration of epoxides to 
date.[12,14,15] We note that a related approach to breaking strong M–O bonds of oxophilic centers 
is enabled by redox-active metal centers, for example with Ti complexes under homogeneous 
conditions,[16,17] or in metal-organic frameworks (MOFs),[18] as well as Ce-containing MOF 
catalyzed hydroboration of alkenes and pyridines.[19]  
The oxophilic lanthanide centers also form strong bonds to oxygen in metal oxides, which 
is a useful property for attaching these sites onto supports in heterogeneous catalysts.[20-29] 
Homoleptic compounds in particular, such as La(CH2Ph)3THF3 or La{CH(SiMe3)2}3,[30,31] have 
potential in surface organometallic chemistry (SOMC).[26,32] For example, lanthanum benzyl 
grafted onto silica is a catalyst for styrene and ethylene polymerization and alkyne 
dimerization.[32] Unfortunately, the molecular precursors are limited by their typically difficult 
syntheses, tendency to tightly coordinate donors, such as THF or Cl as LiCl adducts, and thermal 
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lability. These properties are exacerbated in the large, early lanthanides (i.e., La, Ce, Pr, Nd). 
Moreover, the combination of highly electrophilic rare-earth centers and reducing alkyl ligands 
results in polar Ln–C bonds that can undergo side reactions with siloxane linkages on silica to 
dealkylate and deactivate organolanthanide sites in SOMC. Such reactions are difficult to trace in 
surface species as a result of limited spectroscopic signatures of the homoleptic precursors.  
In contrast to benzyl and trimethylsilyl compounds, the new class of homoleptic 
compounds Ln{C(SiHMe2)3}3 benefit from rich infrared and NMR spectroscopic features 
associated with the silicon-hydride moiety.[33,34] The 1JSiH of 137 Hz for La{C(SiHMe2)3}3, 
measured at room temperature, corresponds to the mean of exchanging bridging La↼H-Si (1JSiH = 
114 Hz) and nonbridging SiH (1JSiH = 186 Hz), which are resolved to a 2:1 ratio at –94 °C. These 
properties have been useful in studying grafting reactions of disilazido compounds such as 
Ln{N(SiHMe2)2}3 or Ln{N(SiHMe2)tBu}3 (with Ln = Y and Sc), which also contain bridging 
Ln↼H-Si structures.[20,22] In Y{N(SiHMe2)tBu}3, for example, the averaged 1JSiH value responds 
to the presence (145 Hz) or absence (124 Hz) of a THF donor; the value in the THF-free silica-
grafted surface species (141 Hz) suggests an additional interaction with surface siloxane as a 2 e– 
donor.[29] Thus, the NMR properties of SiH groups in the lanthanide alkyl species 
Ln{C(SiHMe2)3}3 might also facilitate assignment of surface structures formed in grafting 
reactions. 
In the present study, we have pursued the thermally stable, easily synthesized compound 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 as reactant for producing organolanthanum compounds in SOMC on 
mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs). We report on the synthesis and structure of MSN-grafted 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3, and on the improved per-site catalytic activity, selectivity, and recyclability of 
this material compared to its soluble precursor for ring-opening hydroboration of epoxides. Among 
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the analytical techniques capable of probing the grafting process, as well as the structures and 
dynamics of surface-attached organometallic species, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy proved to be particularly powerful.[29,32,35-41] Here, definite structural 
characterizations of the surface-grafted alkyl lanthanum species were obtained from one- and two-
dimensional (1D and 2D) solid-state (SS)NMR measurements on 1H, 11B, 13C and 29Si nuclei, 
performed in concert with solution NMR, elemental analysis and diffuse reflectance infrared 
spectroscopy (DRIFTS). Importantly, SSNMR experiments were used to understand and optimize 
the grafting reactions, to provide spectroscopic signatures of the secondary La↼H–Si interactions 
in the grafted ligands, and to propose the structures of the active catalytic centers generated by 
reacting pinacolborane with surface-attached alkyl lanthanum species. 
7.2 Experimental 
 
Scheme 7.1. Reactions of La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 and partially dehydroxylated mesoporous silica 
nanoparticles (MSN) previously treated under vacuum at 550 °C (MSN550) or 700 °C (MSN700). 
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Synthesis of materials. La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 was prepared following by reaction of LaI3 and 
KC(SiHMe2)3}3.[34] SBA-type mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) were prepared by P104-
templated condensation of tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) under acidic conditions.[42] The 
surface area and pore size, determined by N2 sorption, are 441 m2/g and 9.1 nm. The silica surface 
was partially dehydroxylated by heating under dynamic vacuum (1 mTorr) at 550 °C (MSN550) or 
700 °C (MSN700) for 12 h. Titration of surface silanols with Mg(CH2Ph)2(O2C4H8)2 revealed 0.75 
mmol/g for MSN550 and 0.62 mmol/g for MSN700. 
SSNMR spectroscopy. SSNMR experiments were performed on a 600 MHz (14.1 T) 
Varian NMR spectrometer, equipped with 1.6-mm and 3.2-mm magic angle spinning (MAS) 
probes, and a 400 MHz (9.4 T) Varian NMR spectrometer, equipped with 3.2-mm and 5.0-mm 
MAS probes. 1D and 2D experiments were carried out on 1H, 11B, 13C and 29Si nuclei, and included 
1D DPMAS, 1D CPMAS, 2D HETCOR and idHETCOR, 2D J-resolved spectroscopy,[43] and 
2D MQMAS.[44] The abbreviations refer to direct polarization (DP), cross polarization (CP), 
directly and indirectly detected heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy (HETCOR and 
idHETCOR), and multiple-quantum (MQ)MAS. The idHETCOR technique was used in 
combination with fast MAS to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio via the detection of 1H nuclei in 
the direct dimension of the 2D spectrum (horizontal axis in our figures) and relegating the less 
sensitive nuclei, here 29Si, to the indirect (vertical) dimension.[45,46] To minimize the possibility 
of oxygen contamination, the samples were packed in zirconia rotors in a glovebox under nitrogen 
atmosphere and the experiments were carried out using nitrogen to propel the MAS rotors. The 
experimental details are given as needed in the text and in the figure captions, using the following 
symbols: B0 is the magnetic field, nR is the MAS rate, tCP is the cross polarization contact time to 
the observed nuclei, tRD is the recycle delay, T1 is the longitudinal relaxation time, and AT is the 
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total acquisition time. The full sets of experimental parameters for all experiments are listed in 
Table B1 in Appendix. The chemical shifts for 1H, 13C, 29Si and 11B nuclei were denoted as d and 
referenced according to the IUPAC recommendations.[47]  
7.3 Results and discussion 
Synthesis and characterization of the silica-supported organolanthanides. The 
homoleptic tris(alkyl) lanthanum compound La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 (1)[33,34] and MSN550[48] or 
MSN700 reacted in a rapidly stirred pentane suspension at room temperature over 20 h to give 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN550 (1@MSN550) or La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN700 (1@MSN700) and 
HC(SiHMe2)3 (Scheme 7.1). The materials 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 are characterized by mass 
balance of grafting, surface alcoholysis reactions, elemental analysis, as well as DRIFTS and 
SSNMR spectroscopy as described below. 
Table 7.1. The podalities for 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 determined by mass balance of grafting 
(in situ solution-state NMR), surface alcoholysis reactions (in situ solution-state NMR), and 
elemental analysis with quantitative 29Si SSNMR. 
Sample 1@MSN550 1@MSN700 
Grafting mass 
balance (method I) 
1consumed (mmol/g) 0.35 0.25 
HC(SiHMe2)3–grafting (mmol/g) 0.55 0.27 
ratio 1consumed : HC(SiHMe2)3–grafting 1.0 : 1.6 1.0 : 1.1 




1consumed (mmol/g) 0.35 0.25 
HC(SiHMe2)3–iPrOH (mmol/g) 0.55 0.48 
ratio 1consumed : HC(SiHMe2)3–iPrOH 1.0 : 1.6 1.0 : 1.9 





ICP-OES: La (mmol/g) 0.353 0.269 
29Si DP MAS: –C(SiHMe2)3 (mmol/g) 0.473 0.513 
ratio La : –C(SiHMe2)3 1.00 : 1.34 1.00 : 1.91 
monopodal : bipodal 0.34 : 0.66 0.91 : 0.09 
	
La loading and podality. The La loadings and surface speciations (ratios of monopodal 
sites to bipodal sites, where podality is defined as the number of X-type surface silanoate 
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ligands)[49] in 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 were evaluated by mass balance of grafting (in situ 
solution-state NMR, method I), quantification of surface alcoholysis reactions (in situ solution-
state NMR, method II), and elemental analysis combined with quantitative 29Si SSNMR (method 
III). The data obtained from these three methods are summarized in Table 7.1. In the first method, 
the grafting reaction performed between excess 1 and a tared quantity of MSN in benzene-d6 was 
monitored by solution-state NMR, with internal standard Si(SiMe3)4 of known concentration added. 
The decrease in the concentration of 1 (1consumed) is proportional to the La loading, and the amount 
of HC(SiHMe2)3 produced (HC(SiHMe2)3–grafting) yields the number of Si–O–La linkages formed. 
With these two pieces of information, the monopodal to bipodal ratio could then be estimated 
assuming that (1) quantities of physiosorbed La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 and (geometrically unlikely) 
tripodal (≡Si–O)3La are low with respect to the total amount of grafted lanthanum and (2) that 1 
consumed by grafting at silanols only produces HC(SiHMe2)3. The amounts of 1consumed for both 
MSN550 and MSN700 grafting reactions are less than initial surface silanol loading, and 1 is not 
detected in extracts upon washing 1@MSN with benzene or pentane, suggesting that physiosorbed 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3, if any, is a minor component of those products. Using a complementary method 
II, the number of –C(SiHMe2)3 groups coordinating surface attached La centers could be 
determined directly by reacting isolated 1@MSN550 or 1@MSN700 with isopropyl alcohol (iPrOH, 
surface alcoholysis reaction). The podality was then deduced by comparing the produced 
HC(SiHMe2)3 (HC(SiHMe2)3–iPrOH) with the La loading obtained from the mass balance experiment. 
With method III, the La loading and the number of –C(SiHMe2)3 groups coordinating surface-
bound La centers were independently determined using elemental analysis (ICP-OES) and 
quantitative 29Si SSNMR measurements, providing alternative measurements for calculating the 
average podality. As can be seen from the good agreement in results from methods I-III in Table 
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7.1, 90% of surface species in 1@MSN700 are monopodal dialkyl sites of the type ≡Si–O–
La{C(SiHMe2)3}2. In contrast, 1@MSN550 is a mixture of surface species, most likely monopodal 
and bipodal ((≡Si–O)2–LaC(SiHMe2)3) in approximately 1 : 1 ratio. The minor deviation between 
estimated podality in MSN550 for the three methods could be attributed to side dehydrocoupling 
and SiH/SiC redistribution reactions involving –C(SiHMe2)3 and surface SiOH groups, 
exacerbated in benzene solvent needed for method I, whereas the sample for method II is prepared 
in pentane (see below), which increased the amount of HC(SiHMe2)3 released during alcoholysis 
reactions (method II). 
 
Figure 7.1. The surface coverage model of La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN. Note that the presented 
scheme does not account for pore curvature. 
	
Note that La loadings on MSN550 (0.35 mmol/g) and MSN700 (0.27 mmol/g) are similar, 
thus in both samples grafting consumed only about half of all surface SiOH groups (see Scheme 
7.1) by forming Si–O–La linkages. We suggest that the large –C(SiHMe2)3 ligands limit the surface 
site density (La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN550: 0.48 La per nm2; La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN700: 0.37 La 
per nm2) and some silanols are not accessible to bulky 1 (see Figure 7.1). It is clear that at lower 
calcination temperature of MSN, the bipodal form is preferable and accounts for 60-70% of all La 
metal centers. Evidently, partially dehydroxylating the MSN at higher temperature, which 
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primarily reduces the number of vicinal silanol groups, prevents the formation of bipodal sites and 
side reactions in MSN700 (see below), with only a minor effect on La loading. 
Surface Infrared Spectroscopy. The DRIFTS spectra of isolated 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 
are very similar and suggest that both samples contain organometallic species (see Figure B1 in 
Appendix). The most notable features are bands at 2108 cm–1 and ca. 1860 cm–1 (1859 cm–1 for 
1@MSN550 and 1865 cm–1 for 1@MSN700) which are assigned to νSiH of terminal SiH and bridging 
La↼H–Si moieties in organometallic surface species, respectively. These assignments are aided 
by similar bands at 2110 cm–1 and 1829 cm–1 in the corresponding spectrum of 1, and supported 
by Hessian calculations of an energy-minimized gas-phase structure and the comparable solid-
state structure determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.[34] The DRIFTS spectra indicate 
that at least some of the secondary interactions in 1 are also present after grafting reactions 
replacing one or two –C(SiHMe2)3 ligands with ≡Si–O–La linkages to the silica surface. The 
frequency of the La↼H–Si band in 1@MSN is higher than the corresponding signal in 1, which 
may reflect a higher ratio of H–Si to La↼H–Si in the surface species (see 1JSiH discussion below). 
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Figure 7.2. (A) Bipodal and monopodal structures of 1@MSN with peak assignments. (B), (C) 
13C CPMAS spectra of 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700; (D) and (E) 1H{29Si} idHETCOR spectra 
of 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700, all grafted in pentane. Experimental conditions: B0 = 9.4 T, 
nR = 8 kHz (B, C) and 18 kHz (D, E), tCP = 2 ms (B, C) and 4 ms (D, E), and AT = 3.1 h (B, C) 
and 25.5 h (D, E). A more detailed list of parameters is given in Appendix. 
	
SSNMR: basic structures of 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700. The 13C CPMAS and 1H{29Si} 
idHETCOR spectra of 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 grafted in pentane are shown in Figure 7.2, 
along with the corresponding schematic structures and site assignments. The 1H, 13C and 19Si 
chemical shifts attributable to silica-bound species are listed in Table 7.2. The 1H, 13C and 29Si 
resonances labeled H1, H2, C1, C2 and Si1 can be unambiguously assigned to 1@MSN (Figure 
7.2A), based on the chemical shift values reported for 1 by solution-state NMR.[34] Note that C2 























































C1 consists of at least two partly overlapping components, which is more evident in the spectrum 
of 1@MSN700 (Figure 7.2C). Most likely, the C1 line shape reflects the conformational differences 
between the ligands due to interactions with the silica surface within the pores. The peak at 30 
ppm, marked with an asterisk in Figure 7.2B, can be assigned to C2 carbon in Si-H/SiOH 
dehydrocoupled species (see Scheme B1 in Appendix), which would explain why it is much 
weaker in 1@MSN700. The origins of carbons resonating at ~70 ppm and ~127 ppm, which are also 
marked with asterisks in Figure 7.2B, are currently unknown. Based on the 13C CPMAS 
measurements on MSN550 and MSN700, which did not yield any discernable resonances, we can 
only conclude that they represent species introduced during grafting. 
Table 7.2. The summary of observed 1H, 13C and 29Si resonances and their corresponding 
assignments.  
Resonance Chemical shifta (d, ppm) Chemical shiftb (d, ppm) Assignment 
H1 -0.1 0.4 –SiH(CH3)2 
H2 3.9 4.3 –SiH(CH3)2 
C1 -1.4 3.6 –SiH(CH3)2 
C2 24.0 31.8 –C(SiHMe2)3 
Si1 -17.9 -18.5 –OLa{C(SiHMe2)3}n 
Si2 1.3 0.0c –OSiHMe2 
Si3 11.0 12.0c –OSiMe3d 
a The chemical shifts observed in SSNMR experiments. The 29Si resonances associated with the 
silica support, corresponding to Qn sites described by a general formula (≡SiO)nSi(OH)4-n, are not 
included; b The chemical shifts reported for 1 by solution-state NMR;[34] c The chemical shifts 
were reported by Tuel et al.[50] d This peak may also include a minor contribution from Si in 
dehydrocoupled alkyl ligand in 1@MSN550 (see Scheme B1 in Appendix). 
	
The 1H{29Si} idHETCOR spectra in Figure 7.2D and 7.2E were acquired to assist in the 
assignment of resonances Si2 and Si3. The dominant Si1 peak at –17.9 ppm, observed in both 
spectra, correlates strongly with H2 and relatively weakly with H1, which further supports its 
assignment to coordinating ligands (note that there is one H2 atom per 6 methyl H1s, but the latter 
are two bonds away and undergo rapid rotations which hinder the polarization transfers). The 
signals Si2 and Si3 are assigned to –OSiHMe2 and –OSiMe3 on the basis of reported chemical 
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shifts,[50] the observed 1H-29Si correlations being Si2-H1, Si2-H2 and Si3-H1 (see Figure 7.2D), 
and a chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) recoupling experiment[51] that revealed asymmetric and 
axially symmetric CSA for Si2 and Si3, respectively. Note that organo-rare earth compounds, 
particularly hydrides, are known to catalyze redistribution of organosilanes via Si–C bond cleavage 
steps,[52,53] and these reactions catalyzed by solution-phase 1 or grafted 1@MSN may indeed 
produce these additional surface silyl species (see Scheme B1 in Appendix). 
Optimization of the synthesis guided by SSNMR. Our SSNMR analysis of 1@MSNs shows 
that the grafting process is influenced by the temperature of calcination and the solvent. By 
comparing Figure 7.2B with 7.2C and Figure 7.2D with 7.2E, it is clear that the treatment of MSN 
at 700 °C under vacuum leads to ‘cleaner’ deposition of the desired structures depicted in Figure 
7.2A. Indeed, the 13C peaks at 30 ppm and 127 ppm present in the 13C CPMAS spectrum of 
1@MSN550 were no longer observed in 1@MSN700. More importantly, grafting on MSN700 
suppressed the surface silylation, yielding only the Si1 resonance in the 1H{29Si} idHETCOR 
spectrum of Figure 7.2E. The 1D 29Si CPMAS spectra further confirmed this result (see Figure B2 
in Appendix). In the grafting of 1 on MSN700, 29Si NMR data also rules out reactions involving 
highly strained siloxanes present in MSN700.[54]  
The 29Si CPMAS spectra of samples grafted in pentane, THF and benzene (Figure 7.3) 
demonstrated that the loading of 1 and surface silylation are both strongly influenced by the solvent 
used during the grafting process. Clearly, pentane exhibited the best performance among the 
solvents tested; not only was the integrated spectral intensity of Si1 per unit mass of sample more 




Figure 7.3. 29Si CPMAS spectra of 1@MSN550 grafted in different solvents. The signal 
intensities are normalized with respect to the Si1 peak height. Experimental conditions: B0 = 9.4 
T, nR = 18 kHz, tCP = 4 ms, and AT = 6.4 h. A more detailed list of parameters is given in 
Appendix. 
	
Table 7.3. Integrated Si1 peak intensities in 29Si CPMAS spectra for 1@MSN550 grafted in different 
solvents.  




aThe peak intensity is in arbitrary units and normalized to the same amount of mass. 
	
SSNMR: secondary La↼H–Si interactions. The DRIFTS spectra of 1@MSN discussed 
above suggested that secondary interactions of the type La↼H–Si were also present on the surface. 
Similarly to our earlier study of MSN-grafted Y{N(SiHMe2)tBu}3,[29] we acquired the 2D J-
resolved 29Si SSNMR[43] spectra to obtain additional signatures of such interactions in 1@MSN550 
and 1@MSN700. Two traces of 2D spectra projected along the 1JSiH dimension at Si1 position are 
shown in Figure 7.4. After proper rescaling, the 1JSiH values for 1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 are 
equal to 162 Hz and 165 Hz, respectively. These couplings are smaller than the 186 Hz value 
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associated with 2-center-2-electron (2c-2e) Si–H bond and larger than the 114 Hz value that 
characterizes the La↼H–Si 3-center-2-electron (3c-2e) interaction. However, they agree very well 
with the average 1JSiH value of 1/3(2×186 + 114) = 162 Hz, corresponding to two Si-H and one 
La↼H–Si configurations undergoing fast exchange. For comparison, the averaged 1JSiH value for 
two La↼H–Si and one Si-H configurations matches the experimental value of 137 Hz for 1, which 
indeed contains two La↼H–Si interactions per every -C(SiHMe2)3 ligand.[34] Thus, we confirm 
that there is indeed one La↼H–Si interaction per every -C(SiHMe2)3 ligand in 1@MSN. Fewer 
secondary interactions in 1@MSN are somewhat unexpected because a coordinatively unsaturated, 
monopodal La center on the silica surface should be highly electrophilic. Instead, we propose that 
the metal center is stabilized by the coordination of an oxygen in a surface siloxane to satisfy the 
coordination sphere.  
 
Figure 7.4. 1JSiH doublets (scale corrected) extracted for Si1 from the 2D J-resolved spectra of 
(A) 1@MSN550 and (B) 1@MSN700. The spectra were acquired using the pulse scheme reported 
by Lesage et al.,[43] with phase-modulated Lee-Goldberg (PMLG)[55] 1H–1H homonuclear 
decoupling during the evolution time. The scaling factor was determined to be 0.41 by 
experimentally measuring the 29Si J-splitting of (4-methoxyphenyl)-phenyl silane. Experimental 
conditions: B0 = 14.1 T, nR = 15 kHz, tCP = 4 ms, and AT = 30 h. A more detailed list of 








Catalytic hydroboration of epoxides with HBpin using 1@MSN. Both materials 
1@MSN550 and 1@MSN700 proved to be effective precatalysts at 5 mol % La loading (relative to 
epoxide) for ring opening C–O bond cleavage of epoxides via hydroboration to give borate esters, 
and both performed similarly in terms of activity and product yield (Table 7.4). These reaction 
performance metrics are also similar to the soluble catalyst precursor La{C(SiHMe2)3}3.[12] Most 
of the catalytic hydroboration reactions proceeded at room temperature, although cyclopentene 
oxide required gentle heating at 60 °C for 1 d. In the absence of one of these catalysts, equivalent 
amounts of styrene oxide and HBpin reactants were present in solution before and after standing 
for 10 days at room temperature (i.e., uncatalyzed hydroboration is insignificant under these 
conditions). The catalysts were effective for wide range of aliphatic- and aromatic-substituted 
epoxides, including 2,2-dialkyl-epoxides, cycloalkene oxides, styrene oxides, 2,3-alkyl,aryl-
epoxides, stilbene oxides, para-substituted styrene oxides, and ether-substituted epoxides. The 
latter two types of epoxides include bromo- and chloroaryl groups, and aryl alkyl ether moieties, 
and these functionalities were retained in the ring-opened products. Branched products were 
obtained with alkyl-substituted epoxides, resulting from cleavage of the C–O bond at the less 
substituted position. In contrast, styrenic epoxides reacted to give linear products resulting from 
C–O bond cleavage at the benzylic position. C–O bond cleavage in reactions of β-methyl styrene 
oxide also occurred in the position adjacent to the phenyl. Likely, benzylic stabilization of carbon 
at that site affects the relative stability of the intermediates, giving selective cleavage. 
In addition, the supported organolanthanide also provided improved selectivity in the 
catalytic ring-opening hydroboration of cis-stilbene oxide, giving 1,2-diphenylethanol, whereas 
the soluble catalyst precursor La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 afforded a mixture of 1,2-diphenylethanol and a 
rearranged 2,2-diphenylethanol product. 
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a Reaction conditions: 5 mol % La (as 1@MSN), suspended in benzene or benzene-d6, 1.5 equiv. 
of HBpin, r.t., 1 d; b NMR yield, using Si(SiMe3)4 as the internal standard; isolated (as alcohol) 
given in parenthesis; c 60 °C, 1 d.  
 
The catalytic activity of 1@MSN was solely associated with the solid material, even though 
soluble 1 is a viable catalyst in its own right. Styrene oxide ring-opening hydroboration reactions, 




















































































1 h (at ca. 35% conversion), did not undergo further conversion over 1 d, whereas the portion of 
solution that remained in contact with 1@MSN fully converted to borate ester. Thus, the active 
sites are bonded to the surface and remain attached to the silica throughout the catalytic 
transformation. The La loading, analyzed by ICP-OES, of the catalyst after hydroboration was 
0.260 ± 0.002 mmol/g, which is similar to the 0.269 La loading in the virgin 1@MSN700 material 
(Table 7.1). Finally, the La concentration in the supernatant solution was below ICP-OES detection 
limit. These data indicate that the active sites are bonded to the surface and remain attached to the 
silica throughout the catalytic transformation. 
Table 7.5. Recycling experiments run to partial conversion. 
Recycle Remaining [Styrene Oxide] (M) Product [PhCH2CH2OBpin] (M) 
conversion 
(%)a 
0 0.083 0.10 55 
1 0.082 0.09 52 
2 0.082 0.09 52 
3 0.080 0.09 53 
4 0.18 0.05 22 
5 0.18 0.05 22 
a 5 h reaction time 
 
The solid catalytic material could be recovered from the reaction mixture (by centrifugation) 
and reused for additional hydroboration reactions. In these experiments, conversions were 
measured by solution-state NMR after 5 h. The conversion was equivalent after recycling the solid 
catalyst 3 times but was diminished by a factor of ca. 2 in the fourth and fifth cycles (Table 7.5). 
These results are remarkable, given the reducing nature of the lanthanum surface species and of 
HBpin. HBpin could potentially react to break La–O–Si≡ surface linkages allowing the catalyst 
to be leached from the surface. Leaching, as noted above, was not detected. Alternatively, strongly 
reducing LaH or La{H2Bpin} surface species could reduce Si–O–Si linkages, giving tripodal La–
(O–Si≡)3, which would be deactivated for hydroboration. This latter process could occur but was 
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sufficiently slow that catalytic activity for styrene oxide ring-opening hydroboration was 
equivalent over 3 recycling steps. 
 
Scheme 7.2. Reaction of La{C(SiHMe2)3}2@MSN700 and HBpin. Surface products are further 
discussed below. 
 
Characterization of catalytic sites in 1@MSN550 or 1@MSN700 after the reaction with 
HBpin. Solution NMR: reaction of 1@MSN700 with HBpin. Reaction of 0.020 g (0.005 mmol) of 
1@MSN700 (0.269 mmol of La/g) and 5.0 equivalent of HBpin in benzene-d6 released 0.9 
equivalent of (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin and 0.54 equivalent of HC(SiHMe2)3 (see Scheme 7.2) into the 
solution phase. Si(SiMe3)4 and nBuBpin were used as standards for determining concentrations in 
solution-state 1H and 11B spectra, respectively. (Me2HSi)3C-Bpin was identified by 1H NMR 
signals at 4.51 ppm, 1.00 ppm and 0.40 ppm, and by a singlet in the 11B NMR spectrum at 32 ppm. 
The 1H NMR signals for HC(SiHMe2}3 appeared at 4.31 ppm, 0.160 ppm and –0.85 ppm.[56] The 
reaction consumed 2.5 equivalent of HBpin (0.012 mmol). Reactions with a larger excess of HBpin 
(e.g., 9 equivalent) consumed and produced similar amounts of HBpin, (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin, and 
HC(SiHMe2}3. For comparison, 1 and HBpin reacted to give (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin and 
HnLa{C(SiHMe2)3}3-n, where the latter species was revealed by its reaction with acetophenone to 
give lanthanum alkoxide [La]OCHMePh, and then hydrolyzed to the alcohol 1-phenylethanol.[12] 
The hydride species, however, was not directly detected by 1H NMR. Moreover, we note 1H and 


























































and (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin, whereas evidence for a persistent lanthanum-pinacolborane adduct was not 
obtained. 
The formation of HC(SiHMe2)3 in the reactions of 1@MSN700 and HBpin is unexpected. 
In order to test for the source of H in the surprising alkane product, we reacted 1@MSN700 and 
2HBpin, which yielded (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin and HC(SiHMe2)3. 2HC(SiHMe2)3 was not detected in 
the 2H NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture, whereas the spectrum of an independently prepared 
sample of 2HC(SiHMe2)3 contained a 2H NMR signal at –0.93 ppm. From these observations, we 
propose that HC(SiHMe2)3 is formed from reactions of surface silanols and lanthanum alkyls as a 
result of treatment with HBpin. In particular, the unsaturated lanthanum alkyl intermediate ≡SiO–
La(H)C(SiHMe2)3 formed in the presence of HBpin could more readily react with a silanol in close 
proximity than bulky ≡SiO–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2. 
SSNMR: structures of 1@MSN550+HBpin and 1@MSN700+HBpin. The structures of 
catalytic centers involved in hydroboration and the associated reaction mechanisms were studied 
by using an array of 11B SSNMR experiments, which included DPMAS, MQMAS, and 1H{11B} 
HETCOR. Because the catalysts are recyclable, without loss of activity over several experiments, 
the HBpin-treated 1@MSN offers the possibility to characterize species that are most likely 
associated with catalytic activity. Except for the relative peak intensities, the spectra taken for 
1@MSN550+HBpin and 1@MSN700+HBpin were very similar, and while only the former are 
shown in Figure 7.5, their implications are applicable to both catalysts. The DPMAS and MQMAS 
spectra of 1@MSN700+HBpin are shown in the Appendix. Overall, the 11B spectra are unexpectedly 
complicated, featuring multiple peaks, which we labeled as B1 to B8. The 1H resonances in the 
HETCOR spectrum are labeled H1 to H5, where H1 and H2 represent the previously identified 
hydrogen atoms in 1@MSN550. For the convenience of readers who are mainly interested in the 
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results, we show in Table 7.6 the observed 11B shifts, along with the proposed corresponding 
structures. Assigning these structures required examination of multiple spectra, as summarized 
below. 
Table 7.6. Summary of the observed 11B resonances and their corresponding assignments. 




aAssignments for hydrogen in –C(SiHMe2)3 groups are shown in Figure 7.2A and Table 7.2 (H1: 
–SiH(CH3)2; H2: –SiH(CH3)2; H3 is assigned to the methyl protons in HBpin derivatives. 




Figure 7.5. (A)-(E) 11B SSNMR spectra of 1@MSN550+HBpin, acquired at 14.1 T, using nR = 
36 kHz and tRD = 1s (which is greater than 5T1 for all sites involved). (A) Z-filtered MQMAS, 
AT = 42.7 h, dashed line denotes the so-called chemical shift axis, along which the resonances 
would be located in the absence of quadrupolar interactions; (B) 1H{11B} HETCOR, tCP = 0.2 
ms and AT = 36.4 h; (C) DPMAS, AT = 2.3 h; (D) projection of the MQMAS spectrum (A) along 
the MAS (horizontal) dimension; and (E) projection of the HETCOR spectrum (B) along the 11B 
dimension. (F) and (G) represent 11B DPMAS spectra of 1@MSN550+HBpin after reacting with 
acetophenone and of a reference sample (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin@MSN550, respectively, both 
acquired with AT = 2.3 h, under otherwise the same conditions as (A)-(E). A more detailed list 
of experimental parameters is given in Appendix. 
 
We first briefly explain the information content associated with different spectra in Figure 
7.5. The DPMAS spectra of half-integer quadrupolar nuclei, such as 11B, when taken under 
appropriate experimental conditions (here we used a small flip angle of 15° and a recycle delay 
tRD greater than 5T1 for all sites involved), are quantitative.[57] Thus, the spectra shown in Figures 
7.5C, 7.5F and 7.5G reflect the relative abundance of each boron species in 1@MSN550+HBpin, 
1@MSN550+HBpin reacted with acetophenone and (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin@MSN550, respectively. In 
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contrast, the 2D spectra in Figure 7.5 are not quantitative but provide important structural 
information. The MQMAS experiment yields reliable values of 11B chemical shifts for all species 
that it can detect,[58] which then may be referred to solution-state NMR literature for specific 
assignments. Note that in the single quantum (SQ) dimension the quadrupolar interaction displaces 
the observed NMR shift of 11B nucleus (dNMR) from “true” chemical shift (d) by the so-called 
quadrupole induced shift (dQIS), whose contribution can be directly differentiated through the 
analysis of the MQMAS spectra.[58] Here, the contributions of dQIS are relatively small (≤ 3 ppm) 
for all observed resonances (see Table 7.6). The relative peak intensities in the MQMAS spectra 
are skewed due to the strong dependence of the MQ excitation and conversion on the size of 
quadrupolar interaction and the local molecular motions.[59,60] The 1H{11B} HETCOR 
experiment relied on through-space 11B ® 1H polarization transfers via heteronuclear dipolar 
couplings, which in turn depend on internuclear distances as well as molecular mobility. Under 
the experimental conditions used here (tCP = 0.2 ms), the observed 1H-11B correlations are 
dominated by short range interactions. With this information in mind, we assigned the resonances 
labeled B1 through B8 as follows. 
B1, B2 and B3. The intense resonances labeled as B1, B2 and B3 are attributed to boron 
moieties associated with organolanthanide species. Specifically, B1 is assigned to the surface-
attached lanthanum hydridopinacolborate, whereas B2 and B3 belong to the silica-bound borate-
ring-opening pinacolborohydride zwitterionic structure formed by B1 further reacting with HBpin 
(Table 7.6). To support these assignments we first note that the chemical shifts for B2 and B3 
extracted from the MQMAS spectrum (19.0 ppm and -13.0 ppm, respectively), are close to the 
solution-state NMR values reported by Dudnik et al.[61] for the zwitterionic structure depicted in 
Figure 7.6A. Concurrently, hydrogen H4, which shows strong correlation to B3 in the HETCOR 
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spectrum (Figure 7.5B), resonates close to hydrogens in the –OBH3– moiety in Figure 7.6A (1.9 
ppm vs 2.4-2.8 ppm). According to Dudnik et al., the formation of the zwitterionic species occurs 
via lanthanum hydridoborate intermediate Cp*2La{μ2-H2Bpin},[61] with two hydrogens bridging 
boron and lanthanum, as shown in Figure 7.6B. Since B1 correlates with H1, H3 and H5, and H5 
has a chemical shift value (3.2 ppm) close to that of the two bridging protons (~3.4 ppm, see Figure 
7.6B), we assigned B1 to the analogous surface-bound lanthanum hydridopinacolborate (see Table 
7.6). We could not independently verify the chemical shift for B1; however, the reported chemical 
shifts of boron dihydrides are higher than the corresponding trihydrides.[62] Based on previous 
studies, hydrogen H3, resonating at 0.9 ppm, can be unambiguously assigned to methyl groups of 
pinacolborane, whereas the assignment of H5 is discussed below.[39,63] Lastly, we note that the 
above assignments are consistent with the spectrum in Figure 7.5F, which demonstrates that the 
B1, B2 and B3 species were consumed during the catalytic reaction between 1@MSN550+HBpin 
and acetophenone (in the case of B2, this is less obvious due to the overlap with B4). We note that 
B1 is a proposed intermediate in the catalytic cycle for hydroboration of esters by 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 under homogeneous conditions,[12] whereas the zwitterionic structure of B2/B3 
corresponds to catalyst deactivation in hydroboration of pyridines.[61,64] The disappearance of 
B2 and B3 upon reaction with acetophenone suggests that the zwitterionic structure may transform 
back into an active species. This idea is consistent with the high catalytic activity of 1@MSN700 




Figure 7.6. The structures of (A) the zwitterion formed by deactivating lanthanum hydride with 
HBpin and (B) the intermediate with two protons bridging boron and lanthanum, as proposed in 
reference.[61] 
 
B4, B5 and B6. The resonances labeled as B4, B5 and B6 appear to be associated with the 
reaction of HBpin with the silica surface. The structure corresponding to B4 was unambiguously 
established in our previous study.[39] Note that in the 11B DPMAS spectrum (Figure 7.5C) B4 
overlaps with B2, however B4 is dominant. Sites B5 and B6 have not been previously observed. 
Based on the small second order quadrupolar broadening and the strong MQ intensity revealed by 
the MQMAS spectrum in Figure 7.5A, both these sites are four-coordinated and are immobilized 
on the surface (especially B6). Since resonance B6 correlates only with H3, we assigned it to the 
surface attached -Bpin borate (i.e., four-oxygen coordination, see Table 7.6). B5, which correlates 
with H3 as well as H5 (3.2 ppm), is assigned to the silica-bound HOBpin. Indeed, according to 
Hwang et al., the OH resonance in three-oxygen coordinated boron is found at 3.3 ppm.[65] 
Accordingly, H5 has two contributions, the other one being the bridging proton between La and 
B1 (vide supra). Evidence for the assignments of B5 and B6 sites is also fortified by their chemical 
shifts.[66] We finally note that upon the exposure of 1@MSN550+HBpin to acetophenone, B5 
disappeared, suggesting that it reacted with the silica surface to form B4 or B6, both of which have 
indeed increased.  
B7 and B8. The intensity of B7 is very small (see Figure 7.5C) and its existence mainly 
















peak disappeared when 1@MSN550+HBpin reacted with acetophenone (see Figure 7.5F); however, 
the experimental data are not sufficient for structural identification. B8, on the other hand, can be 
confidently assigned to (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin that is weakly absorbed onto the silica surface. Since 
the boron resonance in (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin is found at 32 ppm in solution-state NMR, we carried 
out the 11B DPMAS measurement of (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin adsorbed onto MSN550. Indeed, the 
resulting spectrum (Figure 7.5G) is dominated by a peak at 31 ppm. The lack of B8 in the MQMAS 
and HETCOR spectra, is consistent with the high molecular mobility. Note lastly that the spectrum 
in Figure 7.5G also includes resonances previously attributed to B4 and B5, which suggests that 
(Me2HSi)3C–Bpin may react with surface hydroxyl groups in two different ways to generate B4, 
(Me2HSi)3CH, and HOBpin (B5), as illustrated in Scheme B3 in Appendix. 
Similarity between 1@MSN550+HBpin and 1@MSN700+HBpin. Whereas increasing the 
calcination temperature of MSN resulted in cleaner deposition of 1, the 11B DPMAS and MQMAS 
spectra 1@MSN550+HBpin and 1@MSN700+HBpin showed the same set of resonances (see Figures 
B3 and B4 in Appendix). The main observed change is in the relative peak intensities, with B5 and 
B6 being diminished compared to other peaks, which is consistent with the smaller surface 
concentration of SiOH groups. 
7.4 Conclusion 
Tris(dimethylsilyl)methyl lanthanum compounds are effective precatalysts for ring-
opening of epoxides. The dimethylsilyl-based hydrocarbyl ligand provides a means for 
establishing the surface structures and coordination of supported electrophilic organolanthanide 
centers through spectroscopic analysis and comparisons with the homoleptic precursors. 
Importantly, the soluble species La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 contains two bridging La↼H-Si per alkyl ligand, 
whereas the monopodal grafted species contains only one La↼H-Si per alkyl ligand. The number 
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of La↼H-Si in the complex reflects a combination of the electrophilicity and coordination number 
of the metal center, further perturbed by steric effects.  
In La{C(SiHMe2)3}3, the ligands are organized in an unusual approximate C3 structure, 
which is no longer possible in the surface supported ≡Si–O–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2. A comparison with 
related Ln↼H-Si containing species suggests that in ≡Si–O–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2, a combination of 
≡Si–O–La and a Si–O–Si donor likely reduces the electrophilicity of the lanthanum center, as 
reflected by the fewer La↼H-Si per site. For example, zwitterionic Ce{C(SiHMe2)3}2HB(C6F5)3 
and NdC(SiHMe2)3{HB(C6F5)3}2 contain two Ln↼H-Si per alkyl ligand as well as Ln⟵F and 
Ln↼H-B in the coordination sphere, and the Nd complex features hexahapto toluene coordination. 
These other ligands apparently do not interfere with the secondary interactions. In contrast, the 1JSi-
H of surface-supported yttrium silazido species Y{N(SiHMe2)tBu}n@MSN700, which also contains 
Ln↼H-Si, suggested a siloxane-based oxygen donor in addition to the surface ≡Si–O–Y 
interaction.  
These ≡Si–O–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 represent the preponderance of lanthanum sites grafted 
on the highly dehydroxylated surface, and accessing this uniformity was only possible by 
combination of 29Si SSNMR spectroscopy with screening of grafting reactions conditions. 
Moreover, the detailed characterization of the sites, and the ability to prepare surface sites with 
high uniformity, facilitates the interrogation of catalytic properties through comparisons of 
solution phase and surface-organometallic performance.  
Overall, the ≡Si–O–La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 surface species performs equivalently or better than 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 as a soluble catalyst for ring-opening hydroboration of epoxides, based on 
similar conversion times for equivalent mol % lanthanum in the reaction mixtures. This conclusion 
assumes that both soluble and supported catalytic sites activate equivalently, which is unlikely to 
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be rigorously true. Likely, the kinetics and mechanisms of catalyst activation are distinct in these 
systems, and our current efforts are focused on probing these mechanisms through in situ 
spectroscopy in order to design supported catalysts with longer lifetimes and higher activities. The 
scrupulous 11B SSNMR investigations that characterize the catalytic materials, post-borylation, is 
a first, yet essential step in this direction. Regardless, the total turnover numbers accessible for this 
recyclable, supported catalyst are significantly higher than the single-use soluble catalyst, which 
highlight the capacity of supported organolanthanum species in new catalytic transformations. 
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The works presented in this dissertation can be divided into two parts. The first part is for 
solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) technique developments which were inspired by 
the studies of heterogeneous catalysts. It includes three works. They are the theoretical analysis of 
double-frequency-selective ZQ-SEASHORE pulse sequence, the theoretical and experimental 
study of cross polarization with variable contact (CPVC) under fast or ultrafast magic angle 
spinning (MAS) and the experimental examination of sensitivity gain for combing indirect 
detection with dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP). In the first work, it was demonstrated that 
accurate internuclear distance can be measured for arbitrary homonuclear spin pair by using this 
double-frequency-selective ZQ-SEASHORE pulse sequence when the two spins have large 
enough chemical shift difference. In the second work, CPVC experiment was shown to be a simple 
and robust method for measuring short internuclear distance of heteronuclear spin pair when the 
geometry of the spin system is suitable. And, by fitting the dipolar line shape resulted from CPVC 
experiment, structural disorder information can be obtained. Applying these two techniques to 
heterogeneous catalysts can provide constraints for deriving three-dimensional (3D) 
conformations of surface-attached catalytic groups, probe how catalytic groups interact with 
supporting surface and describe how guest molecules bond to the catalytic centers. And, these 
knowledges will greatly assistant our understanding of the catalytic mechanisms. The third work 
illustrated that, for the first time, the two general sensitivity enhancement techniques, indirect 
detection and DNP, can be combined together to provide superior sensitivity for nuclear spins with 
very low gyromagnetic ratios. This technique will largely reduce the experimental times of 
challenging samples and make some previously sensitivity-wise unamenable experiments become 
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viable. More important, all these three techniques can be applied to not only heterogeneous 
catalysts but also any other suitable materials. Therefore, they should be interesting to the whole 
SSNMR community both in terms of technique development and application.  
The second part is about applying state-of-art SSNMR spectroscopy to characterize 
heterogeneous catalysts or related complex materials. This part contains two works. The first work 
is to quantitatively characterize the atomic-level structures of ordered mesoporous carbon (OMC) 
materials which can be potential supporting materials for synthesizing heterogeneous catalysts. 
From this work, the key structural components were identified and their relative amounts were 
deduced. From these data and combined with elemental analysis results, the average molecular 
structures, the structural evolution trends and possibly involved reactions were proposed for OMCs 
pyrolyzed at different temperatures. These information deepen our understanding of the material 
synthesis process and provide better basis for future structural modification to produce new 
heterogeneous catalysts. The second work is to characterize silica-supported organolanthanum 
complex used for C–O bond cleavage in the hydroboration reactions of epoxides. In this work, the 
loadings, the podalities, the basic structures and the secondary three-center-two-electron 
interactions involving lanthanum metal center and Si–H bond of the surface-attached lanthanum 
alkyl complex were investigated. SSNMR spectroscopy also provided guidance for optimizing the 
synthesis procedure. And, more importantly, the structures of the catalytically active centers 
produced by treating the samples with pinacolborane (HBpin) were derived from SSNMR 
experimental results. These structures suggested that the surface-attached catalysts follow the same 
catalytic mechanism proposed for its homogeneous precursors. These two works not only 
answered concerned questions for the studied samples and provided insights into the related 
chemistries but also demonstrated how much detailed information can be obtained by performing 
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SSNMR experiments. This will certainly inspire further developments and applications of SSNMR 
spectroscopy. And, it should be interesting to researchers from both SSNMR community and 

























APPENDIX A. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR QUANTITATIVE 
ATOMIC-SCALE STRUCTURE CHARACTERIZATION OF ORDERED 
MESOPOROUS CARBON MATERIALS BY SOLID-STATE NMR 




Figure A1.   N2 sorption isotherms (a), pore size distributions (b), and powder XRD patterns (c) 
for OMC300 (i), OMC400 (ii), OMC500 (iii), and OMC900 (iv). 
 
A2. 13C{1H} CPMAS experiments 
 
 
Figure A2. The 13C{1H} CPMAS spectra of natural abundance (a) and isotope enriched (b) OMC 
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 1D CPMAS (b)
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nRF(13C) = 100 kHz during CP, tCP = 1.5 ms, nRF(1H) = 10 kHz during TPPM decoupling, tRD = 1 
s, NS = 8000 (a) and NS = 3600 (b).  




Figure A3. The 13C CPMAS-based spin-echo ‘dipolar dephasing’ spectra of TMOB obtained at 
9.4 T with different decay times (a) and the fitting curves for aromatic carbons (b-d). (b) double 
exponential fitting to the total peak height of all aromatic carbons; (c) single exponential fitting to 
the peak height of non-protonated aromatic carbons; (d) single exponential fitting to the peak 
height of protonated aromatic carbons. 
 
Table A3.   The  values and intensity ratios extracted from curve fittings in Figure A3. 
Methods Double Exponential 
Single 
Exponential 
(ms) 0.19 0.19 
 (ms)  1.34 1.33 

















A4. Quantification of carbon functionalities in OMCs 
	
 
Figure A4. (a) 13C CPMAS-based spin-echo ‘dipolar dephasing’ spectra of OMC300 obtained at 
9.4 T with delays 0.2 ms £ t £ 8.6 ms. (b) Integrated intensity of protonated and non-protonated 
aromatic carbons fitted to eq. (1). (c) Integrated intensity of phenolic aromatic carbons fitted to a 
single exponential function (eq. (2)). 
Table A4. The summary of  values and intensity ratios between different carbon species for 
OMC300, OMC400 and OMC500 obtained from SSNMR analysis. 
Sample OMC300 OMC400 OMC500 
(ms) 0.6 0.6 1.0 
 (ms) 4.3 4.4 7.0 
 (ms) 5.1 5.9 8.0 























A5. Fractions of non-protonated carbons in fused aromatic rings 
Let’s consider a linear molecule comprised of n aromatic rings, as shown below:  
 
 
It is easy to show that for such a molecule 
,           (A1) 
which yields  for n = 2, 0.29 for n = 3 and 0.33 for n = 4 (note that Fal = 0 and thus 
). It is important to note that the  values strongly depend on the number of 
intermolecular links and additional substitutions. For example, if just one of the protonated carbons 
forms a link to another molecule, eq. (s1) becomes  
,           (A2) 
which elevates the  values to 0.30 for n = 2, 0.36 for n = 3 and 0.39 for n = 4. A replacement 
of one of the hydrogen atoms with an OH group will not affect the  values, but instead reduce 
 by , etc. 
A6. Continuous Wave Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (cwEPR)  
With the concern that radicals may be present in OMC materials due to the thermal 
treatment, The cwEPR spectra were taken of OMC300, OMC400, and OMC500. In order to obtain 
trustable spectrum, for each sample, two EPR tubes were prepared with the same amount of 






























Figure A6.  The CW X-band room temperature EPR spectra of OMC300 (a), OMC400 (b) and 
OMC500 (c). All three spectra were taken using the same parameters: microwave frequency is 
9.87GHz, power is 6.286mW, sweeping width is 500.0G, center field is 3500.00G. The 
spectrometer is Bruker ELEXYS E580 FT-EPR with ER 4122 SHQE resonator. 
 
A7. 13C Chemical Shift Information for Polymerizing Precursors  
For resorcinol, the 13C chemical shifts are as follows: C1(C3) - 158 ppm; C2 - 104 ppm; 




[1] Spectral database for organic compounds, sdbs. http://sdbs.db.aist.go.jp/sdbs/cgi-
bin/cre_index.cgi. 
 
[2] S. Patchkovskii, J. Autschbach, T. Ziegler, Curing difficult cases in magnetic properties 
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APPENDIX B. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR SILICA-SUPPORTED 
ORGANOLANTHANUM CATALYSTS FOR C–O BOND CLEAVAGE IN 
EPOXIDES 
B1. General Experimental Section 
All manipulations were performed under a dry argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk 
techniques or under a nitrogen atmosphere in a glovebox unless otherwise indicated. Water and 
oxygen were removed from benzene and pentane solvents using an IT PureSolv system. Benzene-
d6 and THF-d8 were heated to reflux over Na/K, vacuum-transferred, and stored in a glovebox in 
a Teflon-valve-sealed flask. La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 was prepared following literature procedures.[J. 
Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 16862-16874] Pluronic P104 was generously provided by BASF. 
Tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All esters, epoxides, and 
pinacolborane were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw 
cycles prior to use. Products of catalytic hydroboration were assigned based on comparison with 
authentic samples and/or literature values. 
1H, 2H, 11B, 13C{1H}, and 29Si{1H} HMBC solution-state NMR spectra were collected on a 
Bruker DRX-400 spectrometer, a Bruker Avance III-600 spectrometer, or an Agilent MR 400 
spectrometer. 11B NMR spectra were referenced to an external sample of BF3.Et2O. Infrared spectra 
were measured on a Bruker Vertex 80. Elemental analyses were performed using a Perkin-Elmer 
2400 Series II CHN/S.  
XRD patterns of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) were recorded on a Bruker X-
ray diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 44 mA) over the range of 1–10 2θ degrees. 
Nitrogen sorption isotherms were measured at –196 °C using a Micromeritics ASAP 3000 
analyzer. The Brunauer-Emmett-Tell (BET) model was used to calculate the specific surface area. 
The pore volume and pore size distribution were calculated by the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) 
method. Sample pretreatment for textural properties measurements was done by flowing N2 for 6 
h at 100 °C. 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded within the 4000−400 cm−1 
wavenumber range using a Bruker VERTEX 80 IR spectrometer. Samples were diluted with KBr 
and made into pellets for analysis in transmission mode. DRIFTS spectra were collected using a 
Harrick “Praying Mantis” accessory. Samples were prepared in the glovebox under N2 and sealed 
before measurements.  
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B2. Catalyst Preparation and Characterization 
Preparation of SBA-15-type MSN. In a typical synthesis,1 the triblock copolymer 
(Pluronic P104; 7.0 g) was dissolved in a mixture of 4 M HCl aqueous solution (109.0 g) and 
deionized water (164.0 g, 17.4 MW) at 52 °C. Tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS; 10.6 g) was 
quickly added into the solution, and the mixture was continuously stirred at 500 rpm for 24 h. The 
reaction mixture was then transferred into a Teflon-lined high-pressure autoclave for further 
hydrothermal treatment at 150 °C for 24 h. The resulting white solid (SBA-15-type MSN product) 
was isolated by filtration, washed with copious amounts of water and ethanol, and air-dried at 
80 °C. Finally, the removal of the Pluronic P104 surfactant was accomplished by calcination at 
550 °C for 6 h. The resulting MSNs had hexagonal patterns of short pores, a surface area of 441 
m2/g, a pore volume of 0.96 cm3/g, and an average pore size of 9.1 nm. The materials were 
subsequently heated at 550 °C or 700 °C under vacuum for 12 h to yield MSN550 and MSN700. The 
concentrations of silanol groups were measured by the concentration of toluene produced in a 
reaction of the MSNs with Mg(CH2Ph)2 (O2C4H8)2 at ambient temperature for 20 h, resulting in 
0.75 mmol/g for MSN550 and 0.62 mmol/g for MSN700.2 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN550 (1@ MSN550). A pentane solution of La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 (1, 
0.250 g, 0.353 mmol, 10 mL) was added to MSN550 (0.390 g, 0.293 mmol of SiOH). The reaction 
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 20 h. The mixture was centrifuged, and then the 
supernatant was decanted. The material 1@ MSN550 was washed with pentane (3 × 5 mL) to 
remove physisorbed 1 and HC(SiHMe2)3. The solid was dried under reduced pressure yielding a 
pale-yellow material (0.410 g). DRIFTS (cm–1): 2958 (m) 2903 (m) 2108 (s, νSiH) 1859 (m, νSiH). 
Elemental analysis: wt % C, 9.11; wt % H, 1.61; ICP-OES: 0.353 mmol La/g. 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN700 (1@ MSN700). A pentane solution of 1 (0.250 g, 0.353 mmol, 
10 mL) was added to MSN700 (0.454 g, 0.281 mmol of SiOH), following the procedure described 
above for 1@MSN550. The solid was dried under reduced pressure yielding a pale-yellow material 
(0.510 g) that was characterized by elemental analysis, IR spectroscopy, and solid-state NMR 
spectroscopy. DRIFTS (cm–1): 2959 (m) 2903 (m) 2108 (s, νSiH) 1865 (br, νSiH). Elemental analysis: 
wt % C, 6.79; wt % H, 0.93; ICP-OES: 0.269 mmol La/g. 
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Figure B1. DRIFTS spectra of MSN550, 1@MSN550, and 1@MSN700. 
Measurement of grafting stoichiometry for 1@MSN550. A benzene-d6 solution of 1 (18.2 
mM, 0.9 mL, 0.0164 mmol) containing tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (10.0 mM) as an internal 
standard was allowed to react with MSN550 (0.020 g) in a resealable J. Young-style NMR tube. 
After 20 h at room temperature on a vortex mixer, the concentration of 1 was 10 mM (0.0095 
mmol), as determined by integration of 1H NMR signals assigned to Si(SiMe3)4 and 
La{C(SiHMe2)3}3. The concentration of HC(SiHMe2)3 produced during the grafting reaction was 
12.2 mM (0.011 mmol), which was also determined by integration of 1H NMR signal. The amount 
of 1 grafted onto the MSN550, as determined by the difference in concentration of 1 before and after 
grafting, was 8.2 mM (0.0069 mmol). This approach explicitly assumes that 1 does not 
significantly physisorb onto the surface. Normalization to 1 g of MSN550 corresponds to an 
estimated loading of 0.35 mmol La per gram of MSN550. Normalization of the amount of 
HC(SiHMe2)3}3 (0.55 mmol/g MSN550) evolved, and the ratio of La surface loading to 




















HC(SiHMe2)3 produced is 1.6, suggesting an approximate 1:1 ratio of monopodal ≡SiO–
La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 and dipodal (≡SiO)2LaC(SiHMe2)3 (see Table 6.1). 
1@MSN550 hydrolysis. Reaction of 1@MSN550 with excess (3 equiv.) isopropanol in 
benzene-d6 containing a known concentration of tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (0.01 M) 
immediately produced HC(SiHMe2)3. Protonolysis of 1 g of 1@MSN (containing 0.35 mmol La) 
released 0.55 mmol of HC(SiHMe2)3. 
Measurement of grafting stoichiometry for 1@MSN550. A benzene-d6 solution of 1 (17.3 
mM, 0.9 mL, 0.0156 mmol) containing tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (10.0 mM) as an internal 
standard was allowed to react with MSN700 (0.021 g) in a resealable J. Young-style NMR tube. 
After 20 h at room temperature on a vortex mixer, the concentration of 1 was 10.5 mM (0.01 
mmol), as determined by integration of 1H NMR signals assigned to La{C(SiHMe2)3}3 and 
Si(SiMe3)4. The concentration of HC(SiHMe2)3 produced during the grafting reaction was 5.583 
mM (0.005 mmol), which has been also determined by integration of 1H NMR signals. The amount 
of 1 grafted onto the MSN700, as determined by the difference in concentration of 1 before and after 
grafting, was 5.1 mM (0.0051 mmol). This approach explicitly assumes that 1 does not physisorb 
onto the surface in significant quantities. Normalization to 1 g of MSN700 corresponds to an 
estimated loading of 0.25 mmol La per gram of MSN700. The amount of HC(SiHMe2)3}3 (0.27 
mmol/g MSN700) evolved was also normalized to 1 g MSN700. The ratio of HC(SiHMe2)3 produced 
to La surface loading is ~1, suggesting a monopodal (≡SiO)La{C(SiHMe2)3}2 (see Table 6.1). 
1@MSN700 hydrolysis. Reaction of 1@MSN700 with excess (3 equiv.) isopropanol in 
benzene-d6 containing known concentration of tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (0.01 M) immediately 
produced HC(SiHMe2)3. 1 g of La{C(SiHMe2)3}n@MSN released 0.48 mmol of HC(SiHMe2)3. 
(Me2HSi)3C–Bpin. Pinacolborane (0.027 g, 0.218 mmol, 31.7 µL) was added to a benzene 
solution of KC(SiHMe2)3 (0.050 g, 0.218 mmol) at room temperature. The reaction was stirred for 
12 h. The mixture was filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated under reduced pressure to yield oily 
compound (0.041 g, 0.130 mmol, 60 % yield). 1H NMR (600 MHz, benzene-d6): d 0.41 (d, 3JHH = 
3.7 Hz, 18 H, pinBC(SiHMe2)3, 1.00 (s, 12 H, BOCMe2), 4.51 (sep, 1JSiH =189.75 Hz, 3 H, SiHMe2). 
13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, benzene-d6): d –1.43 (SiHMe2), 24.63 (BOCMe2), 82.45 (BOCMe2). 11B 




Table B1. The experimental parameters used in SSNMR experiments. 
Spectrum Experiment Experimental parametersa 
Table 7.1 29Si DPMAS (spin counting) B0 = 9.4 T, nR = 8 kHz, nRF(29Si) = 50 kHz for 
the 90˚ pulse, nRF(1H) = 40 kHz for SPINAL-
64 heteronuclear decoupling, tRD = 60 s, ns = 
1600, AT = 26.7 h. 
Figures 7.2B, 
7.2C 
13C{1H} CPMAS  B0 = 9.4 T, nR = 8 kHz, nRF(1H) = 40 kHz for 
the 90˚ and CP contact pulses, nRF(29Si) = 50 
kHz for CP contact pulse, tCP = 2 ms, nRF(1H) = 
40 kHz for SPINAL-64 heteronuclear 
decoupling, tRD = 2.7 s, ns = 4096, AT = 3.1 h. 
Figures 7.2D, 
7.2E 
1H{29Si} idHETCOR B0 = 9.4 T, nR = 18 kHz, nRF(1H) = 83.3 kHz 
for the 90˚ and CP contact pulses (tangent), 
nRF(29Si) = 62.5 kHz for the 90˚ and CP contact 
pulses, nRF(1H) = 18 kHz for HORROR, tCP = 4 
ms for both forward and backward contact 
times, nRF(1H) = 83.3 kHz for SPINAL-64 
heteronuclear decoupling, nRF(29Si) = 62.5 kHz 
for SPINAL-64 heteronuclear decoupling, tRD 
= 2.8 s, ns = 128, sw1 = 18 kHz, np1 = 128, AT 
= 25.5 h (States-TPPI for quadrature 
detection). 
Figure 7.3, B2 29Si{1H} CPMAS B0 = 9.4 T, nR = 18 kHz, nRF(1H) = 83.3 kHz 
for the 90˚ and CP contact pulses, nRF(29Si) = 
62.5 kHz for CP contact pulse, tCP = 4 ms, 
nRF(1H) = 83.3 kHz for SPINAL-64 
heteronuclear decoupling, tRD = 2.8 s, ns = 
8192, AT = 6.4 h. 
Figure 7.4 1JSiH - d (29Si) separation  B0 = 14.1 T, nR = 15 kHz, nRF(1H) = 83.3 kHz 
for the 90˚ pulse, nRF(29Si) = 62.5 kHz for the 
CP contact pulse, nRF(1H) = 78.1 kHz for the 
CP contact pulse, nRF(1H) = nRF(29Si) = 62.5 
kHz for the 180˚ pulses, tCP = 4 ms, nRF(1H) = 
83.3 kHz for both PMLG homonuclear 
decoupling and SPINAL-64 heteronuclear 
decoupling, tRD = 3.3 s, ns = 512, sw1 = 1.5 
kHz, np1 = 64, AT = 30 h. 
Figures 7.5C, 
7.5F, 7.5G and 
B3 
11B DPMAS B0 = 14.1 T, nR = 36 kHz, nRF(11B) = 10 kHz 
for the selective pulse, nRF(1H) = 9 kHz for 
SPINAL-64 heteronuclear decoupling, tRD = 1 
s, ns = 8192, sw = 36 kHz, AT = 2.3 h. 
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11B MQMAS B0 = 14.1 T, nR = 36 kHz, nRF(11B) = 125 kHz 
for the excitation and conversion pulses, 
nRF(11B) = 10 kHz for the z-filter selective 
pulse, nRF(1H) = 9 kHz for SPINAL-64 
heteronuclear decoupling, tRD = 1 s, ns = 2400, 
sw = sw1 = 36 kHz, np1 = 32, AT = 42.7 h 
(States method for quadrature detection). 
Figure 7.5B 1H{11B} HETCOR B0 = 14.1 T, nR = 36 kHz, nRF(11B) = 10 kHz 
for the selective 90˚ pulse, nRF(11B) = 5 kHz for 
the CP contact pulse, nRF(1H) = 28 kHz for the 
CP contact pulse, tCP = 0.2 ms, nRF(1H) = 9 kHz 
for SPINAL-64 heteronuclear decoupling, tRD 
= 1 s, ns = 1024, sw = sw1 = 18 kHz, np1 = 64, 
AT = 36.4 h (States-TPPI method for 
quadrature detection). 
a The experimental parameters are labeled by the following symbols: B0 denotes the external 
magnetic field; nR denotes the MAS rate; nRF(X) denotes the RF irradiation strength at the 
frequency of X nuclei; tCP denotes the CP contact time; tRD denotes the recycle delay; ns denotes 
the number of scans; sw and sw1 denote the spectral widths in the direct and indirect dimensions, 
respectively; np1 denotes the number of points acquired in the indirect dimension; and AT 
denotes the total acquisition time. 
 
 
Scheme B1. The proposed Si-H/SiOH dehydrocoupled species responsible for the 13C NMR 




































Scheme B2. The possible reaction pathways for the formations of Si2 and Si3. 
 
 
Figure B2. 29Si CPMAS spectra of (A) 1@MSN550 and (B) 1@MSN700. 
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Figure B3. 11B DPMAS spectra of 1@MSN550+HBpin and 1@MSN700+HBpin.  
 
 




Scheme B3. Two possible pathways for the reactions between (Me2HSi)3C–Bpin and the surface 
hydroxyl groups. 
 
B3. Millimolar scale epoxide hydroboration 
A solution of epoxide (2 mmol), dissolved in benzene (15 mL), was added to 1@MSN (0.1 
mmol) to create a suspension. HBpin (2.6 mmol) was added to the mixture, which was stirred at 
room temperature until the epoxide was fully converted into the product, as projected by reactions 
performed on micromolar scale in benzene-d6 described above. The mixture was filtered, and the 
solid was further extracted with pentane. The resulting liquid was treated with aq. NaOH (1 M) 
solution to hydrolyze the borate ester ROBpin product into the corresponding alcohol. The 
hydrolyzed compound was extracted with ethyl acetate and then purified by either column 
chromatography or distillation. Isolated yields were determined, and products were characterized 
by 1H and 13C{1H} NMR spectroscopy and compared to literature values or spectra of authentic 
samples.  
B4. Products of catalytic epoxide hydroboration 
2-phenylethan-1-ol. Styrene oxide (0.240 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 mmol) were 
allowed to react in the presence of 1@MSN550. The 2-phenylethan-1-ol product was isolated by 
distillation in excellent yield (0.24 g, 1.96 mmol, 98%). 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.74 (br, 1 H, C6H5CH2CH2OH), 2.87 (t, 3JHH = 6.5 Hz, 2 H, 
C6H5CH2CH2OH), 3.85 (t, 3JHH = 6.5 Hz, 2 H, C6H5CH2CH2OH), 7.23-7.34 (m, 5 H, C6H5). 13C{1H} 
NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): d 39.22 (C6H5CH2CH2OH), 63.68 (C6H5CH2CH2OH), 126.49 
OH
 177 
(C6H5CH2CH2OH), 128.60 (C6H5CH2CH2OH), 129.06 (C6H5CH2CH2OH), 138.55 
(C6H5CH2CH2OH).  
 
Figure B5. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of 2-phenylethan-1-ol in chloroform-d, isolated from 










Figure B6. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 2-phenylethan-1-ol in chloroform-d, isolated 
from hydroboration of 2-phenyloxirane catalyzed by 1@MSN550. 
 
Cyclohexanol. Cyclohexene oxide (0.196 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 mmol) were 
allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN550, at room temperature for 1 d. Cyclohexanol was 
isolated by evaporating the solvent under reduced pressure in excellent yield (0,19 g, 1.8 mmol, 
95%).3 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.16 (m, 1 H), 1.26 (m, 4 H), 1.48-1.53 (m, 2 H), 1.72 (m, 2 H) 
1.88 (m, 2 H), 3.60 (br, 1 H). 13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): d 24.14 (CH2CH2CH2CHOH), 













Figure B7. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of cyclohexanol in chloroform-d, isolated from 




Figure B8. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of cyclohexanol in chloroform-d, isolated from 
hydroboration of cyclohexene oxide catalyzed by 1@MSN550. 
 
Cyclopentanol. Cyclopentene oxide (0.168 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 mmol) were 
allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN550, at room temperature for 1 d. Cyclopentanol was isolated 
by evaporating the solvent under reduced pressure in excellent yield (0,15 g, 1.8 mmol, 90%).3 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.53 (m, 4 H), 1.73 (m, 4 H), 2.00 (m, 1 H, OH), 4.28 (m, 1 H, 











Figure B9. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of cyclopentanol in chloroform-d, isolated from 







Figure B10. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of cyclopentanol in chloroform-d, isolated 
from hydroboration of cyclopentene oxide catalyzed by 1@MSN550. 
 
2-(4-bromophenyl)ethan-1-ol. 4-Bromostyrene oxide (0.398 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 
mmol) were allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN700, at room temperature for 1 d. 2-(4-
bromophenyl)ethan-1-ol was isolated by column chromatography in excellent yield (0.361 g, 1.8 
mmol, 90%).3 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.41 (br, 1 H, BrC6H4CH2CH2OH), 2.82 (t, 3JHH = 6.5 Hz, 2 H, 
BrC6H4CH2CH2OH), 3.84 (q, 3JHH = 6.06 Hz, 2 H, BrC6H4CH2CH2OH), 7.11 (d, 3JHH = 8.63 Hz, 2 
H, C6H4), 7.43 (d, 3JHH = 8.63 Hz, 2 H, C6H4). 13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): d 38.55 
(C6H4CH2CH2OH), 63.40 (C6H4CH2CH2OH), 120.34 (C6H4CH2CH2OH), 130.78 





Figure B11. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of 2-(4-bromophenyl)ethan-1-ol chloroform-d, 


















































Figure B12. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 2-(4-bromophenyl)ethan-1-ol in 
chloroform-d, isolated from hydroboration of 2-(4-bromophenyl)oxirane catalyzed by 1@MSN700. 
 
2-(4-chlorophenyl)ethan-1-ol. 4-Chlorostyrene oxide (0.310 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 
mmol) were allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN550, at room temperature for 1 d. 2-(4-
chlorophenyl)ethan-1-ol was isolated by column chromatography in excellent yield (0.288 g, 1.8 
mmol, 92%).4 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.38 (br, 1 H, BrC6H4CH2CH2OH), 2.84 (t, 3JHH = 6.5 Hz, 2 H, 
ClC6H4CH2CH2OH), 3.84 (q, 3JHH = 6.40 Hz, 2 H, ClC6H4CH2CH2OH), 7.16 (m, 2 H, C6H4), 7.28 
(m, 2 H, C6H4). 13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): d 38.50 (C6H4CH2CH2OH), 63.48 
(C6H4CH2CH2OH), 128.69 (C6H4CH2CH2OH), 130.37 (C6H4CH2CH2OH), 132.32 











































Figure B13. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of 2-(4-chlorophenyl)ethan-1-ol in chloroform-d, 


















































Figure B14. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 2-(4-chlorophenyl)ethan-1-ol in 
chloroform-d, isolated from hydroboration of 2-(4-chlorophenyl)oxirane catalyzed by 1@MSN700. 
 
1-phenylpropan-2-ol. (2S,3S)-2-methyl-3-phenyloxirane (0.268 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin 
(2.5 mmol) were allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN700, at room temperature for 1 d. 1-
phenylpropan-2-ol was isolated by column chromatography in good yield (0.212 g, 1.5 mmol, 
78%).5 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.24 (d, 3JHH = 6.46 Hz, 3 H, PhCH2CHOHCH3), 1.56 (b, 1 H, 
PhCH2CHOHCH3), 2.82-2.67 (m, 2 H, PhCH2CHOHCH3), 4.02 (m, 1 H, PhCH2CHOHCH3), 7.24-
7.21 (m, 3 H, C6H5), 7.34-7.30 (m, 2 H, C6H5). 13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3): d 22.82 
(PhCH2CHOHCH3), 45.82 (PhCH2CHOHCH3), 68.90 (PhCH2CHOHCH3), 126.52 (C6H5), 128.58 













































Figure B15. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of 1-phenylpropan-2-ol in chloroform-d, isolated 































































Figure B16. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 1-phenylpropan-2-ol in chloroform-d, 
isolated from hydroboration of (2S,3S)-2-methyl-3-phenyloxirane catalyzed by 1@MSN700. 
 
1-phenoxypropan-2-ol. 2-(phenoxymethyl)oxirane (0.300 g, 2 mmol) and HBpin (2.5 
mmol) were allowed to react, catalyzed by 1@MSN700, at room temperature for 1 d. 1-
phenoxypropan-2-ol was isolated by column chromatography in good yield (0.261 g, 1.7 mmol, 
86%).6 
 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): d 1.28 (d, 3JHH = 6.40 Hz, 3 H, C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 2.38 (b, 1 H, 
C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 3.82-3.78 (m, 1 H, C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 3.96-3.93 (m, 1 H, 
C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 4.20 (m, 1 H, C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 6.99-6.91 (m, 3 H, C6H5), 7.32-7.28 












































(C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 73.23 (C6H5OCH2CHOHCH3), 114.58 (C6H5), 121.15 (C6H5), 129.55 
(C6H5), 158.57 (C6H5).  
 
Figure B17. Solution-state 1H NMR spectrum of 1-phenoxypropan-2-ol in chloroform-d, isolated 
















































































Figure B18. Solution-state 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of 1-phenoxypropan-2-ol in chloroform-d, 
isolated from hydroboration of 2-(phenoxymethyl)oxirane catalyzed by 1@MSN700. 
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